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Mesoporous metal-oxides for dye  
sensitized solar cells and photocatalysts 
 
The development of mesoporous titania (meso-TiO2) films is a considerable 
research goal in the field of mesoporous material development due to their 
proven applicability in solar cells and phtocatalysts. In this work, the meso-TiO2 
films were fabricated through different methods and these home-made titania 
structures were applied in DSSCs and photocatalysts. 
Meso-TiO2 powders were first prepared from ethanol/water or ethanol solvent. 
The meso-TiO2 made from the ethanol/water solvent did not have an ordered 
mesostructure, but that made from ethanol solvent had 2D-hexagonal 
mesostructure. Films were prepared by adding ordered meso-TiO2 particles into 
paste formulations of P25 nanoparticles with weight proportion ranging from 0 to 
100%. These were used to form films by doctor blading, and the influence of 
paste composition on film structure, morphology, porosity, optical properties and 
cell performance were investigated.  
Secondly, ordered meso-TiO2 films were fabricated by dip coating from 
aqueous or ethanol solvent. Both films had cubic mesostructures, but the film 
coated from aqueous solvent was not uniform. The film formed from ethanol 
solvent was doped with sulphur. The effects of doping on the mesostructure, 
morphology, structure, optical properties and photocatalytic activity were studied. 
The thickness of films was increased by repeated coating. The number of layers 
had an influence on the mesostructure, morphology, optical properties and cell 
performance when these films were applied in DSSCs  
Finally, a novel method was adopted to prepared meso-TiO2 films. Molecular 
titania precursors or titania colloidal seeds were used as the titania source. Both 
of them can be used to prepare free-standing hybrid films at air-water interface by 
a self-assembly method, however the one synthesised from the molecular titania 
precursor did not contain very much titania and became a powder after 
calcination. In contrast, after calcination, the films formed from the colloidal titania 
solution remained intact, and were composed of mixtures of TiO2 nanoparticles 
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and nanowires with mesopores arising from interparticle porosity. These films 
were applied in DSSCs. This interfacial method was also successfully extended 
to prepare free-standing ZnO films from a molecular precursor. After calcination, 
the free-standing ZnO films were found to be composed of rough spheres formed 




Chapter 1 Introduction 
Metal oxides, such as TiO2, ZnO, CeO2, ZrO2, Nb2O5, have been extensively 
studied as photoelectrodes in DSSCs or photocatalysts. Among them, TiO2 and 
ZnO are the two most widely investigated materials in view of the electronic 
configuration and recombination probability.1 The VB of TiO2 is composed 
primarily of oxygen 2p orbitals hybridized with Ti 3d states, while the CB is made 
up of pure 3d orbital of titanium, and therefore, the transition probability of 
electrons to the VB is decreased which ultimately decrease the (e−–h+) 
recombination probability. In the case of ZnO, which has completely filled 3d 
orbitals, the VB consists of only d orbitals and CB consists of hybridized s–p 
orbitals. The electronic configuration of ZnO again leads to the reduced (e−–h+) 
recombination probability.  
Titania has three crystalline phases in nature, including rutile (Eg=3.05 eV), 
anatase (Eg=3.23 eV), and brookite (Eg=3.26 eV). The rutile phase has greater 
thermodynamic stability although the anatase phase is thermal stable less than 
600 °C. The anatase phase has the highest active performance in many 
applications compared to the other two phases.2 Moreover, titania is cheap, 
nontoxic, chemically inert and absorbs only below 388 nm making it invisible to 
most of the solar spectrum, thus reducing the recombination rate of photoinjected 
electrons,3 so it has a wide range of applications, such as photovoltaic devices, 
photocatalysts, and photochemical-splitting of water. Due to the quantum effects 
in nanotechnology, the specific surface area and surface-to-volume ratio increase 
remarkably as the size of materials decreases. Additionally, the movement of 
electrons and holes in semiconductor nanomaterials and the transport properties 
related to phonons and phonons are largely affected by the size and geometry of 
the materials.4 So, considerable efforts have been devoted to the fabrication of 
nanosized titania and titania with nanostructures.5 Compared to titania crystallites, 
titania with 1D or 2D nanostructure is considered to have some advantages in 
electronic and photonic devices. Titania with a 1D structure, such as rods, belts 
and tubes, is well-known for its efficient transport of electrons and excitons,6, 7 but 
the low surface area of one-dimensional nanoarrays limits the improvement in 
many applications and some modifications have been made to improve the 
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surface area.8, 9 Titania with a 2D structure, such as ordered mesostructures with 
high surface area, are another promising material in mesoscopic physics and 
fabrication of nanoscale devices, as it facilitates reaction/interaction between the 
devices and the interacting media. 
Similarly to TiO2, ZnO has a band gap around 3.3 eV. Also, it is cheap, 
nontoxic and thermal stable. Different nanostructured ZnO particles, including 
rods, tubes, spheres and mesoporouss materials, have been synthesized and 
applied into many areas, such as sensors, piezoelectric transducers, solar cells, 
photocatalyst and transparent conducting films.10 However, the stability of ZnO 
when interacting with acid or base is not as good as titania and this problem is still 
not overcome. 
Titania is normally prepared from the hydrolysis reaction of titanium alkoxides, 
shown in Figure 1-1. The first step is a substitution of one alkoxy group by 
hydroxyl group in the hydrolysis reaction. Then, oxo- and hyroxo-bridges are 
formed in the process of condensation reactions.11 Both of the reactions are very 
quick and the relative ratio can be changed by the hydrolysis conditions, such as 
water/alkoxide ratio, catalyst, reaction temperature, alkyl groups in the alkoxide 
and chelating addition.12 13 Increase of the water/alkoxide ratio and reaction 
temperature will fasten the hydrolysis process. The hydrolysis of titanium alkoxide 
in the presence of an acid catalyst shows a slower reaction speed. The alkoxide 
with higher alkyl groups are slower to hydrolyse and also slower to diffuse, as 
condensation requires partial hydrolysis and diffusion, higher alkoxide tends to 
produce smaller condensates which favours the diffusion. So, under the same 
condition, the reaction speed of TiCl4, Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4, Ti(OCH2CH2CH2CH3)4 is 
TiCl4 > Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4 > Ti(OCH2CH2CH2CH3)4. After the addition of a chelating 
complex, the alkoxide precursor is altered to form oligomers, then slower the 
whole hydrolysis and condensation process, The oligomers can even stabilize in 







( Water condensation) 
Figure 1-1 Hydrolysis, alcoxidation and oxolation reactions of titanium alkoxides. 
The majority of the work in this thesis is concerned with the fabrication of 
mesoporous titania films through different methods and application of 
home-made titania structures in DSSCs and photocatalysts. Thus, chapter 1 
gives an introduction to mesoporous titania, describes DSSC and the application 
of titania in DSSC, and titania photocatalysts. Chapter 2 is about the principles of 
analysis and how these techniques were used to characterise the materials 
prepared in the thesis. Chapter 3 is the experimental part, which gives lists of 
materials and the apparatus used for the experiments. Three small experiments 
and results that relate to the major projects of this thesis are also shown in 
chapter 3. Chapter 4 is about the preparation of ordered mesoporous titania and 
nanoparticle composite films by doctor-blading and their application in DSSC. 
Chapter 5 is about ordered S-doped mesoporous titania thin films prepared by 
dip-coating and their application in photocatalysts. Chapter 6 concerns S-doped 
mesoporous titania multilayer films prepared by dip-coating and their application 
in DSSC. Chapter 7 reports synthesis of mesoporous titania and nanowire 
composite films self-assembled at air-water interface and their application in 
DSSC. The last chapter covers the conclusions of the work done during this PhD 
and suggests some areas for future work. 
1.1 Mesoporous Titania 
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According to the definition of IUPAC,14 porous solids are classified into three 
groups based on their pore diameter, namely microporous (< 2 nm), mesoporous 
(2 - 50 nm), and macroporous (> 50 nm) materials. For microporous materials, the 
pore size is too small to allow organic molecules with diameter > 2 nm to pass 
through, while the macroporous materials usually has a low surface area. 
Mesoporous materials, especially mesoporous titania, have a suitable pore size 
that allows organic compounds to enter the pores and a high surface area that 
favours the loading of organic species, which helps the active performance of 
DSSCs and photocatalyst.2, 15, 16 When the pores arrange regularly, it shows 
various mesostructures such as 2D-hexagonal, lamellar, or cubic, presented in 
Figure 1-2. 
 
Figure 1-2 Ordered mesoporous structure. 
Mesoporous titanias have been prepared by various techniques and 
successfully applied into DSSCs and photocatalysts. Here, we simply define the 
mesoporous titania into five types according to the method used to obtain pore 
domains, namely soft template methods, nanocasting methods, combined soft 
and hard template methods, template free methods and removal of organic 
compounds methods. For the templating methods, all involves condensation of a 
titania precursor directed by a template to guide the formation of mesostructure. 
Then, the templates are removed to obtain open pores by calcination or washing 
process. The soft-templating method is the most popular templating way due to 
itss convenience to carry out and the mesostructure and pore size are easy to 
tune. Some typical examples are described below. 
1.1.1 Soft template method 
Amphiphilic or surfactant molecules, which display a polar head and 
non-polar tail, tend to aggregate in solvents where one of these parts is insoluble. 
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Above the CMC, the amphiphilic molecules form micelles. A combination of 
molecular geometry and entropic interactions drives the solution to self-assemble 
into colloidal systems, presenting different packing ordering upon the progressive 
increase of surfactant concentration.17 These ordered molecules can be used as 
a soft template to guide the formation of mesoporous materials.  
The soft template method can be easily carried out in water by sol-gel 
method or in an organic solvent by EISA.16 The formation of mesostructured 
materials via EISA method begins with a homogeneous solution of inorganic 
precursor and surfactant in ethanol/water solvent. The concentration of surfactant 
is much lower than the CMC. During the evaporation of solvent, the concentration 
of surfactant increases continuously and drives self-assembly of 
inorganic-surfactant micelle aggregates when the concentration of surfactant is 
higher than CMC and their further organization into mesostructured hybrids.18 
The pore domains are formed after the removal of surfactants and the inorganic 
crystallites form the wall networks. The surfactant in this process serves as the 
template to guide the formation of mesostructured materials. The EISA approach 
is now widely used to prepare mesostructured titania films due to the controllable 
hydrolysis process which is the critical issue of fabrication ordered mesoporous 
titania.2, 4 However, the pores can easily collapse during the removal of template 
by calcination if the inorganic walls are too thin, not sufficiently condensed or 
undergo a structural change (eg from amorphous to crystalline) during the high 
temperature calcination step. 
Alberius et al. prepared ordered mesostructured titania films by using 
Pluronic P123 as the template in the EISA method.19 By varying the volume ratio 
between the surfactant and inorganic precursor species, titania film with cubic, 
2D-hexagonal, and lamellar structure were synthesized. The regions over which 
the three phases were obtained correspond well with those of the water−block 
copolymer binary phase diagram when considered in terms of the volume fraction 
of copolymer incorporated.  
Chen et al. fabricated mesoporous anatase titania beads with control led 
morphology and physical properties templated by hexadecylamine from a 
combined sol-gel and solvothermal method.20 The monodispersity and spherical 
shape of the beads could be tuned by varying the amount of surfactant in the 
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sol-gel process. The diameter of the beads could be controlled in the range of 320 
- 1150 nm by adjusting the water/ethanol ratio of the solvent. The anatase 
crystallite size, specific surface area (89 - 120 m2/g), and pore size (14 - 23 nm) 
were adjusted through the amounts of ammonia, when the precursor beads were 
treated in ethanol/water solution with the addition of ammonia under 160 °C 
thermal treatment. 
1.1.2 Nanocasting method 
In the technique of nanocasting, the titania starting sol is infiltrated into a 
porous hard template such as alumina membranes, ordered mesoporous silica, 
or ordered mesoporous carbon.21 After crystallization by calcination, the template 
can be removed by calcination in air or treated with alkaline solution. An 
advantage of this method is that crystalline titania can be intentionally prepared 
with different mesostructures,22 but it can be difficult to penetrate the precursor 
solution into the porous template. 
Zhang et al. prepared mesoporous titania by using mesoporous silica KIT-6 
as the hard template.23 They studied the effects of three parameters, 
precursor/template ratios, calcination temperatures and immersion time in solvent 
during the process of template removal, on the crystallization of the titania. Owing 
to the template confinement effect, mesoporous anatase titania with high surface 
area 207 m2/g instead of rutile phase was obtained after calcination at 750 °C. 
Mokaya et al. fabricated metal oxides (titania, zirconia, alumina and 
magnesia) templated by hollow spheres of mesoporous carbon.24 After the 
removal of the template by calcination, the porous metal oxides showed 
predominantly hollow sphere morphology with a high surface area. Anatase 
titania formed after calcination at 500 °C had a specific surface area of 100m2/g 
and a mean pore diameter of 6.0 nm. 
1.1.3 Combined soft and hard template method 
In order to combine the advantages of soft and hard template method, the 
combined soft and hard template method was adopted.25-27 A soft template is 
used to direct the pore structure and the hard template is used to support the 
nanostructure during calcination process. This is also a good way to make porous 
titania with a hierarchical structure.28 
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Lee et al. fabricated highly crystalline mesoporous titania templated by CASH 
method.29 Firstly, the as-prepared powder templated by 
poly(isoprene-block-ethyleneoxide) was prepared using the EISA method. Then, 
samples were calcined at 700 °C under Ar atmosphere and the organic template 
became carbon as a hard template to support the mesostructure. The carbon was 
finally removed by calcination at 450 °C in air to obtain well crystallized metal 
oxides. The as-prepared, carbonized and calcined titania had a 2D-hexagonal 
mesostructure and the d-spacing shifted from 31.4, to 27.3 to 24.2 nm. The 
calcined titania had a well-crystallized anatase structure and specific surface area 
of 89 m2/g with a big pores of diameter ~ 22.9 nm. 
Wang et al. fabricated titania nanotubes with a mesoporous wall from 
assembly of a soft template and the nanocasting method by filling surfactant 
templated titania precursor solution into alumina membranes.30 The specific 
surface area, pore volume, pore size and crystallite size of mesoporous titania 
walls could be tuned by variation of the surfactant type in the precursor solution 
and the template removal approaches. The dimensions of the nanotube could be 
changed by simply tuning the pore size of the alumina membranes and the 
viscosity of the starting sol. 
1.1.4 Template free method 
Mesoporous titania with or without hierarchical structure can also be obtained 
by a simple template-free approach, but it is difficult to obtain long range ordering 
for porous materials, as the mesoporous structure is formed because of the voids 
between particles or aggregations of particles.31 
Liu et al. synthesized mesoporous titania through nitric acid-catalysed 
hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions of titanium(IV) n-butoxide.32 The 
as-prepared amorphous titania had a high specific surface area of 470 m2/g and a 
pore volume of 0.28 cm3/g. After calcination at 450 °C for 4 h, anatase 
mesoporous titania was formed with a specific surface area of 106 m2/g and an 
average pore size of 4.8 nm. 
Yu et al. prepared bimodal mesoporous titania by a hydrothermal method 
using tetrabutylorthotitanate as the precursor.33 The effects of hydrothermal 
temperature and time on microstructure were investigated. With the increase of 
hydrothermal temperature and time, the crystallite size and pore size increased 
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and specific surface areas, pore volumes and porosity steadily decreased. 
However, after hydrothermal treatment, all samples had two types of pores: one 
was intra-aggregate pores with pore diameters 4 - 8 nm and the other with 
inter-aggregate pores with pore diameters 45 - 50 nm.  
Li et al. fabricated urchinlike titania hollow spheres with tunable chamber 
structure through solvothermally reacting TiOSO4 in glycerol, alcohol, and ethyl 
ether.34 The morphology, size, and interior structure were controlled by the 
variation of alcohol solvent and reaction time. They can be tuned from solid (12 h), 
to sphere-in-sphere (1 day), to hollow core−shell (14 days) structures with 
reaction time. The outside-sphere diameter grew from 2.0, to 2.4, to 5.2 µm, so 
could also be tuned by choosing the alcohol solvent. 
1.1.5 Removal of organic components 
The method of removal of organic components is not a well-defined approach 
to prepare mesoprous films. The reason why it is included here is because this is 
the traditional way to make mesoporous titania films for DSSCs. Porous domains 
are formed by the removal of organic component from a paste of colloidal titania 
particles with mixtures of organic porogens. This method was firstly used by 
Grätzel in 1991.35 They prepared titania colloidal paste first by mixing titania 
nanoparticles with organics and then made films by the doctor blade method 
which were calcined to obtain a mesoporous film. DSSC based on these films has 
a high efficiency as the mesoporous film has a large surface area that can absorb 
more dye molecules compared to solid films. The details of how to make this type 
of mesoporous film will be explained later in section 1.2.3.1. 
1.2 Dye sensitized solar cells 
It is clear that access to economically viable renewable energy sources is 
essential for the development of a globally sustainable society. The mean global 
energy consumption rate was 13 TW in the year 2000. Assuming a kind of 
“business-as-usual” circumstance with rather optimistic but reasonable 
assumptions of population growth and energy consumption, the projection is 28 
TW in 2050 for the global energy demand.36 37 Solar energy, besides fusion, has 
the largest potential to satisfy the future global need for renewable energy 
sources. From the 1.7 × 105 TW of solar energy that strikes the earth’s surface, a 
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practical terrestrial global solar potential value is estimated to be about 600 TW.38 
Thus, even if 10% of sunlight could be converted to alternative and usable energy 
forms, there would be no worry about the energy supply line. PV solar cells are 
one of the devices that permit direct conversion of sunlight to electricity. 
With the huge potential, solar cell production has grown at about 30% per 
annum over the past 15 years. Based on the nature of the material, maximum 
conversion efficiency obtainable, and the associated cost of photovoltaic power, 
Martin Green has classified various photovoltaic solar cells into three major 
categories, shown in Figure 1-3: first, second and third generation photovoltaics.  
Most of the solar cells on the market now are "first generation photovoltaics", 
made out of the highest purity materials with the least structural defects (such as 
crystalline silicon) and considered to be a "mature" technology.39 They are 
somewhat expensive to produce because of the high processing costs needed to 
create silicon cells with sufficient purity and long range order.  
Second generation devices, for example, multi-crystalline or amorphous Si, 
CdTe and CIGS, are based on thin film technologies. They are generally 
deposited from vacuum or by chemical vapour deposition, and include CdTe or 
CIGS technologies.40 Their efficiencies and cost are lower, but they can be 
created in much thinner, light weight formats compared to silicon cells. Disposal 
at end-of-life is a consideration, because of the toxicity of Cd, Te, Ga, and Se. 
DSSCs are referred to as third-generation PV systems, which have excellent 
potential for DSSC to deliver solar electric power at very low costs. DSSCs are a 
type of low-cost solar cells belonging to the group of thin film solar cells. They are 
based on a semiconductor formed between a photo-sensitized anode and an 
electrolyte, a photoelectrochemical system. This cell, also known as the Grätzel 
cell, was invented by Grätzel and O'Regan at the École Polytechnique Fédérale 





Figure 1-3 Classification of photovoltaic solar cells.41 Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 41. 
1.2.1 Structure and theory of DSSC 
1.2.1.1 Structure of DSSC 
A typical structure of a DSSC is shown in Figure 1-4. A DSSC is basically a 
thin-layer solar cell formed by a sandwich arrangement of two TCO electrodes. 
The mesoporous nanocrystalline titania film electrode is deposited on a TCO 
substrate and a monolayer of dye is adsorbed onto the titania layer. The counter 
electrode is composed of platinum film deposited onto another TCO substrate. 
The inter-layer space is filled with an organic electrolyte containing a redox 
meditator, usually an iodide/tri-iodide (I-/I3





Figure 1-4 Typical structure of a DSSC. 
1.2.1.2 Electron-transfer processes 
The mechanism of operation of a DSSC is based on electron-transfer 
processes. Figure 1-5 shows the electron-transfer processes in a DSSC. 
 
Figure 1-5 Energy band structure and major electron-transfer processes in DSSC.  
At the anode, the absorption of the light by the dye (D) leads to formation for 
its electronically excited state (D*). 
*DhD   (Photoexcitation)               1.1 
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The molecule in the excited state can decay back to the ground state by 
undergoing relaxation, injecting electrons into the conduction band of titania. 
hDD *  (Relaxation)                  1.2 
  cbeDD
* (TiO2 charge injection)          1.3 
The injected electrons travel through the mesoporous network of titania 
particles to reach the back-collector electrode to pass through the external circuit. 
The oxidized dye is reduced rapidly to the ground state by the donor I- present in 
the electrolyte 
  3232 IDID
_
 (Regeneration of dye)      1.4 
In the absence of a redox mediator to intercept and rapidly reduce the 
oxidized dye, recombination with the electrons of the titania layer takes place, 
without any measurable photocurrent. This recombination also occurs in the 
unefficient regeneration process of I-. 
DTiOeD   )( 2 (Recombination)             1.5 
The electrons reaching the counter-electrode through the external circuit 
reduce in turn the oxidized (I-) so that the entire sequence of electron transfer 
reactions involving the dye and the redox mediator I3
- is rendered cyclic 
  IeI 323 (Regeneration of I
-)              1.6 
If the cited reactions alone take place, the overall effect of irradiation with 
sunlight is to drive the electrons though the external circuit. 
1.2.1.3 Efficiency parameters  
AM1.5 solar light is almost universally used when characterizing DSSCs. The 
air mass coefficient (AM) defines the direct optical path length through the Earth's 
atmosphere. It can be used to help characterize the solar spectrum after  solar 
radiation has travelled through the atmosphere.  
zAM cos/1           1.7 
"AM1.5", 1.5 atmosphere thickness, corresponds to a solar zenith angle of  
48.2. While the AM number for mid-latitudes during the middle parts of the day is 
less than 1.5 in summer, higher figures apply in the morning and evening and at 
other times of the year. Therefore AM 1.5 is useful to represent the overall yearly 
average for mid-latitudes. Consequently, the solar industry uses AM1.5 for all 
standardized testing of solar cells. 
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In order to fully understand and improve the efficiency of DSSC, several 
important parameters are used to characterize it. Incident photon-to-current 
efficiency (IPCE) is the most important factor, which corresponds to the 
photocurrent density produced in the external circuit under monochromatic 
illumination of the cell divided by the photon flux that strikes the cell.42 
collinjLHEIPCE  )()(                     1.8 
Here, LHE(λ) is the light-harvesting efficiency for photons of wavelength λ; 
φinj is the quantum yield for electron injection from the excited sensitizer in the 
conduction band of the semiconductor oxide; and ηcoll is the electron collection 
efficiency. 
The overall conversion efficiency (ηglobal)of the DSSC is determined by the 
photocurrent density measured at short circuit (Jsc), the open-circuit photovoltage 






                          1.9 
Where the Is is the total solar power incident on the cell, 1000 W/m
2 for AM 
1.5.  
The fill factor can assume values between 0 and 1 and is defined by the ratio 
of the maximum power (Pmax) of the solar cell divided by Voc and Jsc. 
ocscVJ
P
FF max                          1.10 
Pmax is the product of the photocurrent and photovoltage at the voltage where 
the power output of the cell is maximal. The value of the fill factor reflects the 
extent of electrical and electrochemical losses occurring during operation of the 
DSSC, which includes the sheet resistances of the substrate and counter 
electrode, electron transport resistance through the photoanode, ion transport 
resistance, and the charge-transfer resistance at the counter electrode. Typical 
values for the fill factor range from 0.75 to 0.85 and there is little room for 
improvement and the optimization of the FF. 
The precise Jsc value produced by the solar cell in AM 1.5 solar light can be 
derived by integrating the IPCE spectra over the spectral distribution of the 
standard AM 1.5 Is, where e is the elementary charge. 
 dIeIPCEJ ssc )()(                   1.11 
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1.2.2 Strategy to improve efficiency 
The most straightforward way to increase Jsc is to absorb a greater fraction of 
the incident light which is correlated with the sensitizer absorption capability.  
The factors that affect Voc are much more complicated than Jsc. Referring to 
the energy band structure and the carrier transfer processes in Figure 1-5, the Voc 













oc  )(       1.12 
where n is the number of the electrons in titania, NCB is the effective density 
of states, ECB is the conduction band energy level of titania, Eredox is the highest 
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level of the redox couples, k is a constant, T 
is the temperature and q is the unit charge. n is determined by the balance 
between electron injection and charge recombination, Voc is affected by electron 
injection, charge recombination, and the values for semiconductor of ECB and 
Eredox. So, several methods can be used to increase Voc: (1) reduce the charge 
recombination between redox couple and the injected electrons in the titania 
conduction band; (2) reduce charge recombination between the oxidized 
sensitizer and the injected electrons in the semiconductor conduction band; (3) 
increase the electron injection efficiency; (4) increase the semiconductor ECB; (5) 
downshift the Eredox.
43 
Over the last two decades, the research area dealing with DSSCs is 
expanding very rapidly and attracting scientist from different disciplines: Chemists 
to design and synthesize suitable donor–acceptor dyes and study structure–
property relationships; 2) physicists to build solar cell devices with the novel 
materials, to characterize and optimize their performances, and to understand the 
fundamental photophysical processes; and 3) engineers to develop new device 
architectures. The synergy between all the disciplines will play a major role for 
future advancements in this area.44 
1.2.2.1 Substrates 
As mentioned before, the DSSCs have a sandwich structure involving two 
TCO substrates. The requirements for the TCO substrates are low sheet 
resistance (nearly temperature independent, to the high temperatures used for 
sintering of the TiO2 layer, 450 - 500 ˚C) and a high transparency to solar 
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radiation in the visible-IR region. Typical sheet resistance of the TCO used is 5-15 
Ω/cm2, found for materials such as tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) and 
fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO).  
Due to the recombination which occurs predominantly in the region of the 
FTO substrate,45 a dense titania layer deposited onto the FTO substrate before 
the titania photoelectrode has been found to improve device efficiency 
significantly. The blocking layer increases efficiency firstly through enhancing the 
bonding strength between the FTO substrate and the porous-titania layer, and 
secondly, by blocking the charge recombination between electrons emanating 
from the FTO and the I3
− ions present in the I−/I3
− redox couple. This layer is 
usually applied by spray pyrolysis, and is typically around 100 nm thick. 
Especially in the operation of liquid electrolyte DSSC using organic dyes, Grätzel  
et al. found that the device efficiency can be increased by over 160 % under 
simulated full sun illumination and more than doubled at lower light intensities by 
incorporation of a compact layer.46 
1.2.2.2 Photoelectrode 
One of the commonly used wide gap semiconductor for the DSSC 
photelectrode is titania, because titania is stable, nontoxic and has an energy gap 
of ~ 3.2 eV. An important requirement for the semiconductor is high transport 
mobility of the charge carrier to reduce the electron-transport resistance. Many 
other wide-band gap oxide semiconductors have also been examined as potential 
electron acceptors for DSSCs, such as ZnO and SnO2,. An excellent review on 
nanostructured photoelectrodes for DSSCs was published by Zhang and Cao.47 
Although titania has been mostly used as the photoelectrode, ZnO with 
different nanostructures has been actively sought as a replacement due to the 
similar bandgap and conduction band edge of this oxide.1 Yang et al. prepared a 
dense array of oriented, crystalline ZnO nanowires by mild aqueous chemistry 
with a surface area up to one-fifth as large as a nanoparticle cell. The direct 
electrical pathways provided by the nanowires ensure the rapid collection of 
electrons generated throughout the device, and an efficiency of 1.5 % was 
demonstrated, limited primarily by the surface area of the nanowire array.48 Pellin 
et al. prepared high surface area ZnO nanotube photoanodes templated by 
anodic aluminium oxide for use in DSSC. Compared to similar ZnO-based 
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devices, ZnO nanotube cells showed exceptional photovoltage and fill factors, in 
addition to power efficiencies up to 1.6 %, which may result from the higher 
surface area allowing absorption of more dye.49 Some other binary metal oxides 
such as Fe2O3, ZrO2, Nb2O5, Al2O3, and CeO2 and ternary compounds such as 
SrTiO3 and Zn2SnO4 have been tested as photoelectrodes in DSSC in several 
groups, but their efficiency is not comparable with titania. 
1.2.2.3 Dye 
Along with the mesoporous oxide layer, a key component of the DSSC is the 
photosensitizer (“dye”) that absorbs the solar radiation and injects electrons into 
the conduction band of the oxide substrate. A number of desirable properties of 
the dyes are: strong light absorption in the visible and near-IR region; good 
solubility in organic solvents; presence of suitable peripheral anchoring ligands; 
suitable disposition of HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbit (LUMO) of 
the dye molecule; good thermal stability; and good chemical stability.50 Examples 
of dyes that function well in DSSCs are coordination complexes of Ru and Os, 
squaraines, porphyrins, perylenes, pentacene, cyanines, and coumarins.51-53 
As the properties of the dye greatly affect the electron injection and charge 
recombination, hundreds of dyes have been synthesized and tested in DSSCs so 
far. The most efficient DSSC demonstrated to date have all been based on 
ruthenium dyes developed by the Grätzel group, such as the N3 and N719 
molecules, shown in Figure 1-6.54 But due to the fact that Ru is toxic and in low 
abundance, there are many works going on to replace Ru-based dyes with more 
sustainable materials. To design a good quality dye, many factors need to be 
considered. Firstly, the dye should absorb strongly from the blue end of the visible 
spectrum to the near infrared to harvest more light. Secondly, it should have 
anchoring groups to strongly bind the dye onto the semiconductor surface. Thirdly, 
the LUMO level of dye must be higher than conducting band energy of titania, so 
that the process of charge injection in titania conduction band can take place 
efficiently. Fourth, the HOMO level of dye must be more negative than that of 
redox couple to keep the efficient transfer to regenerate dyes. Finally, 
unfavourable dye aggregation should be avoided and photostable, and 




Figure 1-6 Structure of N719 and N3 dye. 
1.2.2.4 Electrolyte 
The electrolyte plays a very important role in the DSSC by facilitating the 
transport of charge between the working and counter electrodes. The ideal 
electrolyte solvent is one that has very low viscosity, negligible vapour pressure, 
high boiling point and high dielectric properties.50 From industrial perspective, 
factors such as robustness, environmental sustainability, and easy processing 
are also important. A typical electrolyte used in DSSC is I-/I3
- couple.  
Although the I−/I3
− redox couple has ideal kinetic properties 38 in regenerating 
the oxidized dye and in inhibition of the recombination of an excited electron to 
the electrolyte, various redox couples including Br3
-/Br-,55 Co(II)/Co(III),56, 57 
Fe2+/Fe3+,58 triethanolamines,59 pseudohalogen couples,60  and mixed systems 
of redox couples have been employed to substitute I−/I3
− to enhance the durability 
and efficiency of DSSCs. Electrolyte can be based on different solvents, such as 
water, ethanol, acetonitrile and its morphology can be gelated, polymerized, or 
dispersed within polymeric materials, such as poly(ethylene oxide). Organic and 
inorganic solid hole conductors are also of great interest, as solid-state solar cells 
are safer and more durable compared to the liquid ones as they are less likely to 
leak releasing material into the environment. 
1.2.2.5 Counter electrode 
To balance the charge and regenerate the key components, the oxidized 
form of the mediator needs to be reduced by the electrons flowing through the 
external circuit passing through the counter electrode. To reduce losses, the 
counter-electrode materials should show good electrocatalytic properties. As an 
electrode material, Pt is the most commonly used material.   
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Due to the fact that Pt is an expensive material, carbonaceous materials such 
as active carbon,61 carbon black,62 carbon nanotube,63, 64 and graphite, 
conducting polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene),65 polyaniline,66 
or polymer-carbon/Pt composites 67-69 are also used for the electrodes in DSSCs. 
Kitamura et al. synthesized thin films of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)–
poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid) by a layer-by-layer self-assembly method. The film is 
highly adhesive to the substrate and has a controllable thickness and showed 
high cathodic activity. The achieved efficiency of 4.71 % was only a factor of 8 % 
lower than that of the cell using conventional thermally deposited Pt on FTO glass 
counter electrodes.70 Zhao et al. prepared highly uniform and transparent 
polyaniline electrodes by a facile in situ polymerization method. They also 
fabricated a novel bifacially active transparent DSSC using polyaniline, which 
showed conversion efficiencies of 6.54 and 4.26 % corresponding to front- and 
rear-side illumination, respectively. Meanwhile, the efficiency of the same 
photoanode employing a Pt counter electrode was 6.69 %.71 In 2011, Grätzel et al. 
brought a new breakthrough on counter electrode technology by demonstrating a 
promising way to reduce the cost and improve the efficiency of DSSC. They found 
that commercial graphene nanoplatelets in the form of optically transparent thin 
films on FTO exhibited high electrocatalytic activity toward the I3
-/I- redox couple 
in an ionic liquid. Furthermore, the cell with the graphene electrode without 
optimized parameters yielded an efficiency of 4.4 % and fill factor of 0.60 when 
compared to Pt electrode, 5.7 % and 0.75. They predict that the graphene 
composite is a strong candidate for replacing both Pt and FTO in cathodes.72 
1.2.2.6 Post treatment and morphology modification 
To obtain high-efficiency DSSCs, techniques including TiCl4 treatments for 
the photoelectrodes, light-scattering layers and an anti-reflecting film on 
TCO-substrates also have been introduced because of their significant influences 
on the energy-conversion efficiency.  
A TiCl4 treatment of a porous titania electrode is a common method employed 
during DSSC fabrication to enhance the surface roughness factor and necking of 




Boden et al. reported an anti-reflection film for use as the top layer for DSSC 
with aim of increasing the light harvesting efficiency from sun light integrated for 
the entire day.74 There are two types of anti-reflection film, (1) flat laminate and (2) 
moth-eye nanostructured film. The former is formed by laminating several thin 
films with their refraction index increasing toward the inside, while the latter is 
bioinspired from the nanostructured compound eye of insects.75-77  
A further improvement that is used in good cells is to have a scattering layer 
deposited on top of the first layer. This causes any light that passes through the 
dye layer without being absorbed to be scattered, which increases the average 
optical path length of the light in the film, improving the chances that it will be 
absorbed.78-80 Typically, the underlying layer is prepared from small nanoparticles 
(10 - 30 nm) and the scattering layer from a top layer of larger particles (200 - 400 
nm) or by adding large scattering particles into a nanoparticle matrix. Koo et al. 
studied the effect of scattering particle size on light scattering efficiency in 
DSSC.80 They used two types of rutile titania particles with the size of 300 and 
500 nm respectively as a scattering overlayer for bilayered photoelectrode. The 
global efficiency for the main-layer film was improved differently when two types 
of scattering layer introduced. This is because significant improvement and strong 
size-dependence upon deposition of scattering overlayer on the titania main-layer 
film are related with the quantity and wavelength of transmitted light and the 
difference in reflectivity of scattering particles. However, using large particles 
always results in a low surface area with a reduced dye loading,81 so using large 
particles with a high surface area such as mesoporous titania secondary particles 
in the scattering layer is a good way to improve both the dye loading and 
scattering effects in DSSC. Zhang et al. fabricated anatase titania microspheres 
with exposed mirror-like plane facets through ahydrothermal process.82 The 
photoanode composed of these TiO2 microspheres as the scattering layer 
showed an improved efficiency when applied in a DSSC due to the superior light 
scattering effect of microspheres and excellent light reflecting ability of the 
mirror-like plane facets. 
1.2.3 TiO2 photoelectrodes in DSSC 
Over the last two decades, the research area dealing with DSSCs has 
expanded very rapidly and many strategies have been used to improve the 
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efficiency of solar cells.44 The morphology and structure of the titania 
photoelectrode is one of the most studied areas. 
DSSC designs using titania have been continuously renovated since 1991 to 
enhance the efficiency by increasing the light-scattering properties of the metal 
oxide film, suppressing charge recombination, improving the interfacial energetic, 
and altering the particle morphology. Several excellent reviews have been 
published on the preparation, characterization and working theory.3, 83-86  
Traditional mesoporous titania films made by doctor blading and screen 
printing methods are still used by most of researchers. Improvements of the 
morphology of the titania film or functionalization of the titania powder that 
compose the photoelectrode are under intensive consideration. In the case of 
studies of morphology design, the multilayer deposition method provides the 
possibility to make photoelectrodes with different structures,81 dip or spin coating 
methods facilitate the preparation of mesostructured titania thin films,2, 87 and the 
formation of 1D nanoarrays provides a totally different geometry from the 
multilayer or dip/spin coated photoelectrodes.88 To functionalize the titania 
powder, mesoporous nanoparticles, titania with a hierarchical or 1D structures, 
and doping have been utilized to improve the cell performance arising from 
different aspects.47  
1.2.3.1 TiO2 photoelectrode prepared by doctor blading and screen 
printing 
The traditional way to prepare the titania photoelectrode is made by the 
doctor blade method or a screen printing approach from a titania colloidal paste. 
These methods are used because they are easy to carry out and do not have any 
requirements for specialist facilities to realize a highly efficient photoactive layer.  
Figure 1-7 shows the process of film deposition via the doctor blade 
technique. After preparation of the paste (procedure 1), films can be made by 
doctor blading. To mask electrical contact strips, 0.5 cm width of  the conducting 
glass plate was covered along the length of each edge with adhesive scotch tape. 
The viscous titania colloidal paste was then spread on the top of TCO substrates 
and the thickness of the film was controlled by the scotch tape (procedure 2).  
After that, the film is annealed and forms mesoporous titania film due to the 
presence of voids formed among the necked titania nanoparticles by the 
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combustion of organic binders in the annealing process (procedure 3 and 4). 
Usually, a titania film with a thickness of 10 - 15 μm can be obtained. 
 
Figure 1-7 Procedure of film deposition via the doctor blade technique 89 Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. 89. 
Screen-printing techniques were also first adopted to prepare the porous 
TiO2 films used for DSSCs by the Grätzel group.
90 The screen-printing method is 
often chosen for the preparation of titania films with controllable thickness and 
uniform morphologies in large-scale production. The technique consists of three 
elements (Figure 1-8): the screen, which is the image carrier, the squeegee and 
titania paste. The screen uses a porous mesh, made of porous fabric or stainless 
steel stretched tightly over a frame made of metal. The titania paste is placed on 
top of the screen. The paste is then forced through the fine mesh openings using 
a squeegee that is drawn across the screen, applying pressure and thereby 
forcing the paste through the open areas of the screen. The paste will pass 
through and form an image on the printing substrate. The diameter of the threads 
and the thread count of the mesh will determine how much of the semiconductor 




Figure 1-8 Schematic representation of the screen-printing process.91 Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. 91. 
One of the most important factors in the quality of the films made by the 
doctor-blade or screen-printing techniques is the quality and characteristics of the 
titania paste. The titania paste can be greatly affected by its composition. Pastes 
are usually made using ethyl cellulose and terpineol as the solvent. The 
influences of weight ratio of composition on characteristics of DSSCs were 
studied by Dhungel et al.92 They optimized the titania paste using a 
nanocrystalline titania powder (particle size ~ 20 nm), ethyl cellulose and 
terpineol by comparing the performance parameters of the DSSCs fabricated 
using pastes of different compositions. The paste prepared with 26 % titania 
powder, 15 % ethyl cellulose gel and 59 % terpineol in a liquid state gave a 
conversion efficiency as high as 7.27 %, so was found the best for  application in 
DSSCs.  
Instead of ethyl cellulose as the binder, poly vinyl butyral, poly(ethylene 
glycol), Triton X-100 etc. can be used as the binder and water, diethylene glycol 
etc. can serve as the solvent in titania paste formation. Different morphologies 
and nanostructrues of titania powder in colloidal paste can be used, such as 
nanoparticles, mesoporous titania nanoparticles, or titania with a hierarchical or 
1D structures.  
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 TiO2 nanoparticles  
Titania nanoparticles (home-made or commercial) are the traditional titania 
source for titania colloidal paste and application in DSSCs. The first titania 
photoelectrodes prepared by either doctor-blading or screen-printing were made 
from titania nanoparticle pastes. After the initial work, the titania nanoparticle 
paste served as the standard colloidal paste and became industrialized. Further 
work regarding the nanoparticle paste turned to the design of the morphology of 
photoelectrode and doping of titania nanoparticles.  
An excellent work about the morphology design of photoelectrodes was done 
by Wang et al.81 Photoelectrodes with six different structures, with layers of 
nanoparticles, light-scattering particles, and mixture of nanoparticles and 
light-scattering particles at a desirable sequence and thickness, were designed 
and investigated. The profiles of photocurrent action spectra were related to the 
light scattering and the suppression of light loss due to the back-scattering by 
large particles near the conducting glass layer. The results showed that a 
multilayer structure is better than the mono- and double-layer structure and the 
adoption of the scattering layer can improve the cell performance. 
Kim et al. also used multilayer deposition techniques to fabricate 
multi-layered titania electrodes to improve the light harvesting efficiency of 
dye-adsorbed titania electrodes prepared by the doctor blade technique.93 They 
used three different structures of titania electrodes in DSSCs which were 
fabricated with layers of nanoparticles and light-scattering particles. The best 
efficiency of 6.03 % under AM 1.5 was attained by a multi-layer structure cell 
using a 123-nm thick titania layer for the light-scattering layer and 9-nm thick 
titania layer for the dense layer.  
Both metal and non-metal elements were successfully doped into titania and 
DSSC made from these showed an improved efficiency. Ko et al. prepared Al and 
W-doped titania and applied them as photoelectrodes in DSSC.94 For Al-doped 
titania electrodes an increased open voltage and a reduced short current were 
found, , but the W-doped titania had an opposite effect. However, the efficiency of 
dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated with doped titania was pronounced better 
than that of undoped TiO2, because the doping modifications led to significant 
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changes in powder aggregation, charge transfer kinetics, and dye adsorption 
characteristics.  
Ma et al. synthesised needle-like N-doped titania nanocrystals and 
nanoparticles from commercial titania powders.95 The N-doped DSSCs achieved 
a high conversion efficiency of 10.1 % and 4.8 % using an organic electrolyte and 
an ionic liquid electrolyte, respectively, contributing to the synergetic effect of 
higher dye uptake, faster electron transport and higher photovoltage.  
 Mesoporous TiO2 
Ordered mesoporous materials prepared by surfactant templating possess 
extraordinarily large surface areas and well-arranged channels or pores, thus 
allowing higher dye loading and better electrolyte diffusion in the DSSCs 
applications. 
 Gajjela et al. made mesoporous titania powder templated by various 
cationic surfactants with a surface area of 90 - 135 m2/g and applied these 
powders as the photoelectrodes for DSSC.96 The DSSC with the highest 
efficiency of 7.5 %, short current of 14.2 mA/cm2, open voltage of 748 mV and fill 
factor of 70.83 % was obtained from cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CTAB)-templated mesoporous titania. Zhao et al. synthesized cubic 
mesostructured titania with uniform pore diameters of ~16.0 nm, and a specific 
surface area of 112 m2/g by using polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene 
oxide)-b-polystyrene as the template and obtained an efficiency of 5.45 %.97  
Ho et al. synthesized ordered mesoporous titania particles using Pluronic 
P123 as the template and made the as-prepared precursor gel into a paste with 
the addition of 5 wt. % P25 nanoparticles, which acted as scattering centres and 
active binders to prevent formation of microcracks. The DSSCs they made from 
the colloid paste displayed an efficiency of 6.5 %.98  
With different templates, researchers can prepare mesoporous titania 
particles with various pore sizes. Won et al. synthesized mesoporous titania 
particles with the same high surface area (210 m2/g) but different pore sizes of 6.8 
and 3.0 nm, respectively.99 With the mesoporous titania having larger pores, the 
photo-conversion efficiency was increased significantly to 6.71 %, compared with 
5.62 % using P25 nanopowders, and 3.05 % using titania having small pores, 
because bigger pores can afford more accessible sites for dye adsorption as the 
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dye molecules have a size around 2 nm. Thus pore size will affect the amount of 
dye uptake and thus affect the photovoltaic performance of DSSCs. 
 TiO2 with a hierarchical structure 
Titania with a hierarchical structure normally is in a powder form with a size in 
the submicro or micrometer level. It has secondary nanostructure that is 
composed of primary nanoparticles or nanostructures.  
Liao et al. fabricated anatase titania spheres consisting of nanorods and 
nanoparticles by an acid thermal method.100 The DSSC based on these 
hierarchically structured titania spheres as the photoelectrode shows a short 
current of 18.78 mA/cm2, open voltage of 826 mV, and a high efficiency of 
10.34 %. Compared to P25 nanoparticle photoelectrodes, the improved efficiency 
is mainly attributed to a higher surface area, higher light scattering effects from 
the sphere structures, and faster electron transport rates and slower 
recombination rates from the nanorod structure. 
Gajjela et al. prepared mesoporous titania particle templated by CTAB and 
used the submicron-sized mesoporous titania aggregates as a photoelectrode in 
a DSSC.101 The DSSC showed an efficiency of 9.00 % at 1 sun and 10.84 % at 
0.16 sun illumination due to the multi-functional properties of the hierarchically 
structured titania such as high dye uptake, efficient light scattering and enhanced 
charge collection.  
Huang et al. synthesized submicrometer-sized mesoporous titania beads by 
a combined sol-gel and solvothermal process and applied them as the scattering 
layer in a bilayered photoelectrode for DSSC.102 A high efficiency of 8.84 % was 
obtained with the mesoporous beads as a scattering layer, compared with an 
efficiency of 7.87 % for the electrode with the scattering layer of 400-nm titania 
particles, of similar thickness. This is because the mesoporous structure offers a 
high surface area of 89.1 m2/g and the submicrometer sized beads structure has 
good scattering effects. 
 TiO2 with a 1D structure  
In general, titania nanowires or nanotubes will not be used to make films by 
doctor blading or screen printing directly. Firstly, nanowires or tubes have a 
relative large size which makes it difficult to obtain crack-free films. Secondly, the 
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techniques to make 1D nanowire or tube arrays are mature. However titania 
nanorods have a smaller size and can be used as the titania powder source for 
colloidal paste and applied in DSSCs. 
Jiu et al. fabricated anatase titania nanorods with lengths of 100 − 300 nm 
and diameters of 20 - 30 nm via a hydrothermal process.103 The effects of 
addition of Pluronic F127 on the morphology of nanorods wes studied. When 
these rods were applied as photoelectrodes in DSSC, a high conversion 
efficiency of 7.29 % was obtained from a cell made using titania single crystalline 
anatase nanorods. Compared to a P25 nanoparticle electrode, the improved 
efficiency of the DSSC was due to better light scattering effects, the single 
crysatalline phase to reduce the grain boundary resistance and efficient electron 
transfer in the 1D nanostructures. 
1.2.3.2 TiO2 photoelectrodes prepared by dip and spin coating 
Mesoporous titania thin films are very promising materials to act as electrode 
in DSSCs. Randomly oriented nanocrystalline titania particles are usually used to 
prepare photoelectrodes with a thickness of 10 - 15 μm. However 
template-assisted dip or spin coating techniques based on EISA mechanism can 
be used to obtain thin films (thickness < 4 μm) with ordered porosity.104-107 
As described in Figure 1-9, the dip-coating process can be separated into 
three stages. Firstly, the substrate is immersed into the solution of the coating 
materials, then once the substrate has remained inside the solution for several 
seconds, it is withdrawn at a constant speed, while a thin wet layer is formed on 
the substrate. Finally, the solvent evaporates from the liquid, forming the thin film.  
 
Figure 1-9 Schematic representation of film formation via the dip-coating process. 
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Spin coating is a procedure used to apply uniform thin films to flat substrates. 
Similar to the dip-coating process, the spin coating process, shown in Figure 1-10 
can be divided into three steps. Firstly, the coating solution is applied onto the 
wafer or substrate; then, the solution is spread out and wet thin layer is formed, 
when the substrate rotates at a constant rate. Finally, the solvent in the fluid 
evaporates and thin solid films are obtained.  
 
Figure 1-10 The process of film formation via the spin coating technique. 
The film thickness can be controlled by the withdrawal or spinning speed and 
viscosity of precursor solutions. Usually, uniform films are obtained by dip or spin 
coating, so they are popular ways of preparing thin films for research purposes, 
such as ordered mesoporous thin films. 
Grätzel group fabricated organized mesoporous titania films templated by 
Pluronic P123 via multilayer dip-coating. Sensitized by N-945 dye, the 1μm-thick 
titania film was applied as a photoanode in a DSSC and showed enhanced solar 
conversion efficiency by about 50 % compared to that of traditional films of the 
same thickness made from randomly oriented anatase nanocrystals. This is 
because the high surface area of the film facilitated the higher dye loading and 
the pores increased the accessibility of dyes to the redox couple and electrons.108  
The film thickness is one of the important factors that affect the efficiency of 
DSSC and many studies were carried out to prepare thicker organized films by 
dip or spin coating. In 2008, the Grätzel group prepared ordered mesoporous 
titania films with a thickness up to 2.3 μm by increasing the number of 
successively deposited layers and found that the solar performance of multilayer 
films sensitized with N945 dye scaled linearly for 1 - 3 layer films, but approached 
a plateau for thicker films.105 At the same time, Chi et al. prepared mesoporous 
titania films with a thickness up to 3.5 μm templated by Pluronic P123. The highly 
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transparent multilayer mesoporous film showed a large pore size of 8.9 nm with a 
specific surface area of 129.4 m2/g. An efficiency of 6.01 % was obtained 
whenthis film was applied in a DSSC.109 In 2011, the thickness of an ordered 
mesoporous titania film deposited by dip coating reached 4 μm by Dewalque et 
al.106 The influence of the template on the film organization and porosity was 
studied in terms of long-range order, percentage of porosity, pore size and pore 
connectivity. An excellent efficiency of 6.1 % was obtained for a 4 μm thick film 
sensitized by N719. Zhang et al fabricated thick titania films (up to 5.08 µm) with 
an ordered orthorhombic pore organization by spin coating.110 The influence of 
film thickness on the cell performance was studied. With the increase of thickness, 
the efficiency of DSSC improved. The maximum efficiency was 6.02 %, when a 
film of 5.08 µm in thickness was applied in a DSSC sensitized by N719. However, 
this method is not as popular as the traditional way for several reasons. Firstly, 
not everyone can repeat the experiments to obtain such organized film as the 
EISA method has critical environmental requirements; Secondly, the efficiency is 
still not as high as the DSSC based on 10 µm titania film; Thirdly, it is much more 
complicated than doctor blading or screen-printing methods.  
1.2.3.3 1D TiO2 nanoarrays as photoelectrodes 
Titania in the form of 1D nanoarrays, such as nanotubes, nanorods and 
nanowires, is normally made by an anode oxization method, templating method 
or a hydrothermal method. The effective transport and movement of charge 
carriers in nanoarrays benefit efficient cells. 
Zhu et al. fabricated titania nanotube arrays from electrochemically anodized 
Ti foils.111 The nanotube arrays were several micrometers in length, with typical 
wall thicknesses and intertube spacings of ~ 9 nm and pore diameters around 30 
nm. The calcined nanotubes contained an anatase phase with crystallite size ~ 30 
nm. The thickness of nanotube films affected the photoconversion processes. 
However, the nanotube arrays showed similar transport time but higher 
charge-collection efficiency compared to nanoparticle films with the same 
thickness. Also, the nanotube arrays showed higher light scattering effects. 
These contribute to the improved efficiency of this DSSC compared to those 
prepared using nanoparticle photoelectrodes. 
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Kang et al synthesized titania nanotube arrays by a templating method, filling 
titania precursor solution into porous alumina.112 After calcination, the anatase 
nanotube arrays had an external diameter ~ 295 nm, tube length 6 -15 μm, and 
wall thickness 21 - 42 nm. When this nanoarray was applied into a DSSC using 
N719 dye, it yielded an efficiency of 3.5 % and IPCE of 20 % at 520 nm. 
Feng et al. prepared single crystal rutile titania nanowire arrays directly onto 
an FTO substrate through a non-polar solvent/hydropholic substrate reaction.113 
By changing the reaction time from 2, 4, 8 to 22 h, the length of nanowire varied 
from 2, 3.2, 3.8 to 4 μm. The nanowire array with a length of 2-3 μm achieved a 
global efficiency of 5.02 % when applied into a DSSC using N719 dye. 
Liu et al. fabricated single crystal rutile titania nanorods on FTO substrate by 
a hydrothermal method.114 The diameter, length, and density of the nanorods 
could be tuned by varying the growth parameters, such as growth time, growth 
temperature, initial reactant concentration, acidity, and additives. For a 
photoelectrode composed of 4 μm-long titania nanorods, an efficiency of 3% was 
achieved after TiCl4-treatment. 
1.3 Titania photocatalysts 
Solar energy, besides nuclear fusion, has the largest potential to satisfy the 
future global need for renewable energy sources. Generally, two types of 
approaches are adopted to utilize sun light. One is transformation of solar energy 
to electricity, such as in the photovoltaic solar cells discussed above. The other is 
to make use of sun light as a source of chemical energy. Except for the 
photosynthesis of plants on the earth, photocatalysis is the major technique to 
take advantage of sun by means of a photochemical process.115  
In 1972, Fujishima and Honda proposed the photocatalytic splitting of water 
on titania electrodes under UV light.116 This event opened a new story of 
heterogeneous photocatalysis. Since then, intensive research in understanding 
the fundamental processes and improving the photocatalytic activity have been 
performed by scientists and engineers. At first, those studies were often 
concerned about energy transfer and storage. After 1980s, application to 
environmental remediation has been one of the most active areas in 
heterogeneous photocatalysis.117 Research from the last decade has 
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demonstrated that photocatalysis can decompose most of the organic pollutants 
in the gas phase, pure organic liquid phases or aqueous solutions.118 This is 
exciting news for modern society, because many environmental problems occur 
along with the civilization of society including water and air pollution. The 
elimination of toxic and hazardous chemical pollutants has become a major 
concern. 
1.3.1 Theory of photocatalysis 
In the process of photocatalysis, organic pollutants in the fluid phase are 
firstly absorbed to the surface of catalyst and then decomposed in the presence 
of an energetic light source and an oxidising agent such as oxygen or air.119 
Figure 1-11 illustrates the mechanism of titania photocatalysis, where P 
represents the organic pollutants. 
 
Figure 1-11 Mechanism of titania photocatalysis.  
When titania absorbs the energy of a photon with sufficient energy 
(equivalent or higher than the band gap energy of the catalyst), an electron in the 
valance band can overcome the band gap and reach the conduction band, 
leaving a vacancy in the VB. This event generates a negative electron (e-) in the 
CB and a positive hole (h+) in the VB, shown in equation 1.13. The recombination 
of the electron and hole can also happen at the same time. To benefit the 
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photocatalyzed reaction, the recombination process must be prevented as much 
as possible. The electron in the conduction band reduces oxygen adsorbed on 
the catalyst (titania), shown in equation 1.14. This process prevents the 
recombination of an electron–hole pair. The positive hole can oxidize organic 
pollutant directly (equation 1.15) or react with water to produce •OH radicals 
(equation 1.16). The resulting hydroxyl radical is a very strong oxidizing agent 
(standard redox potential +2.8 V) and can oxidize most organics (equation 
1.17).120 According to the theory above, the relevant reactions at the 
semiconductor surface causing the degradation of organics can be expressed as 
follows. 
TiO2 + hν → e
- + h+   1.13 
e- + O2 → O2
-•  1.14 
h+ + organic → intermediates → CO2   1.15 
h+ + H2O → •OH + H
+   1.16 
•OH + organic → intermediates → CO2   1.17 
1.3.2 Titania photocatalysts 
There are several requirements for materials that can serve as 
photocatalysts and the most important one concerns the band gap energy. An 
effective material should have suitable conduction and valance band energy to 
reduce oxygen in eauation 1.14 and generate •OH radicals in equation 1.16. 
Several metal oxide and sulphide semiconductor have suitable band gap 
energies for photocatalytic processes, such as TiO2 (Eg =3.2eV), WO3 (Eg 
=2.8eV), SrTiO3 (Eg =3.2eV), ZnO (Eg =3.3eV) and ZnS (Eg =3.6eV). However, 
among these semiconductors, titania has proven to be the most suitable for 
widespread environmental applications due to its excellent photocatalytic activity 
and stability. Many factors affect the degradation performance, such as catalyst 
loading, pH and temperature of the solution and surface morphology of 
photocatalyst,117 because there is a direct relationship between degradation of 
the organic compounds and surface coverage of the catalysts. The surface 
morphology, such as particle size and structure, is the most studied aspect. 
According to the geometry, titania photocatalysts can be classified into two 
groups, titania particles and film photocatalysts. 
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1.3.2.1 TiO2 particle photocatalysts 
There are numerous investigations on the synthesis of anatase nanoparticles 
with sizes ranging from 5 nm to several micrometres and a variety of shapes or 
nanostructures for photocatalysis. These aim to achieve high photocatalytic 
activity and adsorption efficiencies by virtue of their induced shape- and 
size-dependent properties. Some typical examples of titania photocatalysts are 
listed below. 
 TiO2 nanoparticles 
Particle size is an important parameter for catalysis in general since it directly 
impacts the specific surface area of a catalyst. 
Xu et al. studied the effects of particle size with a range from 49 µm to 30 nm 
on the photoreactivity of titania anatase nanoparticles by degradation of 
methylene blue.121 Results showed that the photocatalytic activity of titania 
increased as the particle size of titania became smaller due to the larger surface 
area of the nanocrystallites. However, this does not mean the photocatalytic 
activity always increased with the decrease of particle size, especially for 
nanoparticle with a size under 30 nm. Wang et al. also did a systematic study of 
the particle size effect on the photocatalytic performance of titania 
nanocrystallites by degradation of chloroform.122 Anatase titania particles with 
different sizes (6, 11 and 21 nm) were prepared by a hydrothermal synthesis 
method. The surface area increased when the particle size decreased. However 
the highest photoreactivity was obtained by titania with a particle size of 11 nm. 
This is because the increased surface area also improved the surface 
electron-hole recombination rate in the nanocrystalline titania.  
 Mesoporous TiO2 
Mesoporous materials are known for their high surface area, so mesoporous 
or ordered mesoporous titania nanoparticles have attracted much attention due to 
this property. 
Peng et al. fabricated mesoporous anatase titania nanoparticles by using  
CTAB as a template from a hydrothermal method.123 The mesoporous titania after 
calcination at 400 °C had a particle size 7 - 27 nm and a crystallite size of 3.1 nm. 
Moreover, it had specific surface area of 318 m2/g with a mean pore diameter of 
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2.5 nm. When testing this material by degradation of Rhodamine B, it showed 
much better photocatalytic activities than Degussa P25 due to the large surface 
area, small particle size, and well-crystallized anatase mesostructure.  
Zhou et al. prepared ordered mesoporous anatase through an 
evaporation-induced self-assembly technique.124 After calcination at 700 °C, it still 
had a large pore diameter (10 nm), high specific surface area (122 m2/g), and 
high total pore volumes (0.20 cm3/g). The obtained mesoporous titania showed 
better photocatalytic performance than that of Degussa P25 for degradation of 
2,4-dichlorophenol under UV irradiation. This enhancement is attributed to the 
well-ordered large-pore mesoporous structure, which facilitates mass transport, 
the large surface area offering more active sites, and high crystallinity that favours 
the separation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. 
 TiO2 with a hierarchical structure 
Titania with hierarchical structures has been used as promising 
photocatalysts, because the textural mesopores and intrinsically interconnected 
pore systems of the macrostructures are able to efficiently transport guest 
species to framework binding sites.125 
Macro/mesoporous titania fabricated with or without template shows a better 
photocatalytic activity than Degussa P25. Wang et al. prepared 
macro/mesoporous titania using a non-ionic polymeric surfactant as the template 
and calcined at different temperatures.126 The obtained materials had macropores 
of around 2–4 µm in width and around 50 µm in length. The calcination 
temperature had a great influence on the structures and photocatalytic activity. At 
350 °C, the calcined sample had a surface area of 201 m2/g, porosity of 60 %, a 
mean pore diameter of 5.7 nm and anatase crystallite size of 5.8 nm. This sample 
showed the highest photocatalytic activity by ethylene decomposition, and was 
much better than P25. Higher temperature calcination decreased the 
photoreactivity a little because of the destruction of the hierarchical structure and 
the decrease of the specific surface area. 
However, Yu et al. fabricated macro/mesoporous titania without using any 
template.125 The obtained materials had macropores with a similar size as 
Wang’s work. They also discussed the influence of calcination temperature on the 
structures and photocatalytic activity. At 300 °C, the calcined sample had a 
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surface area of 206 m2/g, a mean pore diameter of 3.7 nm and anatase crystallite 
size of 5.9 nm. This sample showed the highest photocatalytic activity for 
degradation of acetone. Higher temperature calcination decreased the 
phtotoreactivity a little, but all of the samples showed a better photocatalytic 
activity than Degussa P25 anatase nanoparticles. 
 TiO2 with a 1D nanostructure 
For 1D nanostructured crystals, the effective transport and movement of 
charge carriers are favoured throughout the crystal length, leading to improved 
delocalization and enhancing photocatalytic reaction efficiencies. 
Joo et al. prepared anatase titania nanorods by a sol-gel reaction between 
titanium(IV) alkoxide and oleic acid with the addition of stabilizing surfactants.127 
The diameter of the nanorods produced could be adjusted by changing the of 
amount of surfactants. Titania nanorods with a surface area of 198 m2/g. 
exhibited a higher photocatalytic activity to inactivate E. coli than the Degussa 
P25 nanoparticles because of the quantum confinement effect of the nanorods.  
Wu et al. fabricated well-defined single-crystalline anatase titania nanobelts 
with 60 − 400 nm wide, ~ 10 nm thick, and up to 25 μm long in dimension.128 The 
influence of the special shape and the surface structure of the nanobelts in 
photocatalytic degradation of methyl orange aqueous solutions were studied in 
detail. Compared to nanosphere with a similar surface area, the nanobelts had a 
better charge separation because of a more efficient carrier movement and 
facilitated pathway for transport of charge carriers throughout the longitudinal 
direction of the rod. 
1.3.2.2 TiO2 film photocatalysts 
In order to avoid the use of titania powder, which requires later separation 
from the water, various researchers began to work on ways of immobilizing titania 
particles, for example in thin film form. Generally, titania nanoparticle thin films 
are deposited from titania nanoparticle suspensions, while mesoporous films 
prepared from titania precursor solution by dip or spin coating, and titania 1D 
arrays are normally synthesized by an anodic oxidation approach. 
 TiO2 nanoparticles 
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Chae et al. prepared transparent anatase titania nanoparticle films from a 
titania nanoparticle suspension by spin coating.129 They believe the particle size 
affected the photocatalytic activity of films. The titania films prepared from 
7-nm-sized nanoparticles showed a higher photocatalytic performance in 
decomposing 2-propanol, which was 1.6 times better of that of films derived from 
Degussa P25, while the films made from 15- and 30-nm titania showed lower 
photocatalytic efficiencies than Degussa P25.  
 Mesoporous TiO2 
Yoshiaki et al. fabricated ordered mesoporous anatase titania film using the 
EISA method by dip coating.130 Samples showed a cubic mesostructure after 
calcination at different temperatures. The calcination temperature affected the 
porous property of the films and photoactivity. The optimal films, in 
photodegradation of methylene blue and lauric acid, contained ananoparticle of 
size 7.5 nm and an open grid-like network integrating pores of size 5.5 nm after 
calcination for 10 min at 600 °C in air. The high active performance was because 
this film had a high porosity and pores were completely accessible.  
 1D TiO2 nanoarrays 
Liu et al. prepared highly ordered nanotube arrays consisting of tubes around 
100 nm in diameter from potentiostatic anodization of Ti foil.131 Anatase titania 
nanoarrays with three lengths, 0.21, 12, and 17 µm, were prepared by adjusting 
anodizing time. The photocatalytic activity in the degradation of phenol showed a 
dependence on the length of the nanotube arrays. Short nanotube arrays had 
better catalytic activity than the long one due to the reduced recombination effects. 
When compared with Degussa P25 film, all the nanotube array samples showed 
a much better photocatalytic activity owing to the improved electron transport and 
reduced charge recombination. 
1.3.3 Doping of titania as visible-light photocatalyst 
Given the requirement for UV light activation of titania and the fact that UV 
light only accounts 3 % of the solar spectrum,132 researchers became interested 
in modifying the materials so that they would become activated by visible light 
(e.g. room light) for applications for indoor use or by solar light for outdoor use. 
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Titania doped by metal and non-metal elements was proved to be an effective 
way to extend the spectral response to visible light. 
1.3.3.1 Theory of TiO2 doping 
The mechanism of metal and non-metal doped titania photocatalysis is 
displayed in Figure 1-12. The generation of electron-hole pairs in pure titania 
requires energy hν1 which is equal to the band gap energy. For metal-doped 
titania, a new energy level forms below the conducting band of titania by the 
dispersion of metal nanoparticles in the titania matrix.133 Moreover, transition 
metal doping improves the trapping of electrons to inhibit electron-hole 
recombination during irradiation. The energy for electron excitation now equals 
hν2. In the case of non-metal doping, impurity energy levels above the valence 
band are formed and energy hν3 is required to generate the electron-hole pair, 
although there are still some issues which are not understood about the 
non-metal doping mechanism.134 Due to the shift of CB or VB energy level, the 
band gap energy of metal or non-metal doped titania is smaller. Visible light has a 
larger wavelength than the UV light, which affords a lower level of energy than UV 
light. For pure titania, the bad gap is too large to generate electron-hole pairs 
under the visible light irradiation, but the doped titania has a smaller band gap for 
the generation of electron-hole pairs. Some typical examples of doped titania 
photocatalysts are listed here. 
 
Figure 1-12 Mechanism of titania photocatalysis: hν1: pure titania; hν2: 
metal-doped titania and hν3: nonmetal-doped titania. 
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1.3.3.2 Metal-doped TiO2  
The modification of titania by doping with transition metal ions such as V, Fe, 
Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, Mn etc., brings about a red shift in the absorption pattern of the 
titania catalyst allowing it to use solar irradiation more effectively.135, 136 The ions 
can also be implanted into titania networks with different nanostructures by 
various techniques. 
 Klosek et al. fabricated a V-doped titania nanoparticle film from a sol-gel 
approach, which was very active under visible light (396-450 nm).137 It had a 
comparable photoactivity in ethanol degradation under UV illumination as an 
undoped titania catalyst, but much better catalytic performance under visible-only 
irradiation. The excited vanadium centres donate an electron to the 
titania conduction band under visible irradiation, which allows the oxidation of 
surface adsorbed molecules. 
Yu et al. fabricated Fe-doped mesoporous titania nanorods from a 
hydrothermal method.138 By using the Fe-doped titania nanorods with an atomic 
ratio of Fe/Ti (RFe) in the range of 0.1 - 1.0%, the photocatalytic activity improved 
compared to undoped titania nanorods and Degussa P25 nanoparticles. This is 
because Fe3+ can act as a temporary electron or hole-trapping site that enhance 
the transfer and transport of the charge carrier and Fe-doping shifts the 
absorption edge into the visible-light range. 
Yu et al. fabricated an ordered and well-crystallized cubic Im3m mesoporous 
Cr-doped titania photocatalyst using the EISA method.139 The doping Cr3+ was 
embedded into the anatase nanocrystal framework through substitution of Ti4+ 
and a marked red-shift of Cr doped titania was observed. The film showed a high 
photocatalytic activity under visible light illumination in degradation of methylene 
blue, because of the absorption in the visible light region and the open 
mesoporous architecture with a large surface area, good anatase crystallinity and 
a 3D-connected pore system. 
Mokaya et al. prepared a W-doped mesoporous titania photocatalyst by a 
hydrothermal process.140 The percentage of WO3 in the composite was increased 
from 1 to 40 wt. %, which decreased the size of the anatase crystals but had little 
effect on the porosity properties. The photocatalytic activities in trichloroethylene 
degradation were higher than commercial Degussa P25 for samples with 
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loadings of up to 5 wt. % WO3, possibly due to the coupling effect of the two 
semiconductors and enhanced charge separation. 
1.3.3.3 Nonmetal-doped TiO2  
However, metal-doping in titania does not produce materials with  long-term 
stability and not all metal dopants result in a positive change of photocatalytic 
activity.135 Non-metallic elements were proved to be another effective way to 
extend the spectral response to visible light. Moreover, these materials are more 
stable and almost all of the non-metal elements used so far were reported to 
improve photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation, such as B,141 C,142 
N,143 S,144 F 145, P,146 and I.147  
In 2001, Asahi et al. published a paper in the journal Science on an N-doped 
titania photocatalyst.143 They discussed the possibility of dopants such as C, N, F, 
P, S for O but found that N is the most effective candidate.  N-doped titania films 
were prepared by sputtering a titania target in N2 gas and its photoactivity was 
tested by methylene blue degradation under visible light. Also, N-doped titania 
powder was prepared by treating titania powder under NH3 atmosphere at 600 °C 
and its photoactivity was tested by acetaldehyde degradation under visible light. 
Both of them had better photocatalytic performance than pure titania due to the 
absorption in visible light region. 
Li et al. prepared F-doped titania by spray pyrolysis from an aqueous solution 
of H2TiF6.
148 The photocatalytic activity in decomposition of acetaldehyde and 
trichloroethylene showed a pronounced improvement compared to Degussa P25 
under visible-light irradiation, although F-doping had less effect on the optical 
absorption properties of bulk titania. This is because two kinds of oxygen 
vacancies (F and F+ centres) were formed by F-doping and the excitation of the 
absorption bands of these oxygen vacancies induced the visible-light-driven 
photocatalysis. 
Zhang et al. prepared a S-doped titania photocatalyst by a mechanochemical 
method.144 Samples were prepared by grinding a S and titania mixture which was 
then calcined at 400 °C in Ar atmosphere. Under irradiation of visible light, the 
samples showed good photocatalytic performance in NO destruction, due to the 
absorption in visible-light region. 
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Hong et al. fabricated an I-doped titania photocatalyst by direct hydrolysis of 
tetrabutyl titanate through iodine-doping.147 After calcination at 400 °C, the 
I-doped titania nanoparticles with a mean diameter of ~5 nm showed strong 
absorption in the 400 − 550 nm range. Compared to undoped titania and 
Degussa P25 catalyst, they had a more pronounced photoactivity in phenol 
degradation under UV and visible light illumination, in particular the photoactivity 
was 4 times higher than that of Degussa P25 under visible light irradiation. This is 
because of the band gap narrowing effects of doping and because a certain 
amount of Ti3+ surface states/cation vacancies have been generated to maintain 
the electroneutrality when I5+ substituted for Ti4+. The existence of surface states 
of Ti3+ can slow down the recombination of the electron−hole pairs. 
Wu et al. prepared C-doped titania nanotubes, nanowires and nanorods from 
titanate nanotubes.149 The morphology of C-doped titania could be adjusted by 
the calcination temperature. The three types of 1D C-doped titania catalysts 
exhibited enhanced photocatalytic activity for degradation of toluene under both 
visible and simulated solar light irradiation compared with that of Degussa P25. 
This is due to the 1D nanostructure contributing to the efficient carrier transport 
and the band gap narrowing effects of C-doping. 
1.4 Summary 
In summary, various modifications of the geometry of nanosized materials 
were carried out to improve the active performance of photocatalyst and DSSC. 
The property of surface area plays an important role in the improvements of 
efficiency of photocatalysis and light-to-current conversion, as it facilitates 
reaction/interaction between the devices and the interacting media, which mainly 
occurs on the surface or at the interface and strongly depends on the surface 
area of the material. Mesoporous material is well-known for its high surface area 
compared to nanoparticles or nanoarrays. Moreover, as fabricating of 
mesoporous silica well-developed in Edler group,150 151 mesoporous titania will be 
a good extension of the previous works. So, this work focused on the preparation 
of mesoporous titania films through different methods and application of 
home-made titania structures in DSSCs and photocatalysts.. 
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For DSSCs, many high-efficient solar cells were made from titania 
photoelectrodes based on nanoarrays or nanoparticles, but efficiency is not the 
only way to judge whether or not these materials have better advantages than 
others with relatively low efficient cell performance. The efficiency of solar cells 
are highly dependent on the purity of materials, such as dye, electrolyte and very 
sensitive to the humidity of air.50 Also, the traditional mesoporous titania film 
formed by removal of organics that used as the standard cells was due to the 
larger surface area of mesoporous titania film than bulk nanoparticles film. 
Considering the surface area, the titania with mesoporous structure still has an 
advantage over nanoparticles or nanoarrays, so we propose using ordered 
2D-hexagonal meso-TiO2 aggregates as the scattering particles in DSSC. These 
mesoporous particles can function as light scatterers without sacrificing the 
internal surface area needed for effective dye-uptake when applying them in 
DSSC. This will be described in Chapter 4. 
Mesoporous titania thin films have proved to enhance phototocatalytic activity 
under UV light, but solar photocatalysts are more attractive than UV-Vis 
phototcatalysts, as it brings many conveniences for outdoor use under sun light. 
Also, the non-metal dopants have better stability than metal dopant, so 
mesoporous titania films doped by non-metal elements should be a good 
candidate for solar photocatalysts. Reports regarding non-metal doped 
mesoporous titania thin films have been scarce, so we first report a synthesis 
S-doped mesoporous titania films with a cubic mesostructure by dip-coating and 
then apply these films into a solar photocatalyst, which is shown in chapter 5.  
For solar cells prepared from thin mesostructured titania film by dip coating, 
the efficiency is still far away from that achieved by DSSC based on the typical 10 
µm thick titania film due to the relative low thickness. However, mesostructured 
photoelectrodes prepared by dip coating have a higher efficiency compared to 
nanoparticle films with the same thickness. Moreover, some of the doped titanias, 
such as N, have been applied into DSSC and showed a promising increase in 
efficiency.152 Ordered mesoporous S-doped titania films were first successfully 
made and then used as a photocatalyst, so these films were also applied in a 
DSSC in the hope of improving the efficiency of the DSSC. Multiplayer coating is 
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required to make thicker film to obtain higher efficiency DSSC, and studied of this 
are reported in chapter 6. 
As well as the popular, commonly used approaches to prepare mesoporous 
titania films, a novel method was adopted to prepare free-standing mesoporous 
films and applied these films into DSSC. The growth of unsupported films is a 
promising route to manufacture robust, thick films having a large area.153 The first 
report of surfactant-templated titania films was by Henderson et al.154 Their films 
could be easily seen by eye but were too fragile to remove from the solution 
surface. TiO2/ZrO2 films with a nanorod structure fabricated by Kan et al. were 
thicker and could be transferred to a glass substrate, although the structure 
completely collapsed during calcination.155 After that, a series of titania binary 
oxide films were fabricated by Ji et al.156 The interfacial films before calcination 
had either a lamellar or mesoporous structure with morphologies described as 
particle, ribbon or pieces, but the stability of these films to calcination was not 
reported. The only application of free-standing titania films published so far was 
as a photocatalyst reported by Ji et al.157 They used TiO2/ZnO hybrid films to 
degrade methylene blue dye but the photocatalytic performance was worse than 
that of a commercial photocatalyst due to the amorphous structure. In chapter 7, 
free-standing titania films were successfully made at the air-liquid interface. After 
calcination, the film is composed of mesoporous nanoparticles and nanowires 
having an anatase structure. This novel membrane was applied into DSSC for the 




Chapter 2 Analysis Theory and Experimental 
This chapter covers the methods of analysis and experimental used in this 
thesis.The characterization techiniuqes include X-ray scattering, neutron 
reflectivity, spectroscopic ellipsometry, dynamic light scattering, UV-Vis 
spectroscopy, electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, N2 adsorption and 
desorption, TGA & DSC, and solar cell characterization. A brief description of the 
theory behind each technique is given, followed by details of the equipment used 
for this research. All the chemicals and apparatus used in this thesis are listed 
and the whole experimental story during the experiments is explained, although 
some of the experimental details in the three major projects were described into 
the other chapters.   
2.1 Analysis Theory 
2.1.1 X-ray Scattering 
2.1.1.1 Theory 
When electromagnetic radiation interacts with matter, (Figure 2-1) several 
things happen, such as transmission, reflection, refraction, absorption, diffraction 
and scattering. It depends on the property of light and samples. Many techniques 
use this characteristic to obtain information of samples. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) were based on scattering and diffraction 
to obtain structural information on short and long range ordering. For grazing 
incident SAXS (GISAXS), as well as scattering and diffraction, reflection should 
also be considered. Ellipsometry analysis (described in section 2.3) is mostly 
based on refraction and reflection to obtain the optical properties and thickness of 
film samples. Dynamic light scattering is based on scattering and diffraction to 
obtain the particle size of sample in liquid (described in section 2.4). For UV-Vis 
spectroscopy, transmission, reflection and absorption are commonly used 
(described in section 2.5). For electron microscopy, scattering, transmission and 




Figure 2-1 when electromagnetic radiation meets matter, different things occur. 
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation, which has both wave-like and 
particle-like properties, with wavelengths from 0.01 to 10 nm. X-rays are usually 
produced from a copper target tube with energy of 5 - 100 keV. More powerful 
X-rays can be obtained from an electron synchrotron or electron storage ring by 
accelerating electrons up to several GeV.158  
The scattering of X-rays is characterized by the resultant change in its 
momentum, p, and energy, E, where h is Planck constant,   is the wave 
frequency and   is the wavelength.159 
hE   (Planck’s hypothesis)    2.1 
p
h
  (Broglie’s proposal)     2.2 
As shown in Figure 2-2, the scattered waves have a wavevector, fk , and 





kp       2.3 







kQ      2.4 
And, similarly, the energy transfer is  
E     2.5 
fi        2.6 
 
Figure 2-2 Geometry of scattered X-ray by a sample through an angle of 2θ. 
In inelastic scattering, the scattered waves have a lower energy than incident 
beam, because the momentum is transferred when they collide inelastically with 
electrons ( 0 , 0E ). In elastic scattering, the scattered waves have the same 
frequency and wavelength as the incident X-rays ( 0 , 0E ,

2




.   2.7 
This scattering is the main type of scattering and can give rise to diffraction 
effects, which is the basis of wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) or XRD, SAXS 
and GISAXS. 
The incident wave with a single direction of propagation is deflected and 
propagates in new and other directions due to coherent scattering, constructive 
and destructive interference effects. This phenomenon is known as diffraction. 
The constructive interference only happens in a few directions when the scattered 





Figure 2-3 Schematic diagram of Bragg diffraction. 
Bragg's law provides the condition for a plane wave to be diffracted by a 
family of lattice planes:  
 nd sin2    2.8 
where n is an integer, d is the spacing of parallel lattice planes and 2  is the 
diffraction angle, the angle between the incoming and scattered X-ray beams.  
2.1.1.2 WAXS & SAXS 
Both small and wide angle X-ray scatters (WAXS and SAXS) consist of three 
basic parts: an X-ray source, a sample holder, and an X-ray detector, as shown in 
Figure 2-4 
 
Figure 2-4 Schematic diagram of WAXS and SAXS. 
Characteristic X-ray spectra of the target material are emitted under 
electron-target interaction, when an electron beam strikes the target. The electron 
beam usually is produced by a heated cathode, when a high voltage is applied. 
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Then, the spectra are filtered by foils or a crystal monochromator to obtain 
monochromatic X-rays. These X-rays are collimated and directed onto the 
sample. When X-rays pass through the sample, elastic and inelastic scatterings 
occur. Elastic scattering only has direction change, so it can give rise to diffraction 
effects.  The intensity of the reflected X-rays is recorded by a detector. 
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction contains structural information and is usually 
presented as a function of 2θ. However, small-angle X-ray scattering contains 
information on relatively large scale structures and is usually presented as 
functions of Q. The relationship between Q and θ is shown in equation 2.7. 
The unit cell is given by the lattice parameters in crystals: the length of the 
cell edges are denoted as a,b,c and the angles between them are denoted as α, β, 
and γ. Vector and lattice planes can be given using the Miller index notation, 
written as (hkl) to describe the individual plane. Combined with the Bragg 
equation, Table 2-1 lists the relationship between d value and lattice index of 
seven crystal systems. Every diffraction peak corresponds to a d-spacing. Once 
all d-spacings have been determined, automated search/match routines compare 
the d-spacings of the unknown to those of known materials. Because each 
material has a unique set of d-spacings, matching these d-spacings provides an 




Table 2-1 The relationship between d value and lattice index of seven crystal 
systems.160 










































































































a≠b≠c               
α=β=90°≠γ 
Triclinic none a≠b≠c            
α≠β≠γ 
 
In periodically ordered but locally-amorphous samples, the group of atoms in 
the “unit cell” is taken in the broad sense to include the regions of discontinuous 
density, for example the pore, or crystalline regions. The type of the long range 
order can be easily detected according to the positions of the Bragg diffraction 
peaks in the small angle range. Some typical ratios of q values relative to the 




Table 2-2 Typical mesostructures found in surfactant templated inorganic 
materials and their diffraction properties.  
Crystal system Diffraction properties (peak ratios of q) 
Wormlike  One peak 
Lamellar  1 (001) : 2 (002) : 3 (003) : 4 (004) : 5 (005) … 
Hexagonal         1 (100) : √  (110) : 2 (200) : √  (210) : 3 (300) … 
Orthorgonal        √  (110) : 2 (200) : √  (220) : √   (310) : 4 (400) … 
Cubic       P     √  (110) : 2 (200) : √  (210) : √  (211) : √  (220) : 
√   (310) : √   (222) : √   (320) : √   (321) … 
                  √  (110) : 2 (200) :  √  (211) : √  (220) : √   (310) : 
√   (222) : √   (321) : 4 (400) …  
                  √  (111) : √  (220) : √   (311) : √   (222) : 4 (400) : 
√   (331) : √   (422) …   
                  √  (111) : 2 (200) : √  (220) : √   (311) : √   (222) : 
4 (400) : √   (331) : √   (420) : √   (422) …   
                  No space group extinction; 1 (100) : √  (110) : √  (111) : 
2 (200) : √  (210) : √  (211) : √  (220) : 3 (300) … 
                  √  (211) : √  (220) : √   (321) : 4 (400) : √   (420) : 
√   (332) : √   (422) : √   (431) : √   (440) … 
                  √  (110) : √  (111) : 2 (200) : √  (211) : √  (220) : 3 
(221) :  √   (310) : √   (311) : √   (222) : √   
(321) … 
 
2.1.1.3 GISAXS & X-ray Reflectivity 
The basis of reflectivity is measuring the intensity or reflectivity of radiation 
from an interface during specular reflection, which states the incident angle i  
and reflected angle f  are equal with respect to the surface normal.  
Figure 2-5 shows the reflection geometry between two homogeneous media 
with refraction indices 0n  and 1n  respectively. Both the reflected and refracted 
rays are in the plane of incidence. The z  components of the incident wave 
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vectors ( izk ) and reflected wave vectors ( fzk ) on the surface are able to be 












   2.10 
 
Figure 2-5 Reflection geometry between two homogeneous media. 
The refractive index of the 1st medium is 0n  and the second is 1n , so the 





n  , is the ratio of the wave vectors in the two media at the 
interface. If we consider the first medium is air or vacuum, whose refractive index 
is equal to 1, the refractive index n  is equal to the refractive indice 1n .   
The refractive index can also be described as: 
BiAn   21    2.11 
Where 
2
bNA   and B  can be ignored as it is much smaller than A  for 







   2.12 
For X-rays,  
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eeb rN    2.13 
Where bN  is the scattering length, er  is the radius of the electron cloud and 
e  is the electron density. This gives a scattering length density that increases 
with the atomic number of atoms within the sample. Because bN  is positive for 
most materials, refractive index of many materials is smaller than 1. Thus total 
external reflection is usually observed. From Snell’s Law we can know: 
)cos(sin 220
2
11 it nnn      2.14 
At total reflection, the critical glancing angle c  is equal to the incident angle 











   2.15 
As the refractive index of X-rays is slightly smaller than 1, so total external 
reflection occurs for grazing angles of incidence i  smaller than a critical angle 
c . This can be used to enhance surface sensitivity, as below this critical angle an 
evanescent wave propagates at the surface with a penetration depth of only a few 
nanometres.161 
Interfacial structures are probed by specular reflectivity via plotting reflectivity 
against the scattering vector. The difference between the incident and reflected 
wave vectors is Q ,  
fzzifi
kkkkQ 
   2.16 





   2.17 
For a single layer, fringes are visible in the reflectivity pattern, which is 
typically fitted by a model. However, this has not been used in this work. If a 
sample has multiple layers of different scattering length density, the reflectivity 
profile of an interface becomes more complicated. Due to the elastic nature of 
scattering, the incident and reflected beams can constructively or destructively 
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interact with each other. So the incident wave propagates in new and other 
directions after reflecting and the information gained from a reflectivity scattering 
curve corresponds to depth profile perpendicular to the interface, along the 
z-axis.162 These interferences can give rise to Bragg diffraction, if the sample has 
long range order with a periodic structure, such as a hexagonal, cubic or lamellar 
phase. Except if the sample is highly aligned next to the interface some of the 
peaks will be missing from the pattern due to that orientation meaning that the 
scattering plane doesn’t intersect the detector.  
GISAXS is a scattering geometry based on the diffraction and specular 
reflection from surfaces.163 Figure 2-6 shows the schematic diagram of GISAXS. 
 
Figure 2-6 Schematic diagram of GISAXS. 
The intensity of the specularly reflected and diffracted beam as a function of 
both the vertical and horizontal components was recorded by the detector. The 



























   2.18 
where i  is the incident angle, f  is the reflected angle, xy2  is the 
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diffraction angle and   is the X-ray wavelength. GISAXS patterns showing 
diffraction spots or arcs are indexed using the rules for identifying ordered 
mesostructures outlined above in section 2.1.2. If the patterns do not show 
diffraction spots, then the images can be analysed by taking cuts through the data 
perpendicular to and parallel to the specular ridge of scattering (Figure 2-7). The 
“detector cut” parallel to the specular ridge can be analysed to provide information 
about the vertical structure of the film while the in-plane cut can provide 
information about the lateral film structure.165-167 In Figure 2-7 below, the 
anisotropy in the scattering suggests that the film is compressed in the vertical 
direction as the scattering peaks at 0.09 Å-1 in this direction, while a sharper 
diffraction ring is seen at 0.03 Å-1 in the in-plane cut. The film is better ordered 
in-plane as peaks can be seen at ~ 0.03 and 0.06 Å-1. 
 
Figure 2-7 GISAXS image (left) and corresponding intensity profile in the Qz and 
Qxy directions (right). 
2.1.1.4 Measurement 
SAXS patterns in this project were measured either in–house or at a 
synchrotron. In-house measurements were made using an Anton Paar SAXSess 
system on a PANalytical PW3830 X-ray generator. Synchrotron small angle X-ray 
scattering experiments were performed using non-crystalline diffraction beamline 
(I22) instrument at the Diamond Light Source, UK. Table 2-3 gives the I22 




Table 2-3 I22 beamline specifications. 
Specifications Parameter 
Energy range 3.7-20 keV 
d-spacing range 1-5000 Å 
Photon beam size at sample 320(H)70(V) μm 
Beam divergence at 12 keV 50(H)70(V) μrad 
 
An Anton Paar SAXSess small angle X-ray scattering instrument with a 
measurable Q range of 0.077 - 2.70 Å-1 was used to perform SAXS 
measurements at University of Bath. Line and pin-hole X-ray sources (15.4 nm) 
on a Cu X-ray tube, operated at 40 kV and 50 mA were used. An elliptical 
focusing mirror was utilized to further enhance the flux. Collimation is achieved 
using a block collimator with a roughness of less than 0.14 μm/cm and the flight 
path from source to detector is in a chamber evacuated to below 5 mbar. X-rays 
are detected by a reusable Europium excitation based image plate (size: 66 × 200 
mm) with a 42.3 μm2 pixel size. After exposure the image plate is read by a Perkin 
Elmer Cyclone reader using OptiQuant software. The powder samples were put 
in a sample holder between two pieces of SellotapeTM and held in place by two 
copper plates and measured at 25 °C. The background was tested by using two 
pieces of SellotapeTM illuminated for the same time as the sample and subtracted 
during the data analysis.   
XRD analyses of the samples in a 0.3 mm borosilicate glass capillary was 
performed on a Bruker D8 powder diffractometer using monochromatic Cu K 
radiation (15.4 nm) and with generator voltage and current of 40 kV and 40 mA 
respectively. X-ray scans were made between 2θ angles of 20 and 60 or 70 ˚. A 
scan speed of 3 s per step and a step size of 0.025 ˚ were used. 
GISAXS experiments on film samples on silicon wafers were performed to 
observe the film structure on the I07 beamline at the Diamond Light Source in 
Oxford, UK. I07 is a high-resolution X-ray diffraction beamline for investigating the 
structure of surfaces and interfaces. The entire sample scattering was recorded in 
air. GISAXS patterns were collected with zQ  range of 0 - 0.5 Å
-1 and xyQ  range 
of 0 - 0.25 Å-1 at an incident angle of 0.25 º, using an energy of 12.5 keV ( = 1.0 
Å). A 54 × 182 channel detector (Pilatus 2M) with a vertical alignment was used to 
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collect data during experiments. Pattern of silver behenate prepared by spin 
coating on silicon wafer were used for calibration.169 The silver behenate has a 
lamellar structure with a d-spacing of 58.380 Å in (001) plane. The image of raw 
data is expressed in the units of pixels, and then we can obtain the value ratio 
between pixels and Å according to the known d-spacing of silver behenate. So we 
can modify the raw image from pixels to Å.  
2.1.2 Neutron reflectivity 
2.1.2.1 Theory 
Neutrons are neutral particles that are unaffected by the charge of the orbital 
electrons.170 They interact with the nucleus of the atom via the strong nuclear 
force. Specular neutron reflection provides information about inhomogeneities 
normal to an interface or surface.  
The basis of a neutron reflection experiment is the variation of specular 
reflectivity with the wave vector transfer (Q), perpendicular to the surface or 
interface (described in section 2.1.3).171 This can be achieved in two ways: either 
by using a single monochromatic wavelength and varying the grazing angle of 
incidence or by using a fixed angle of incidence and a range of wavelengths 
sorted by time-of-flight. 
It is horizontal interfaces at various depths through the sample that cause the 
reflection. The information gained from a reflectivity scattering curve corresponds 
to depth profile perpendicular to the interface, along the z-axis.  
In specular reflection, fi   , combining with equation 2.9 and 2.10, so  
 /sin4 izQ           2.19 
With the same frequency and wavelength of incident and reflected waves, 
constructive and destructive interference are found to occur giving rise to 
diffraction, so that the incident wave propagates in new and other directions after 
reflecting. In diffraction patterns, it contains the structure information based on the 
theory of Bragg equation. Some details of Bragg equation are described above in 
the section 2.1.1. Where no diffraction peaks are visible the reflectivity is typically 
fitted as a series of layers stacked on the surface,172 however this has not been 




Neutron reflectivity measurements of the films grown at the air/water 
interface and dip-coated films on silicon wafer were performed on INTER 
instruments (Target Station II, detailed schematic diagram in Figure 2-8 at the 
ISIS Pulsed Neutron Source facility within the Rutherford Appleton Laboratories. 
For the INTER instrument, it operated at lower frequency of 10 Hz by taking 1 in 5 
pulses from the existing ISIS synchrotron. The INTER reflectivity views the 
grooved surface of the cold coupled methane moderator giving the best possible 
flux gains without compromising resolution or signal to noise.  
 
 
Figure 2-8 Schematic representation of the INTER reflectivity on Target II at ISIS.173 
In the neutron reflectivity experiment of the films grown at the air/water 
interface, the solution is prepared by pouring a film formation solution into a 4 x 15 
cm PTFE trough to provide a meniscus above the edge of the trough, and then 
the scattering data was collected on this air/solution interface. The incident angle 
used was either 0.7 or 2.3 °, with data being collected between 0.01 and 0.1 Å-1 or 
0.03 and 0.4 Å-1 in D2O at 25 °C in 3 min patterns. 
2.1.3 Spectroscopic ellipsometry analysis 
2.1.3.1 Theory 
Light can be described as an electromagnetic wave composed of mutually 
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields that are always orthogonal to the 
propagation direction. Normally, the magnetic field is ignored due to its 
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unchanged nature. When the electric field of light follows a specific path and 
traces out a distinct shape at any point, the light is defined as polarized light.174   
When polarized light meets matter, reflection and transmission occur at the 
surface. There are different paths for electric fields parallel and perpendicular to 
the sample surface due to the various properties of the surface, meaning light can 
be separated into p- and s polarized vectors. The direction of the p polarized 
component is parallel to the plane of incidence and the s-polarized component is 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Ellipsometry mainly measures how the p- 
and s- components change upon reflection.175  
Figure 2-9 shows the reflection geometry between two multiple interfaces, 
such as a film-covered surface.  
 
Figure 2-9 Light reflects and refracts in film-covered surface. 
According to Snell’s law, we have 
                          2.20 
where n1, n2 and n3 are the complex refractive index of first (ambient), second 
(film) and third (substrate) medias, respectively.    is the incident angle of light, 
   and    are the refraction angle at the film and substrate surfaces 
respectively.  
The distance d between two media (film thickness) can be expressed as: 
                 2.21 
where    is the phase difference between two reflection waves and  is the 
wavelength of incident light. 
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If r1p and r1s are the Fresnel coefficients for the components p and s of light at 
film surface and r2p and r2s are the Fresnel coefficients for the 
components p and s of light at substrate surface, then 
                                          2.22 
                                          2.23 
                                          2.24 
                                          2.25 









tan      2.26 
where  is the change of polarization between the input and output light, 
tan  is the amplitude ratio upon reflection,   is the phase shift, Eip and Eis are 
the p- and s-components of incident light, Erp and Ers are the p- and 
s-components of reflected light. Moreover,  
                
                
        2.27 
                
                
        2.38 
Combining the equations from 2.19 to 2.27, we find that  
  f  (                               )   2.29 
Usually, n1,   and    are known, n3 can be independently obtained, so n2 
and d are closely related to each other. 
During ellipsometry measurements, the changes in light polarization can be 
used to determine the properties of the sample, such as film thickness and optical 
constants. In the ideal case of bulk materials without any surface layers, the 














   2.30 
where  is the change of polarization between the input and output light,  is 
the incident angle. However, there is typically a surface oxide or roughness on 
most materials which adds errors in the direct inversion formula. So, a model 
analysis is normally performed, after the sample is measured.178 
Experimental data are obtained by testing under different wavelengths. A 
model is based on the equation 2.29 which describes each layer of material with 
thickness and optical constants. If these values are unknown, an estimate is 
given for the purpose of the initial calculation. The calculated values are 
compared to experimental data. Finding the best match between the model and 
the experiment is typically achieved through regression analysis. The best 
answer provides the optical constants and thickness parameters of the sample. 
The ellipsometry instrument has components including a laser light source, 
polarization generator, sample stage, polarization analyser, and detector, shown 
in Figure 2-10.179 
 
Figure 2-10 Schematic diagram of ellipsometry instrument. 
2.1.3.2 Measurement 
Film samples were tested using an ellipsometry measurement on an 
alpha-SE Ellipsometer from J.A. Wollam Co. under the control of software 
CompleteEASE. The instrument uses a laser with wavelength in the range of 380 
- 900 nm and an incident angle of 70 º was used. For one sample, different areas 
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were tested to obtain the average value of film thickness and refractive index. 
Results were fitted by the model Absorbing films on Silicon contained in the 
CompleteEASE software according to the manual book, as the S-doped titania 
film absorbs some lights in the visible region. Fitting process was automatically 
done by software when a suitable model was chose. Figure 2-11 shows an 
example of ellipsometry data and fitted by CompleteEASE software. The 
amplitude and phase changes are Psi and Delta respectively. 
 
Figure 2-11 An example of ellipsometry data and fitted by CompleteEASE software. 
The amplitude and phase changes are Psi and Delta respectively. 
The refractive index was used to calculated the porosity of the mesoporous 
titania thin films through the following equation 180 :  
  (  
    
  
   
)         2.31 
 where n is the refractive index measured by ellipsometry and nT is the 
refractive index of anatase titania (nT = 2.55). 
2.1.4 Dynamic light scattering 
2.1.4.2 Theory 
When particles are suspended in a liquid, the particles are constantly moving 
due to Brownian motion. The movement of particles is random, driven by 
collisions with the molecules or atoms of the liquid that surrounds the particle. 
Moreover, the movement speed of particles is in proportion to particle size. Based 
on this theory, Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measures Brownian motion and 
links it to the size of the particles by illuminating the particles with a laser and 
analysing the intensity variations in the scattered light.181  
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For stationary particles, if we put a detector close to the particle, the detector 
will show speckle patterns consisting of bright and dark areas, because of the 
constructive and destructive interferences between incident laser and scattered 
lights. However, the particles in a liquid are randomly moving, which will induce 
the intensity fluctuation of the brightness in speckle patterns. By measuring the 
rate of the intensity variation, the size of the particles can be worked out from the 
correlation function.182 
If we compared the intensity signal of a particular part of the speckle pattern 
at one point in time (say time = t) to the intensity signal a very short time later (t  + 
dt), we will find the two signals are very similar or strongly correlated. Then, if we 
compare the original signal at t to intensity at t + 2dt, the two signals are still well 
correlated but not as strong as at t+dt.182 If we compare the original signal 
intensity to itself then we will have perfect correlation. The perfect correlation is 
reported as 1 and no correlation is 0. So, if larger particles are being measured, 
the intensity of the speckle pattern will change more slowly due to the slower 
movement in Brownian motion. Oppositely, the intensity change from smaller 
particles will be quicker. The change of signal intensity can be expressed by the 





Figure 2-12 Exponential decay of the correlation function.183 
Figure 2-13 shows a typical DLS system. It consists of a laser, a cell, a 
detector, an attenuator, a correlator and computer equipped with specialist 
software. The laser is used to provide a light source to illuminate the particle 
sample in liquid within a cell. Most of the light passes through the sample and 
some of it is scattered back. A detector, either at position 173 or 90º, is used to 
measure the intensity of the scattered beam. The detector at 180 º cannot be 
used, as it will block the laser. The angle < 90 º is not adopted due to the incident 
beam passed from sample will affect the results However, if too much light is 
detected, the detector will be overloaded. So, an attenuator is used to reduce the 
intensity of the laser and hence decrease the scattering intensity. The scattering 
intensity signal from the detector is passed to the correlator. The correlator 
compares the correlation function over time and this information is then passed to 




Figure 2-13 Schematic diagram of DLS system. 
2.1.4.2 Measurement 
A Zetasizer Nano from Malvern was used in this work to estimate the particle 
size. The backscatter detector (173 º) was used in this instrument. Because the 
backscatter is being measured, the incident beam does not need to pass through 
the entire sample, which can reduce the multiple scattering effects, as it will affect 
the track of light and then affect the intensity and direction of lights that we are 
interested.  
During testing, 1.5 ml of the titania colloidal solution was put into the cell and 
measured several times at room temperature. Then the particle size and 
polydispersity was calculated by the Zetasizer software and the average results 
were chosen. To obtain a consistent estimate of particle size, it is normal to do a 
dilution series and plot a graph to find the size at zero concentrat ion, but we did 
not do this for titania colloidal solution as we want to check the size of titania 
clusters in the colloidal solution, rather than the size of a single titania particle. 
2.1.5 UV-Vis spectroscopy 
2.1.5.1 Theory 
If a beam of monochromatic light passes through a transparent medium, part 
of the light is absorbed and the transmitted beam has a lower intensity than the 
intensity of the incident beam. When the medium is a transparent solution, shown 
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in Figure 2-14, the relationship between absorbance and concentration of the 











   2.32 
Where A  is the absorption, 0I  is the intensity of incident beam, I  is the 
intensity of transmitted beam, c  is the concentration of solute, L  is the path 
length and   is the molar absorption coefficient. The molar absorption coefficient 
is constant for a particular solute and varies depending on the wavelength of the 
incident beam, so it can be figured out by plotting the adsorption against the 
concentration of solute. In other words, the beam adsorption is proportional to the 
concentration of solute in a particular solute at a fixed wavelength of incident 
beam and path length. 
 
 
Figure 2-14 A schematic representation of Beer-Lambert adsorption. 
In order to be able to determine dye concentration, the molar adsorption 
coefficient was required for dye N719 in 0.1 M KOH according to the 
Beer-Lambert Law. The data for UV/Vis adsorption of a range of amounts of N719 
dissolved into 0.1 M KOH was kindly supplied by Thomas Risbridger. Under a 
fixed wavelength of 528 nm, the adsorption intensity is measured as a function of 
concentration of KOH, shown in Figure 2-15. The slope of this curve is the value 






Figure 2-15 Adsorption as a function of N719 concentration in 0.1M KOH solution 
under 528 nm illumination. 
In Figure 2-16 (left), when a beam of light hits a rough surface, the light is 
reflected at different angles (diffuse reflection) rather than just one angle as in the 
case of specular reflection. The most general mechanism by which a surface 
gives diffuse reflection is that most of the diffused light is not from surface but 
results from scattering centres beneath the surface, illustrated in Figure 2-16 
(right). If the light illuminates the surface of the sample, a small part of the 
“primary” light is reflected by the first scatterer and most of it enters the sample. 
This light meets the second scatterer and produces a number of “secondary” 
reflections. Still some of the light can pass through the second scatterer to meet 
the third scatterers, and so on. These generate a lot of random reflections which 




Figure 2-16 Diffuse and specular reflection from a glossy surface (left); General 
mechanism of diffuse reflection by a solid surface (right). 
2.1.5.2 Measurement 
For film transmission and absorbance measurements, air was used for 
baseline correction. Samples were tested using an UV/Vis spectrometer (Varian, 
Cary 50 Probe). For dye desorption measurements, the adsorbed dye molecules 
were desorbed by using 0.1 M KOH solution. In this case, the 0.1 M KOH solution 
was used for baseline correction. Based on the Beer-Lambert law, the adsorbed 
dye amount was measured with the dye solution held in 1 cm thick quartz 
cuvettes. For reflection measurements, the film sample was tested using a 
UV-VIS-NIR instrument from Ocean Optics. The uncoated FTO glass substrate 
was used for the baseline correction.  
The photocatalytic activity of the thin films with area ~3 cm2 on Si wafer was 
monitored by immersing the samples into 100 ml of 5 µM methylene blue 
aqueous solution under 1 sun illumination from a TS Space Systems solar 
simulator. The films were allowed to reach an adsorption-desorption equilibrium 
for 1 h before sun irradiation. The concentration of MB solution was determined 
by measuring the visible light absorbance at 650 nm using the UV/Vis 
spectrophotometer. 3 mL of solution was used for testing but returned to the 
solution after the UV-Vis measurement. 




When an electron beam strikes the atoms in a sample (Figure 2-17), 
individual incident electrons undergo two types of scattering.185 These are 
determined by the mass ratio of the electrons and colliding solids. If the electrons 
pass close to the nucleus of the atom, the directions of electrons change or they 
may even be backscattered. In this process, the kinetic energy and velocity of 
electrons remains the same as primary beam, so it is elastic scattering. When 
incident electrons interact with the atomic electrons of the sample, they collide 
with and displace electrons from their shells of target atoms. This interaction 
leads to energy “loss” from the incident electrons so is inelastic scattering. It 
places the sample in an unstable state and makes scanning electron microscopy 
possible. 
 
Figure 2-17 Illustration of interaction of electrons with an atom. 
An incident electron may excite an electron in an atom in the sample during 
specimen interaction and lose most of its energy. The excited electron moves 
towards the surface of the sample and finally escapes from the surface if it still 
has sufficient energy. These excited electrons, named secondary electrons, can 
be used in scanning electron microscopy (SEM), because their production is 
topography related.186 Due to their low energy after excitation (5 eV), only the 
secondary electrons very near the surface (< 10 nm) can escape from the sample 
undergoing elastic and inelastic collisions. Any changes in the topography in the 
sample that are larger than the depth of sample that can yield the changes of 
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secondary electrons can therefore be distinguished. So, the collection of 
secondary electrons reflects the topography of specimen.  
Excluding that the secondary electrons are the most common signal used in 
SEM, backscattered electrons are also used in SEM imaging. The production of 
backscattered electrons has a direct relationship with the atomic number of the 
sample. The higher the atomic number, the more backscattered electrons are 
produced and collected, so the image of areas containing atoms with a higher 
atomic number appears brighter than those containing lower elements. 
When the sample is thin enough, some of the incident beam can transmit 
through the specimen without any interactions with the specimen. These 
transmitted electrons are used in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
imaging. The amount of transmitted electrons is primarily determined by the 
thickness of the sample. Thick areas are darker than thin areas due to fewer 
transmitted electrons. The atomic number also plays an important role in the 
transmission of areas of a sample with the same thickness. Higher atomic number 
elements have more electrons that increase the chance of being scattered when 
the incident electrons pass through, so areas of atoms with higher atomic 
numbers are darker than those containing lower elements. 
Another part of the incident electrons, are elastically scattered by atoms in 
the specimen, but transmitted through the remaining portion of the specimen. 
Some of them are scattered according to Bragg’s Law, so these electrons contain 
information about the specimen. All scattered electrons that were incident at the 
same angle are scattered by the same atomic plane. These scattered electrons 
can be collated to form a pattern of spots by using magnetic lenses and are used 
in TEM diffraction mapping. This pattern yields information on the orientation and 
crystal structure of the specimen. 
As was mentioned above, inelastic scattering places the atom in an excited 
state. Excess energy is set free as X-rays, cathodoluminescence or Auger 
electrons, when the atom returns back to ground state. The energy of the X-ray is 
characteristic of the element from which the X-ray was emitted. So, these X-rays 
can be collected for qualitative elemental analysis by energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) X-ray detectors in SEM or TEM instruments.  
2.1.6.2 SEM & TEM 
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All of the electron microscopies have some similar basic components: an 
operating vacuum; an electron source; electron lenses for forming an electron 
probe; systems for defining the probe position; detectors to detect the signals, 
and an imaging forming system. A discussion of the vacuum systems is outside 
the scope of this thesis. More information can be obtained through papers and 
books.187-190 
A thermionic source, especially the V-shape tungsten source, is traditionally 
used and a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2-18. The filament is heated 
until a stream of electrons is produced. The positive potential acts as an 
electrostatic lens, accelerating the electrons. Meanwhile, the electrons are 
repelled toward the optical axis due to the negative potential of the cap and exit 
the gun area through the small hole in the Wehnelt cap to be used in SEM or TEM 
mode. Although the conventional tungsten filament is capable of providing the 
relatively large total current required for SEM and low magnification imaging in 
TEM, it cannot generate high intensity probes, to obtain high magnification 
imaging, because of the inherently low brightness. High resolution electron 
microscope mapping can be obtained by replacing the heated tungsten 
thermionic electron source with a high-brightness probe such as a field-emission 
(FE) cathode. A cold-FE source is simply a sharply pointed piece or single crystal 
of tungsten. The point is so sharp that it favours producing a very thin electron 
beam (less than 1 nm thick) which means higher current density. Although the 
total current intensity of a FE source normally is as high as the thermionic source, 
its brightness is far higher due to the much larger emission current density.191  
 
Figure 2-18 Schematic diagram of electron gun. 
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In SEM, the electron beam is focused to a probe by a condenser lens. The 
beam passes through the deflection coils in the objective lens and scans the 
surface of the sample. When the beam interacts with the sample, signals 
produced are collected by the detector and used to modulate the intensity of a 
synchronously scanned TV screen. The geometry of an SEM is shown in Figure 
2-19. In EDS measurements, characteristic x-ray intensity is measured relative to 
lateral position on the sample.  
In TEM (Figure 2-19), the beam is confined to a spot by condenser lenses, 
passes the condenser aperture and “hits” the sample surface. The electrons are 
elastically scattered and transmitted through the thin sample. The transmitted 
beam is converged by an objective lens and passes the objective aperture, which 
is used to choose transmitted electrons that will form the image in the microscope. 
Finally, the beam is expanded by a projector lens onto imaging devices. Different 
types of images can be obtained in TEM by using the apertures properly to 
choose different types of electrons. As a result, diffraction patterns are shown if 
the aperture is used to select the scattered electrons. If the unscattered beam is 
chosen, a bright field image is obtained; if the diffracted beams are chosen, a 
dark field image is obtained.192 
The EDS X-ray detector in an SEM or TEM can supply information for 
qualitative and quantitative analysis, elemental mapping and line profile analysis. 
The presence of an element in the sample can be obtained by comparing the 
EDS spectrum with known characteristic X-ray energy values. Variations in x-ray 
intensity at any characteristic energy value indicate the relative concentration for 
the applicable element across the surface. One or more element maps or line 
profiles can be recorded simultaneously using image brightness or plots of 





Figure 2-19 Schematic diagrams of SEM (left) and TEM (right). 
2.1.6.3 Measurement 
Scanning electron microscopy images were taken either at the Centre for 
Electron Optical Studies at the University of Bath using a Japanese Electron 
Optics Laboratory JEOL JSM6480LV or at Wuhan University of Technology using 
Hitachi Field-Emission SEM (FESEM) S-4800. For samples imaged by the JEOL 
JSM6480LV, the surface morphologies of film samples were studied in situ under 
an operating voltage of 20 kV. For cross-sectional samples, they were polished 
carefully using nano-diamond polishing slurry to obtain a smooth surface and 
coated with chromium to prevent charging of the samples before imaging in the 
SEM. High resolution surface morphology and EDS of film samples at section 
3.4.2.3 of chapter 3 and section 5.2.4 of chapter 5 was measured directly by the 
S-4800 operated at 10 kV.  
Transmission electron microscopy images were also taken at the Centre for 
Electron Optical Studies at the University of Bath. Images and diffraction patterns 
were collected using a Japanese Electron Optics Laboratory JEOL 1200 EX 
operated at 120 kV. Instrument settings and images were established using the 
fluorescent screen of the TEM instrument before final collection using a CCD 
camera. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) was taken at Wuhan University of 
Technology using a JEM-2100F instrument. 
Solid samples for TEM were ground to a fine powder then placed in a test 
tube and dispersed in dry ethanol by sonication for several minutes. A clean 
pipette was then used to place a drop of this dispersion onto a carbon film 
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mounted on a copper TEM grid. The dispersion was allowed to dry in air, thereby 
depositing powdered material on the TEM grid once the ethanol had evaporated.  
2.1.7 Atomic force microscopy 
2.1.7.1 Theory 
The atomic force microscope (AFM), invented in 1986, is an indispensable 
analytical tool for imaging, measuring, and manipulating materials at the 
nanoscale, due to its unique potential in surface characterization and moderate 
price.193 In AFM, the forces between the probe and sample are measured and 
converted to a signal that reflects the surface properties, which is collected by the 
detector and converted into an image by software, as shown in Figure 2-20 (left). 
The movement of samples is performed by a piezoceramic scanner, by which the 
tip and sample are brought close together so that the probing interactions can be 
measured with a detector. The detector signal is used for feedback control to 
adjust the tip-sample distance during scanning. AFM can be operated in different 
modes, depending on its application. In general, imaging modes, displayed in 
Figure 2-20 (right), are divided into static (also called contact) modes on the basis 
of the cantilever deflection and dynamic (non-contact or "tapping") modes where 
the cantilever is vibrated.194  
 
Figure 2-20 Schematic diagrams of AFM (left) and different imaging modes (right). 
In contact model, the sample is in contact with the tip and the repulsive force 
experienced by the tip is measured by recording the cantilever deflection. The 
force between the tip and the surface is kept constant during scanning by 
adjusting the sample position to maintain a constant deflection according to the 
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surface performance. However, the mechanical contact between tip and sample 
limits its application in soft materials since these can be damaged by the force of 
the tip.195 In dynamic modes, the sample surface is scanned with the sharp probe 
at a distance of a few nanometers, where the tip-sample force interaction causes 
a change in the amplitude, the phase, and the resonance frequency of the 
oscillating cantilever. During scanning, the cantilever is oscillated at a frequency 
close to its resonant frequency where the amplitude of oscillation is typically a few 
nanometers (< 10 nm) for non-contact mode and higher than 10 nm (typically > 
20 nm) for tapping mode. For non-contact mode, attractive long-range forces 
above the sample surfaces, such as van der Waals forces (which are strongest 
from 1 nm to 10 nm above the surface), decrease the resonance frequency of the 
cantilever. By combining the decreased resonant frequency with the feedback 
loop system, the tip maintains constant oscillation amplitude or frequency by 
modifying the average tip-to-sample distance, which allows the software to 
construct the structural image of the sample surface. However, a rigid sample 
normally has a few monolayers of liquid on its surface under ambient conditions, 
which interrupts the Van der Waals force from being detected in the range of the 
fluid layer and prevents high-resolution surface imaging with non-contact AFM. 
The tapping model overcomes this problem. During oscillation, the tip is moved 
toward the surface until it begins to lightly touch the surface and lifts off. When the 
oscillating cantilever begins to intermittently contact the surface, the oscillation 
amplitude of the cantilever is reduced by the energy loss of contacting the surface. 
The reduction in oscillation amplitude is used to identify and measure surface 
features.196 
2.1.7.2 Measurement 
Surface profiles of film samples were measured by Easyscan 2 FlexAFM 
from Nanosurf using tapping mode, in the Chemistry Department at the University 
of Bath. Scanning parameters were set by the Nanosurf Easyscan 2 control 
software, which also provides some functions of image analysis such as 
estimating the area root mean square (RMS) roughness. Before testing, the 
position of a laser was adjusted carefully to maximize the signal being collected 
by the detector. During scanning, a Nanosurf Isostage with a compact active 
vibration isolation system was used to protect all of the scans against vibration 
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disturbances and an Acoustic Enclosure 300 was used to provide acoustic 
protection from light, electric and air flow disturbances. For one sample, different 
areas were scanned to obtain the average value of RMS and 512 points and 1 
second per line were set to obtain relatively high resolution images. Film samples 
were put in the sample stage and tested in situ, different sizes of area can be 
chosen in the software. 
2.1.8 N2 adsorption and desorption 
2.1.8.1 Theory 
When a solid is exposed in a closed space to a gas or vapour at some 
definite pressure, the solid begins to adsorb the gas by the physical (van der 
Waals) and chemical forces acting between the solid and molecules of the gas.197 
The quantity of gas taken up by a solid sample can be expressed in moles per 
gram of solid as equation 2.33.  
),,,( solidgasTpfn     2.33 
The amount adsorbed depends on the mass m of the sample, the 
temperature T, the pressure p of the vapor, and the nature of the solid and gas. If 
the other factors except pressure are fixed, the equation simplifies to 
solidgasTpfn ,,)(    2.34 
If the temperature is below the critical temperature of the gas, the alternative 
form is more useful   
solidgasT
oppfn ,,)/(    2.35 
where p0 is the saturation vapour pressure of the adsorptive gas. Both of 
equation 2.34 and 2.35 are expressions for the adsorption isotherm. After tens of 
thousands of adsorption isotherms were recorded, Brunauer, Emmitt and Teller 





Figure 2- 21 IUPAC classification of physisorption isotherm types.199 Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. 200. 
Type IV represents adsorption isotherms with hysteresis (Figure 2-22), which 
is associated with capillary condensation taking place in mesopores (pore 
diameter 2 ~ 50 nm). Such isotherms are generally characteristic of mesoporous 
materials, such as the surfactant templated materials studied in this work. 
A typical Type IV isotherm is shown in Figure 2-22 and the features labelled 
correspond to particular adsorption or desorption processes. In the lower relative 
pressure region, the monolayer adsorption starts from point A and is complete at 
point B, corresponding to an inflection of the adsorption isotherm. Then multilayer 
adsorption begins on the walls of the pores until point C, which is the start of the 
hysteresis loop. After that, the curve begins to deviate upwards (CD) until at 
higher pressures (point E), when the capillary condensation commences in the 
finest pores, and wider and wider pores are filled with the increasing pressure 
until the saturation vapour pressure is approached. The amount adsorbed along 
the desorption branch (EFC) is always greater than along the adsorption branch 
(CDE) at any given relative pressure, thus a hysteresis loop appears, which is a 




Figure 2-22 Type IV adsorption and desorption isotherms. 
A general explanation of hysteresis has been offered by Foster assuming an 
open pore structure of the adsorbent.200 At the beginning of the hysteresis region, 
there is an adsorbed film on the walls of the capillaries. As the pressure increases, 
more adsorption takes place and the film becomes thick enough to bridge the 
pore. Then, a liquid meniscus is formed and capillary condensation sets in 
immediately until all capillaries of this size are filled. Thus the ascending branch of 
the loop corresponds to adsorption and capillary condensation occurring 
simultaneously but the descending branch represents capillary condensation 
primarily, which means a delay in the formation of the meniscus during the 
adsorption process is responsible for the phenomenon of hysteresis. Due to the 
tensile strength effect, the nitrogen hysteresis loop closure takes place at around 
0.42. Because an improved pressure will induce a decreased tension, so there is 
a minimum pressure where the liquid condensed in the pores can exist. Using 
nitrogen as adsorbate, the relative pressure is around 0.42.  
Due to the differences of pore shape, four types of hysteresis loops were 
recognized according to IUPAC classification,201 shown in Figure 2-23. Types H1 
and H4 are two extreme types, and type H2 and H3 are regarded as intermediate 
between two extremes. Type H1 is characteristic of porous materials with narrow 
distribution of pore size. Type H2 is for pores similar to those of type H1 but 
without a uniform pore size. Most common mesoporous materials and catalysts 
belong to the two types.108, 202, 203 The Type H4 loop is characteristic of slit-like 
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pores with a uniform distribution, while type H3 is associated with slit-like pores 
which are not well-defined. Graphene oxide,204, 205 nanotubes,206, 207 and zeolites 
208, 209 belong to these two types. 
 
Figure 2-23 Types of hysteresis loops.210 Reprinted with permission from Ref. 211. 
The best known theory used for evaluation the specific surface area from the 
adsorption isotherm is the BET model which is based on a kinetic model put 
forward by Langmuir.211 If n (in moles) is the amount adsorbed on 1g of adsorbent 








    2.36 
where B is an empirical constant in practice. This equation, known as the 
Langmuir equation, is based on the dynamic equilibrium state and confined to a 
monolayer adsorption. In a dynamic equilibrium state, the rate of molecules of 
adsorbent condensed on to bare sites is equal to the rate of molecules 
evaporating from occupied sites. Some other assumptions, such as that 
absorbate molecules only interact with the adsorption site without lateral 
interaction between the adsorbate molecules and that all adsorption sites are 
equal, are also included in the Langmuir adsorption.212 The Langmuir model 
usually applies to solids with a type I isotherm with few adsorbed molecular layers. 
Moreover, this mechanism also applies to the multilayer adsorption taken into 















   2.37 
where in practice c is a constant and related to the strength of the interaction 
between the adsorbate molecules and adsorbent.  
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By plotting the absorbed amount and relative pressure as in equation 2.37, 
nm and c can be evaluated. The specific surface (in m
2/g) can be calculated 






m    2.38 
where A is the surface area, am is the area of a single molecule of the 
adsorbate, (for example the value of am for nitrogen at 77 K is 16.2 Å),
2 198 and L 
is Avogadro’s number. 22414 is the volume of one mole of an ideal gas in 
millilitres. Although real surfaces do not follow the assumptions of BET model, the 
BET method can nearly give a correct surface area value in the range of relative 
pressure 0.05 - 0.35.  
The basis for the calculation of pore size distribution from the Type IV 









    2.39 
Where p/p is relative pressure, VL is the molar volume, rm is the mean radius 
of curvature, γ is the surface tension, R is the universal gas constant and T is 
temperature. This equation allows the calculation of the relative pressure at which 
capillary condensation will occur for a given pore size in the range of 1 - 25 nm. 
Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) is the most common scheme for calculation of 
mesopore distribution.214 The assumed pore geometry in BJH model is cylindrical 
or slit shaped pores. Based on the Kelvin equation, comparison of the amount of 
gas adsorbed at different relative pressures to the pore size corresponding to 
these pressures can then give an indication of a pore size distribution, the relative 
number of pores of different sizes, in a sample. The upper limit of BJH model 
arises from the exponential dependence of pore size in which the condensation 
takes place from the relative pressure. Thus, uncertainty increases when the 
relative pressure approaches 1. The lower limit at relative pressure around 0.42 is 
due to the tensile strength effect described above.215  
2.1.8.2 Measurement 
Measurements of the nitrogen adsorption isotherms for titania powders or 
film materials was done by grinding the material into a powder before testing. The 
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measurements were conducted in the Department of Chemistry at the University 
of Bath using a BELSORP-mini II instrument to make a free space measurement 
and for the automated measurement of nitrogen adsorption and desorption from 
powdered film material at 77 K. The instrument records the amount of gas 
absorbed measured from the change of gas pressure inside the measuring 
system by means of the state equation of gas, and then an isotherm was 
generated by plotting the gas volume absorbed against the relative pressure. 
Approximately 0.1 g of the sample was ground up and degassed in vacuum at 
150 °C for 4 h before measurement. The BET model was used to estimate the 
surface area and BJH analysis was done to obtain the pore size distribution. 
2.1.9 TGA & DSC 
2.1.9.1 Theory 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is an analytical technique that can be 
used to detect and record the changes in the mass of a substance being heated 
as a function of the temperature by using a thermobalance, while  Differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a primary technique that can record the amount of 
heat required to increase the temperature of the sample and the reference 
material as a function of the temperature. Detailed descriptions of TGA and DSC 
measurement are readily available from research publications.216, 217  
TGA instruments can be divided into two general types: vertical and horizontal 
balance instruments. Normally, a furnace heats the sample at a constant heating 
rate or holds it at a constant temperature while a sensitive balance monitors the 
sample weight changes due to decomposition, oxidation, or dehydration etc. The 
atmosphere used in the TGA experiment plays an important role and can be 
reactive, oxidizing or inert such as Helium or Argon. The results from 
thermogravimetric analyses are usually reported in the form of curves relating the 
mass lost from the sample against temperature. It can be used to identify the 
composition of multicomponent systems and thermal and oxidative stability of 
materials among other characteristics. 
Based on the mechanism of operation, DSCs can be grouped into two types: 
heat-flux DSCs and power-compensated DSCs. For heat-flux DSCS, the sample 
and reference are placed in a furnace and heated by a linear heating rate. 
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However, owing to the differences of heat capacity of the sample and reference, 
there would be a temperature difference between the sample and reference. 
From the differences of heat capacity and temperature, the thermal energy can 
be obtained on the basis of reference. For power-compensated DSCs, the 
sample and reference are placed in two furnaces heated by separate heaters. 
The sample and reference are kept at the same temperature, and the differences 
in heat required to maintain this temperature is measured. A series of 
temperatures are tested and plotted as a cure between heat and temperature. 
2.1.9.2 Measurement 
Analysis of the solvent content and organic content of film materials, which 
were recovered from the air/solution interface and dried in air, was undertaken 
using a Perkin Elmer TGA 7 thermogravimetric analyser. The instrument uses a 
vertical balance accurate to ± 0.005 mg to measure the change in the sample 
mass during heating. A Perkin Elmer TAC 7/DX thermal analysis controller and 
Puris software was used for instrument control and data collection in terms of 
percentage mass and sample temperature. 1 - 10 mg sample was used for TGA 
experiments. These materials were allowed to dry in air prior to measurement in 
the temperature range from room temperature to 600 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C 
/min. TGA and DSC tested in section 3.4 of chapter 3 was measured by 
NETZSCH STA 449 C in the temperature range from room temperature to 
1200 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C /min. Measurements were done in air. 
2.1.10 Solar cell characterization 
2.1.10.1 I-V curve 
To compare solar cells characterized in different laboratories all over the 
world, a set of standard conditions is necessary to measure the photon to electron 
conversion efficiency. The standard conditions indicate that the temperature 
should be 25 ˚C and the solar radiation incident should have a total power density 
of 1000 W/m2, with an AM 1.5 filter.44  
Under a constant incident light intensity, the current given out by a cell is 
measured as a function of voltage by changing the resistance of the load. Figure 
2-24 shows the typical I–V curve and power curve for a solar cell. Because Dye 
Sensitised Solar Cells (DSSCs) have a relatively slow electrical response due to 
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their high interfacial capacity, the voltage scan should be sufficiently slow to avoid 
errors in the current measurement due to capacitive charging 38. The principle of 
electron transfer and efficiencv parameters were described in chapter one. From 
4, the short circuit (Jsc) is determined at the V=0 intercept and the open-circuit 
photovoltage (Voc) is found at the I=0 intercept. The maximum output power (Pmax) 
is obtained where the value of VI   reaches a maximum. The fill factor of the 
cell (FF) and overall conversion efficiency ηglobal can be calculated according to 
equation 1.10 and 1.9 respectively.  
 
Figure 2-24 Typical I-V curve and power curve for a solar cell. 
2.1.10.2 IPCE 
As described in section 1.2.1 of chapter 1, IPCE, also called quantum 
efficiency (QE) is the ratio of the number of carriers collected by the solar cell to 
the number of photons of a given energy incident on the solar cell.218 Quantum 
efficiency therefore relates to the response of a solar cell to the various 
wavelengths in the spectrum of light irradiating on the cell. The quantum 
efficiency may be given either as a function of wavelength or as energy. The ideal 
Quantum efficiency has a square shape, where the QE value is fairly constant 
across the entire spectrum of measured wavelengths. However, due to the effects 
of recombination, reflection and low diffusion length, the QE for most solar cells is 
reduced.219 
Two types of quantum efficiency of a solar cell are often considered, external 
QE (EQE) and internal QE (IQE).220 EQE is the parameter normally used to 
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describe cells, which includes the optical losses such as transmission and 
reflection of cells. The IQE is the efficiency with which light not transmitted or 
reflected out of the cell can generate charge, which is normally higher than EQE. 
By measuring transmission and reflection of a cell, the EQE can be corrected to 
obtain IQE data.  
The QE measuring equipment is mainly composed of a light source, 
monochromator, output signal detector, sample chamber, reference cell and 
analysing software. The QE at various wavelengths is measured by first 
measuring a pre-calibrated cell at these wavelengths so the number of photons 
emitted at each wavelength can be calculated. The cell to be measured is then 
exposed at the same wavelengths, and the current produced is measured. This 
information can then be used to calculate the IPCE and described as a 
percentage vs wavelength. 
2.1.10.3 Measurement 
IV curves were measured using a Class AAA Solar Simulator (TS-space 
system) based on metal halide sources, Keithley 2601A series source meter and 
calibrated with a Si reference solar cell. The testing system is computer-controlled 
over a USB interface with all the settings accessible through software TSIV.  
For IPCE measurement, a 75 W xenon lamp was used as the light source to 
generate a monochromatic beam. Before measurements, the sample or the 
photodiode were adjusted to the right place in respect to the light spot of 550nm. 
Benth2008 software was used to set all the parameters. Calibration was 
performed using a standard silicon photodiode.  
2.2 Experimental 
2.2.1 Chemicals and apparatus  
All chemicals were used without further treatments. Chemicals and apparatus 
are listed in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5 respectively. 
Table 2-4 Chemicals used in experiments. 
Name Description 
Titanium n-butoxide (TIBU)  Ti(OCH2CH2CH2CH3)4,  99.0%, Acros Organic 
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Titanium isopropoxide (TIPR)  Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4,  98.0%, Acros Organic 
Titanium(IV) chloride TiCl4,  99.9%, Acros Organic 
Ammonium hexafluorotitanate 
(TINF) 









[(CH3)2CHO]2Ti(C5H7O2)2, 75 wt. % in isopropanol, 
Sigma Aldrich 
P25 TiO2, particle size ~21 nm,  99.5%, Sigma Aldrich 
Titania paste (Solaronix-paste) Anatase particle  ~15 nm, concentration 11.wt.%, 
Ti-Nanoxide T, Solaronix 
Titania paste (Dyesol-paste) Anatase particle, ~20 nm,18NR-T, Dyesol 
Zinc Acetate (ZNAC) Zn(CH3CO2)2,  98%, Acros Organic 
Zinc Nitrate Hexahydyate Zn(NO3)2•6H2O,  98%, Sigma Aldrich 







,  99.0%, Acros Organic 




,  99.0%, Fisher 
Cetylpyridinium bromide 
hydrate (CpBr) 
 C21H38BrN• xH2O,  98%, Acros Organic 
 
Poly(ethyleneimine) (LPEI) (C2H5N)x, MW~750,000, 50 wt. % in H2O, Sigma 
Aldrich 
Poly(ethyleneimine) (SPEI) (C2H5N)x, MW~2,000, 50 wt. % in H2O, Sigma 
Aldrich 
Polyethylene oxide (PEO)  H(OCH2CH2)xOH, MW~100,000, Sigma Aldrich 
Polyacrylamide (PAAm) (C3H5NO)x, MW~10,000, 50 wt. % in H2O, Sigma 
Aldrich 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)  (C6H9NO)x, MW~360,000, Sigma Aldrich 
Alginate acid sodium salt 
(AGA) 
(C6H8O6)x Na, Sigma Aldrich 
Pluronic P123 H(OCH2CH2)20(CH2CH(CH3)O)70(CH2CH2O)20H, 
Mn~5800, Sigma Aldrich 
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Pluronic F127 H(OCH2CH2)100(CH2CH(CH3)O)65(CH2CH2O)100H, 
Mn~12500, Sigma Aldrich 
N719 dye C58H86N8O8RuS2, Dyesol, B2 
Methylene blue (MB) C16H18ClN3S •3H2O,  96.0%, Acros Organic 
Iodine I2,  99.999%, Sigma Aldrich 
3-propyl-1-methylimidazolium 
iodide 
C7H13IN2,  95.0%, Merck 
Guanidine thiocyanate NH2C(=NH)NH2 · HSCN,  99.0%, Fluka 
Tert-butylpyridine C9H13N,  99.0%, Sigma Aldrich 
Hexachloroplatinate (NH4)2PtCl6,  99.995%, Sigma Aldrich 
Acetylacetone CH3COCH2COCH3,  99.0%, Sigma Aldrich 
Terpineol C10H18O,  99.5%, Sigma Aldrich 
Ethyl Cellulose (EC) 48% in ethoxy, viscosity 5-15 cp, Sigma Aldrich 
Ethyl Cellulose (EC) 48% in ethoxy, viscosity 35-50 cp, Sigma Aldrich 
Sulphuric acid H2SO4,  98.0%, Fisher 
Hydrochloric acid HCl,  32.0%, RG, Fisher 
Acetic Acid (ACOH) CH3COOH,  99.0%, Fisher Scientific 
Potassium hydroxide KOH,  85.0%, Sigma Aldrich 
Acetonitrile CH3CN, HPLC, Fisher  
Valeronitrile CH3(CH2)3CN,  99.5%, Sigma Aldrich 
t-butanol (CH3)3COH, 99.7%, Sigma-Aldrich 
Isopropanol (CH3)2CHOH, LRG, Fisher 
Acetone CH3COCH3, AR, Sigma-Aldrich 
Ethanol (EtOH) CH3COOH, AR, Fisher 
DECON 90 Decon alkaline cleaning fluid 
Milli-Q water H2O, 18.2 MΩ cm resistance 
FTO glass TEC 15, Asahi 
Surlyn SX1170-25PF, 25µm Solaronix  
 
Table 2-5 Apparatus used in experiments. 
Name Description 
Dip coater Nima dip coater, model DSG-75 
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Ultrasound bath FB11020, Fisherbrand 
Rotary evaporator Rotavpor R-114, Buchi 
Waterbath Waterbath B-480, Buchi 
Oven LTE inc. 
Humudity oven SPEAR inc. 
Muffle furnace CARBOLITE inc. 
Fridge LEC inc. 
 
2.2.2 Substrate cleaning and blocking-layer preparation 
Substrates used for making films are FTO glasses, microscope slides and 
silicon wafers. FTO glasses and microscope slides were cleaned in the following 
way: 5% Decon 90 (ultrasonic 15min) → Milli-Q water (ultrasonic 15min) → 5% 
Decon 90 (ultrasonic 15min) →Milli-Q water (ultrasonic 15min) → acetone 
(ultrasonic 15min) →ethanol (ultrasonic 15min). Silicon wafers were washed with 
5% Decon 90 and distilled water first, then activated according to reference.221 
For FTO glass, a blocking layer of TiO2 is normally applied by the spray 
paralysis technique to enhance the bonding strength between substrate and the 
porous titania layer and to block the charge recombination to some extent.45 The 
blocking layer solution was made by using a concentration of 0.2 M solution of 
dispropoxytitanium bis(acetylacetonate) dissolved into isopropanol. The cleaned 
substrates were preheated to 400 °C on a hot plate. The solution was sprayed 
onto the surface 16 times with a rate of once per 10 seconds. This process 
resulted in formation of a uniform dense titania blocking layer with a thickness 
around 100 nm. 
2.2.3 Fabrication of DSSCs 
Figure 3-1 shows the photograph and configuration of the DSSC, which were 
produced by following a variation of the following procedure.  
 Dye adsorption: The photoelectrodes were preheated to 80 ºC and they 
were soaked in an solution of 0.3 mM N719 dye in t-Butanol/Acetonitrile 
solvent (volume ratio of 1:1) for 20 h at room temperature in blacked out 
containers. The dye-coated TiO2 films were washed with 
t-Butanol/Acetonitrile and dried 
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 Counter electrode preparation: Two drops of 5 mM hexachloroplatinate 
solution in isopropanol were dropped onto the conducting side of cleaned 
FTO glass which had two small holes drilled into it. A Pt layer was then 
deposited onto the FTO glass after being heated at 390 °C for 15 min.  
 Electrolyte injection: A hot-melt Surlyn gasket was used, and once the two 
sides were sealed together, a small quantity of electrolyte was introduced 
through the drilled holes using a vacuum backfilling system. The 
electrolyte was consisted of 0.03 M I2, 0.6 M 3-propyl-1-methylimidazolium 
iodide, and 0.1 M guanidine thiocyanate and 0.5 M tert-butylpyridine in an 
acetonitrile/valeronitrile solvent with a volume ratio of 85:15. 
 Sealing of cells: The cell was sealed using hot-melt Surlyn and a glass 
cover slip. The dimensions of the active area of the cell were usually about 




Figure 3-1 Photograph and configuration 45 of the DSSC. Reprinted with 





Chapter 3 Results and Discussion 
There are three major projects in this thesis: 1. Fabrication of ordered 
meso-TiO2 powders and their application in DSSC by the doctor-blading method; 
2. Synthesis of ordered meso-TiO2 thin films by dip coating and their use as a 
photocatalyst and in DSSC; 3. Preparation of meso-TiO2 free-standing films by a 
self-assembly method at the air-water interface and their use in DSSC. In this 
chapter, Three other experiments, related to but branching out from the major 
projects and their results are also discussed here. The first experiment on 
preparation of meso-TiO2 powder made from a water-ethanol solution was work 
done before the major project of Chapter 4. The second experiment on ordered 
meso-TiO2 thin films by dip coating from aqueous solution is work related to the 
project of Chapter 5 and 6. The third experiment on ZnO films self-assembled at 
air-liquid interface is an extension of work from the project of Chapter 7.  
3.1 Meso-TiO2 powder made from water-ethanol solution 
From the chapter 1, meso-TiO2 has many potential advantages and ordered 
meso-TiO2 powder can be prepared by various techniques. The EISA method in 
soft-templated approach is one of the most used ways to prepare ordered 
meso-TiO2 powders. However, the EISA method has critical requirements to 
control the atmosphere and post treatments, such as humidity, aging temperature 
and time.222 Also, mesoporous titanias prepared from aqueous solutions are 
normally not well-ordered, so, if ordered meso-TiO2 could be prepared from 
aqueous solutions, it would reduce the dependence of structure on the 
preparation environment. 
First a surfactant/polymer was attempted as the template to prepare 
meso-TiO2 from aqueous solution. CTAB or the mixture of CTAB/SDS were used 
as the surfactant, with LPEI, SPEI, PAAm or PEO as the polymer, and TIBU, 
TIPR, TIBDD as the titania precursor, but no mesostructured titania was found, 
despite adjusting the reagent concentration, pH of the solution, and adding 
ethanol or ACOH along with the titania precursor to slow the hydrolysis reaction of 
titania alkoxide. However, if only CTAB was used as the template and water 
soluble titania precursor (TIBDD) was used to obtain precipitates and the 
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precipitates were treated under a mild hydrothermal process (40-70 °C) overnight, 
the as-prepared sample had a partly ordered mesostructure. After calcination, the 
powder still had pores according to data from N2 adsorption and desorption 
results, but without ordered mesostructures. The failure of this experiment is due 
to the rapid hydrolysis reaction of titanium alkoxide, as the hydrolysis of titanium 
alkoxide is very sensitive to water.11, 86 So, it is necessary to control the amount of 
water during the preparation of mesoporous titania.  
Pluronic P123 and F127 are two widely acknowledged polymers for 
templating mesostructured materials. As water is a PEO block selective solvent 
but ethanol is a good solvent for both the PEO and PPO blocks, the self-assembly 
behaviour of Pluronic P123 differs greatly between ethanol and aqueous 
solution.223 To investigate the influence, P123 and F127 were used as the 
template to attempt to make meso-TiO2 from aqueous, water-ethanol solution and 
ethanol. This procedure still did not give a mesostructured sample from aqueous 
solution, but partly ordered samples were obtained from water-ethanol solution 
while an ordered meso-TiO2 was synthesised from ethanol only solutions. Also, it 
was observed that the Pluronic F127 template was more difficult to decompose 
during calcination compared to Pluronic P123. Two samples prepared under the 
same condition, were calcined however the sample containing F127 solution was 
brown while the one synthesised from P123 solution was white, indicating 
residual carbon inside the titania templated by F127. So, after this, Pluronic P123 
was used as the template to make meso-TiO2 powder. In this section, only the 
partly ordered meso-TiO2 templated by P123 is discussed, while the ordered 
meso-TiO2 is explained in detail in chapter 4. 
3.1.1 Experimental 
1.0 g Pluronic P123 was dissolved in a water-ethanol mixed solvent, then the 
solutions were stored in a bottle sealed by a lid and stirred vigorously for 3 h at 
room temperature. 1 ml TiCl4 was added dropwise in a wet ice bath followed by 
vigorous stirring for 20 h. The solution was poured into plastic dishes and 
evaporated at 40 or 60 ˚C in air for 9 days. The resulting membranes were 
crushed into a powder and subsequently the template removed by calcination at 
450 ˚C for 3 h with a heating speed of 1 ˚C/min in air. Finally, white meso-TiO2 
powder samples were obtained. 
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SAXS, XRD, N2 adsorption and desorption, and TGA were used to 
characterize the samples.  
3.1.2 Results and discussion 
3.1.2.1 SAXS 
Figure 3-2 shows SAXS patterns for a sery of calcined meso-TiO2 powders 
with different synthesis processes. The SAXS of the as-prepared sample is not 
tested, as the mesostructure after calcination is the interested point, but the 
mesostructure of the as-prepared sample from water/ethanol solution is assumed 
not as good as that from ethanol only solution. As the as-prepared titania powder 
templated by F127 prepared from ethanol solution has a much better 
mesostructure ordering than that from water/ethanol solution. The samples are 
divided into three sets where each set used the same reagents. Set one is 
sample A and B, set two is C and D, and set three is E and F. From the SAXS 
patterns, none has well-ordered mesostructures but only a broad shoulder at ~ 
0.5 nm-1 indicating a d-spacing of about 12.6 nm. For sample A and B, it is found 
that the nanostructure of sample B aged at 40 °C is more disordered than that at 
60 °C. However, from another two sets of samples, the long-rage ordering 
behaviour under different aging temperature is opposite. Comparing the second 
set (sample C and D) with the third set (sample E and F), no obvious differences 
could be noticed. The differences are possibly due to the change in solvent as the 
self-assembly behaviour of P123 is very sensitive to the volume ratio between 
ethanol and water,223 and also the evaporation speed of solvents in different 
temperatures will be different, which can change the condensation speed of the 




Figure 3-2 SAXS curves of meso-TiO2 prepared from P123 1g/TiCl4 1ml in various 
solvents: A (H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 2.5ml), C (H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 5ml), and E (H2O 5ml/EtOH 
2.5ml) were aged at 60 °C, B (H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 2.5ml), D (H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 5ml) and F 
(H2O 5ml/EtOH 2.5ml) at 40 °C.  
3.1.2.2 TGA 
Figure 3-3 shows the TGA curves of the as-prepared meso-TiO2 made from 
P123 1g/TiCl4 1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 2.5ml and aged at different temperatures. 
Below 130 °C, the mass loss is due to volatile species, such as water, ethanol 
and HCl. Between 130 and 300 °C, the mass loss is from the combustion of the 
P123 template. After that stage, a small mass loss occurs due to the continuous 
removal of residual organic and sintering of TiO2 particles.
225 The as-prepared 
meso-TiO2 aged at 40 °C has a greater mass loss below 130 °C compared to that 
aged at 60 °C, as there is more water remaining in samples made at the lower 
aging temperature. However, the weight ratio between inorganic species and 
organic compound is almost ~ 1:1 for the two samples, since the same amounts 
of P123 and TiCl4 are used in reagents in both cases. As the sample aged at 
60 °C has a relatively better mesostructure than that at 40 °C, this sample is used 




Figure 3-3 TGA curve of meso-TiO2 made from P123 1g/TiCl4 1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 
2.5ml and aged at 40 and 60 °C. 
3.1.2.3 XRD 
Figure 3-4 shows the XRD curve of meso-TiO2 aged at 60 °C and prepared 
from P123 1g/TiCl4 1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 2.5ml. All diffraction peaks can be 
attributed to (101), (004), (200), (116), (220) and (204) planes of the anatase TiO2 
(JCPDS card no. 21-1272). The crystallize size calculated according to Scherrer 
formula 226 is ~ 19 nm. This crystallite size is much larger than the expected wall 
size in a P123 templated titania,227, 228 suggesting considerable wall collapse and 




Figure 3-4 XRD curve of meso-TiO2 aged at 60 °C and prepared from P123 1g/TiCl4 
1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 2.5ml. 
3.1.2.4 N2 adsorption and desorption 
Figure 3-5 shows N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms and BJH pore size 
distributions of meso-TiO2 synthesized from P123 1g/TiCl4 1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 
2.5ml. The BET surface area is 101 m2/g and total pore volume is 0.29 cm3/g. The 
isotherms show a slow capillary condensation step in the range of 0.4-0.9, 
indicating the presence of mesopores and a wide distribution of pore size.229 The 
pronounced H1 desorption hysteresis loop suggests the existence of mesopores 
with open-ends having a cylindrical shape in this sample.230 BJH pore size 
analyses were performed on the adsorption branch, and the peak pore diameter 
is 3.1 nm, which is relatively small compared to the size (8.33 nm) of meso-TiO2 
prepared via EISA method in chapter 4 and work by others.231 This is because of 
the well-crystallized structure and large crystal size (~19 nm) in the sample, which 
means that the pores collapsed severely during calcination and the crystallites 




Figure 3-5 N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms and BJH pore size distribution 
of meso-TiO2 aged at 60 °C and prepared from P123 1g/TiCl4 1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 
2.5ml. 
3.1.3 Conclusion 
Meso-TiO2 was made from water-ethanol solution by using the P123 as the 
template. The effects of volume ratio between ethanol and water, and aging 
temperatures on mesostructure of calcined samples were studied, but all the 
samples did not have ordered mesostructure. From the TGA results, the aging 
temperatures did not affect the inorganic/organic weight ratio in the as-prepared 
materials. XRD and N2 adsorption and desorption were tested for a typical 
meso-TiO2 sample which was aged at 60 °C and made from P123 1g/TiCl4 
1ml/H2O 2.5ml/EtOH 2.5ml. It showed an anatase phase with crystal size around 
19 nm. Also, it had a specific surface area 101 m2/g with a mean pore diameter of 
3.1 nm. The formation of the relatively small pores was due to the pore collapse 
during calcination as the titania crystallites in the walls grew, forming the final 
well-crystallized structure.  
Although these meso-TiO2 were not well-ordered, they were well-crystallized 
and did retain some mesoporosity. These materials therefore should have higher 
active performance compared to bulk titania, in the photocatalyst or a DSSC, as it 
had a well-crystallized anatase mesoporous structure. Some further ways could 
be attempted to improve the long range ordering. Firstly, the pore collapsed 
severely during calcination which decreases the mesostructural ordering and 
pore size, so lowering the calcination temperature to 350 or 400 °C may help to 
retain the mesostructure, as, from TGA results, the organic components had 
decomposed totally by around 300 °C. Secondly, use of the CASH method could 
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be attempted to improve the ordering. This method involves carbonization under 
Ar firstly at 450 °C then calcination in air to remove the carbon at ~ 350 °C. Thirdly, 
more complex titania compounds could be used in the synthesis solutions to slow 
the hydrolysis reaction of titanium alkoxide, allowing better interactions with the 
surfactant templates.  
3.2 Ordered meso-TiO2 thin films by dip coating from 
aqueous solution 
Ordered meso-TiO2 films have many applications and are generally prepared 
from EISA method, but the properties of these films are highly dependent on the 
atmosphere which reduces its repeatability and hinders industrialization. From 
section 3.2, ordered meso-TiO2 powder was attempted to prepare from aqueous 
solution but failed. Here, ordered meso-TiO2 film was attempted to prepare from 
aqueous solution to reduce the dependence on the preparation environment.  
From previous work in the Edler group, some colleagues made 
mesostructured surfactant/polymer films by spray coating onto a silicon wafer 
using a layer by layer deposition method. So, preparation of an ordered 
meso-TiO2 film was attempted through the similar method. Surfactants (CTAB or 
SDS), polymers (LPEI, SPEI, PAAm, PVP or AGA), and water soluble titania salts 
(TINF or TIBDD) were dissolved in water to prepare stock solutions. Layers of 
surfactants were sprayed onto the substrate first (in the case of films using two 
surfactants, for example to make a CTAB/SDS/polymer/TiO2 film, the CTAB was 
sprayed first, then SDS), then the polymer layer and finally a titania precursor 
layer. The results showed that the as-prepared CTAB/SPEI/TiO2 film had an 
ordered structure but no mesostructure was obtained after calcination even after 
tuning the concentration of reagents. This may be because the mesostructure 
measured in the as-prepared sample arose only from the surfactant/polymer or 
the mesostructure totally collapsed during calcination.  
During this work, a paper was published by Krins et al.232 They prepared 
ordered mesoporous titania films using F127 as the template by capillary coating 
(withdrawal speed 0.01 - 0.1 mm/min ) from aqueous solutions under controlled 
temperatures. Moreover, this method did not require ageing processes, which 
reduced the preparation time of meso-TiO2 film compared to the film made by a 
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traditional EISA method. This method was attempted, using F127as the template 
and ordered meso-TiO2 was made by dip coating with a withdrawal speed 10-60 
mm/min at room temperature. Mesostructure and morphological properties of 
these films were tested, but the surface of the films made by this method was 
uneven and adjustments were needed for further applications. Thus, the 
fabrication of ordered meso-TiO2 was still done by dip coating using the ethanol 
based EISA method for our studies of applications of these films as photocatalyst 
and in DSSC, which is described in detail in chapter 5 and 6. 
3.2.1 Experimental 
3.0 g Pluronic P123 was added into 30 ml of Milli-Q water under vigorous 
stirring. After the polymer was totally dissolved, 3 or 5 ml of TiCl4 were added 
dropwise in a wet ice bath under vigorous stirring to give the precursor solution. 
The sol-gel solution was then stirred for another 30 min at room temperature 
before it was used. Films were made on cleaned silicon wafer by dip-coating at 
room temperature and at a relative humidity of 20 - 30 %. The lowest withdrawal 
speed for dip coater used is 10 mm/min. Films were finally calcined at different 
temperatures for 5 min with a ramp speed of 5 °C/min. 
SAXS, GISAXS, AFM, and ellipsometry tool were used to characterize these 
samples. 
3.2.2 Results and discussion 
3.2.2.1 SAXS & GISAXS 
Figure 3-6 shows a series of titania films prepared using different synthesis 
processes. From the SAXS patterns, the film dip coated using a quicker 
withdrawal speed (60 mm/min) has a less well-ordered mesostructure than those 
prepared using 10 mm/min withdrawal speed, The withdrawal speed affects the 
film thickness and evaporation speed, which further influences the condensation 
speed of the titania within the mesostructure.222 The films made from a precursor 
solution with 5 ml titanium salt species has less well-ordered mesostructure than 
those prepared from solutions containing 3 ml titanium salt, because the 
inorganic/organic ratio affects the formation mesostructure and too much titania 
prevents the ordering of the P123 micelle.19 Zhao et al. studied the effects of the 
amount of P123 on the mesostructure of titania.233 During the decrease of amount 
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of surfactant, the ordering of mesostructure increased and then decreased. Also 
the calcination temperature affects the mesostructure of the films, as the titania 
crystallites grow faster at higher calcination temperature causing the pores 
collapse more easily at higher calcination temperatures. However, none of the 
films shows well-ordered mesostructures, except the film prepared from 3 ml 
TiCl4 and calcined at 500 °C with a withdrawal speed 10 mm/min which had a 
broad shoulder at ~0.4 nm-1, indicating a d-spacing of 15.7 nm. So, we chose the 
3 ml TiCl4 and withdrawal speed 10 mm/min for later experiments. 
 
Figure 3-6 SAXS curves from titania films prepared by dip coating under a range of 
conditions and solution concentrations.  
Figure 3-7 shows the GISAXS images of titania films prepared from 3 ml 
TiCl4 and calcined at 350 (left) and 400 °C (right). It is surprised to see the 
well-ordered mesostructure, as there are many spots in the images. The 
mesostructure is much better than that found for the film calcined at 500 °C in 
Figure 3-6, probably due to the lower calcination temperature used to prepare the 
GISAXS samples. Also the powdered samples tested using transmission SAXS 
were prepared by scratching film off from the substrate which may also destroy 
the mesostructure. From the existence of in-plane diffraction and the angle 
relationship between the spots close to the beam centre, the pores of both films 
appear to be arranged in a body-centred cubic mesostructure (Im3m) with some 
shrinkage in the vertical direction to the film surface, which is commonly 
observed.234 All diffraction spots are indexed based on this symmetry. These 
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results are also in accordance with those of Krins et al.232 However, the degree of 
mesophase ordering in the film calcined at 400 °C is a little bit worse than the one 
calcined at 350 °C and it has larger shrinkage in the vertical direction. The unit 
cell dimensions of the film calcined at 400 °C is a=b=17.2 nm c=11.4 nm, while 
the one calcined at 350 °C is a=b=17.2 nm c=11.0 nm. 
 
Figure 3-7 GISAXS images of titania films prepared from 3 ml TiCl4 and calcined at 
350 °C (left) and 400 °C (right). 
3.2.2.2 AFM 
Figure 3-8 shows AFM images of titania films prepared from 3 ml TiCl4 and 
calcined at 350 and 400 °C. Films do not show a uniform surface, as there are 
some large macropores visible on the surface. For the film calcined at 400 °C, the 
open space between particle networks is 1 - 2 µm, while it is 2 - 3 µm for the film 
calcined at 350 °C, probably due to pore shrinkage at the higher calcination 
temperature. These suggests the films has a meso/macroporous structure, which 
is useful in potential applications as it benefits the efficient transport of guest 
species to framework binding sites.125 The RMS roughness of the film calcined at 
400 °C is 4.5 nm which increases to 10.6 nm for the film calcined at 350 °C, 
because the macropores are bigger in the film calcined at 350 °C. Compared to 
the 1-layer film (RMS < 1 nm) made by the EISA method in chapter 6, these 




Figure 3-8 AFM images of titania films prepared from 3 ml TiCl4 and calcined at 
350 °C (top) and 400 °C (bottom) 
3.2.2.3 Ellipsometry measurements 
The films calcined at 350 and 400 °C are not smooth, as we can see many 
lines on the film from eyes due to the drying differences between various film 
areas with different thickness, so only an average value for thickness can be 
found by measuring different areas on the film. The films have similar thicknesses 
of ~ 130 nm and the variation is around 50 nm, but the two films have a totally 
different refractive index. The film calcined at 350 °C has a refractive index of 
2.52, while the other sample is 1.65. By calculation from equation 2.33, their 
porosities are 3 % and 69 % for films calcined at 350 and 400 °C respectively. 
The huge difference is likely to be due to the fact that the template in the film 
calcined at 350 °C was not totally removed, as this temperature was relatively low, 
and the sample was held at this temperature for 5 min. Also according to our 
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previous experiments above the F127 template was more difficult to remove 
compared to P123. The refractive index of film the calcined at 400 °C was also 
the same as that found by Krins et al.232   
3.2.3 Conclusion 
Ordered meso-TiO2 films were successfully made by dip coating from 
aqueous solution without a subsequent ageing process. The withdrawal speed of 
dip coating, amounts of titanium salt in precursor solution, calcination 
temperature affected the mesostructure. The film prepared from 3 ml TiCl4 and 
coated using a withdrawal speed of 10 mm/min had a cubic mesostructure (Im3m 
symmetry) and shrank in the vertical direction after calcination at 350°C and 
400 °C. From the AFM results, the films had a meso/macroporous structure that 
could benefit the efficient transport of guest species to framework binding sites. 
The differences between the films calcined at 350 and 400 °C in mesostructure, 
surface morphology, and refractive index were due to the lower calcination 
temperature which decreased the degree of film shrinkage, but which also made 
a rougher surface and did not remove the template totally. However, both of the 
films had a very rough surface and low thickness ~ 130 nm, which limits their 
potentials in applications. 
The GISAXS results demonstrate that it is feasible by this method to make a 
highly ordered meso-TiO2 film, although many modifications on preparation 
process should be made to optimize the other properties of the films. Several 
possible methods are suggested here. Firstly, the viscosity of precursor solution 
could be adjusted to change the thickness of the films – solutions with a higher 
viscosity will produce thicker films. Secondly, pre-treatment of the substrates 
could be done to obtain a smoother film surface. When dip coating on cleaned 
glass slide with titania blocking layer on top was attempted, the surface looked 
smoother compared to the film coated onto cleaned glass slides, so the surface 
chemistry and the wetting of the synthesis solution on the substrate are also 
important variables. Thirdly, adjusting the calcination process to totally remove 
the templates and obtain crystallized anatase titania without pore collapse would 
help to retain the highly ordered mesostructure.  
3.3 ZnO films self-assembled at air-liquid interface 
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ZnO has a similar band gap to that of titania, although it is not as stable as 
titania, but it is cheaper and has much higher electron mobility than anatase 
titania.235 ZnO films are prepared by various methods, such as sputtering,236 
templating,237 electrochemical deposition.48 However, no report exists so far 
about the fabrication of ZnO films via self-assembly methods at air-liquid 
interface. 
The growth of unsupported films, driven by solvent evaporation, is a 
promising route to manufacture large areas of robust, thick films. From previous 
experiments in our group, mesostructured surfactant/polymer films were grown at 
air-water interface and this method was expanded to fabricate free-standing 
mesostructured silica films templated by CTAB/SPEI.238, 239 As the interaction 
between ZNAC and PEI is strong,240 preparation of free-standing ZnO films 
templated by surfactant and PEI was attempted. CTAB/PEI, CTAB/SDS/PEI, and 
CpBr/PEI were all tested as the template. In CpBr/PEI solutions an interfacial film 
grew, but the others did not form films at all. However, only a little ZnO remained 
from the free-standing CpBr/PEI/ZnO film after calcination so the film fragmented 
into powder. The reagents concentration and the polymer (LPEI or SPEI) were 
varied, but still a free-standing ZnO film could not be obtained. 
In chapter 7, the successful use of CTAB/SDS/PEO as a template with titania 
colloidal solution to make free-standing titania film is reported. Thus here we 
successfully fabricated free-standing ZnO films using the same template. 
Free-standing CTAB/SDS/PEO/ZnO films grew spontaneously at the air-water 
interface with ~ 15% ZnO incorporated inside the film. After calcination at 600 ºC 
for 3 h, the ZnO had a well-crystallized structure and spherical morphology that 
was formed by assembled ZnO nanocrystals.  
3.3.1 Experiments 
CTAB, SDS, PEO, ZNAC were dissolved into Milli-Q water to give 0.1 M 
CTAB, 0.1 M SDS, 100 g/l PEO and 0.1 M ZNAC stock solutions. To prepare the 
CTAB/SDS/PEO/ZnO films, a CTAB and SDS solutions were mixed by diluted 
into water and then PEO and ZNAC solutions were added separately. This mixed 
solution was poured into a 50 mm diameter polystyrene dish over a piece of 
plastic mesh after a short period of stirring. Films grew at the air-liquid interface 
within several hours, were removed from the solution surface by lifting the open 
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plastic mesh and dried in the air at room temperature. Dried films were then 
calcined at different temperatures in air for 3 h with a ramp speed of 1 ºC/min and 
a natural cool down. Reagent concentration was adjusted according to the weight 
percentage of ZnO in CTAB/SDS/PEO/ZnO films by measuring the films before 
and after calcination at 600 ºC on an analytical balance. The 
CTAB/SDS/PEO/ZnO film with the highest weight percentage of ZnO was made 
from CTAB 1.4 ml/SDS 0.6 ml/PEO 1.6ml/ZNAC 1.8 ml and give a final 
composition of CTAB 0.0117 M, SDS 0.005, PEO 1.33 wt.% and ZNAC 0.015 M.  
XRD, FESEM and EDS, TEM, N2 adsorption, TGA and DSC were used to 
characterize these samples. 
3.3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.3.2.1 TGA & DSC 
Figure 3-9 shows the TGA and DSC curves of as-prepared free-standing 
ZnO hybrid film. The weight loss around 7 % in the temperature below 100 °C is 
because the evaporation of water in the film and the crystallization water removed 
from ZNAC. Between 200 and 400 °C, the mass loss of around 77 % is due to the 
removal of template and decomposition of ZNAC into ZnO. The TGA became 
more or less steady around 400 °C, but the formation of ZnO continues up to 
550 °C. The DSC curve also supports this, as there is still a small peak at 535 °C 




Figure 3-9 TGA and DSC of as-prepared ZnO hybrid film. 
3.3.2.2 XRD 
Figure 3-10 shows the XRD of the ZnO film calcined at different temperatures. 
For ZnO calcined at 600 °C, all diffraction peaks can be attributed to the (100), 
(002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112), and (201) planes of the wurtzite 
ZnO structure (JCPDS card no. 36-1451). For ZnO calcined at 400 and 500 °C, 
two extra peaks (circled in Figure 3-10) are observed as well as the peaks of 
wurtzite phase. The extra peaks might be from remaining acetate groups and 
organics on the ZnO surface,241 which is also supported by the result from TGA 
and DSC. Crystallize size was estimated according to the Scherrer formula under 
the assumption of spherical crystals.226 By increasing the calcination temperature 
from 400 to 500, to 600 °C, the crystal size increases from 17.8, to 18.9, to 
27.4nm. The crystallite size only changes a little when the calcination temperature 
increased from 400 to 500 °C, probably due to the blocking effects of remaining 




Figure 3-10 XRD curves of ZnO calcined at 400 (ZnO-400), 500 (ZnO-500) and 
600 °C (ZnO-600).  
3.3.2.3 FESEM & EDS 
Figure 3-11 shows the FESEM images and EDS of a free-standing ZnO film 
after it was calcined at 600 °C. From image A in Figure 3-11, the film after 
calcination is not smooth and also cracks due to the relatively low remaining 
weight of inorganic species after the removal of surfactants (discussed above 
from the TGA results), which adds the difficulty to form continuous films. 
Surprisingly, the film is composed of spheres with a uniform size distribution 
around 100-200 nm, shown in image B. From the magnified image C, the spheres 
had a rough surface rather than smooth, which will increase the surface area. The 
rough sphere is assembled by the aggregation of elliptical nanoparticle with size 
around 50 nm. The EDS analysis of the film showed zinc and oxygen as the only 





Figure 3-11 FESEM images and EDS of a ZnO film calcined at 600 °C. 
3.3.2.4 TEM 
Figure 3-12 shows TEM images and diffraction patterns of ZnO film calcined 
at 600 °C. From image A, it is clearly seen that the larger spheres have a size 
around 150 - 200 nm with a rough surface and are composed of elliptical 
nanoparticles. Image B shows a typical rough sphere with a size of 150 nm. The 
sphere was formed by aggregated nanoparticles with a long axis of ~ 35 – 50 nm 
and short axis of ~ 15 - 25 nm in dimension, which is in accordance with the 
crystal size from the XRD results. It is important to note that that these 
nanoparticles are nanoporous due to the formation of unsymmetrical pores 
associated with the interparticle spaces. In image C, the lattice spacing of 0.28 
nm is clearly shown in the ZnO nanoparticle, which corresponds with the (100) 
plane of the wurtzite phase. The diffraction pattern reveals the sample has a 
well-crystallized structure and it is in the wurtzite phase, because these diffraction 





the wurtzite phase, respectively. The results of the TEM images and diffraction 
patterns are totally in agreement with XRD and FESEM results. 
 
Figure 3-12 TEM images and diffraction pattern of particls from a ZnO film calcined 
at 600 °C. 
3.3.2.5 N2 adsorption isotherm 
Figure 3-13 shows the N2 adsorption isotherm of the ZnO spheres from a 
powdered film sample. The isotherm is type III, which indicates a lack of a low 
interaction between N2 and the ZnO surface. The N2 adsorption from some other 
publications also shows the same curve shape.242, 243 Due to the low absorbed N2, 
the desorption branch became minus in the low relative region pressure, so BJH 
pore size distribution cannot be obtained. The N2 adsorption testing was done 






considered to be believable. The BET surface area is 19.1 m2/g, which is high 
compared to the surface area of commercial ZnO which is around 4 - 5 m2/g.244 
This is also a comparable result with other preparations of spherical ZnO particles. 
Chen et al. prepared nano-sized ZnO particles with a surface area of 18.87 m2/g 
from the direct calcination of Zn4(CO3)(OH)6·H2O at a temperature of 550 °C for 2 
h.245 Barick et al. fabricated ZnO aggregate spheres by refluxing zinc acetate 
dihydrate using diethylene glycol as a solvent.246 The spheres with size 150 – 200 
nm had a crystal size of 20 nm and surface areas of 20.6 m2/g. From the BJH 
pore size distribution, the ZnO has mesopores and macropores. The mesoporous 
are from the voids between the nanoparticle aggregation and the macropores are 
due to the open space between spheres. 
 
Figure 3-13 N2 adsorption isotherm and BJH pore size distribution of ZnO calcined 
at 600 °C. 
3.3.2.6 Mechanism for film formation  
The overall CTAB/SDS concentration in the film growth solution is 0.0125 M. 
In our group, people found that 0.01 M CTAB/SDS mixed surfactant solutions 
contain larger ellipsoidal aggregates (1.5 × 0.5 microns) and small mixed micelles 
(90% CTAB) in aqueous solution,247 and the addition of PEO was measured to 
affect the morphology of micelle aggregates at higher concentrations of 
CTAB/SDS but was not measured at the concentration used here to form the ZnO 
film. After adding the ZNAC, the positive charged zinc ions interacts with 
surfactants or polymer to decrease their surface free energy.248 The surfactants 
or polymers with absorbed zinc ions are less soluble so rapidly assemble into 
large aggregates, and then the absorbed zinc ions form ZnO nuclei gradually. For 
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the small, largely CTAB surfactant micelles, little zinc ions would be expected to 
interact due to the electrostatic repulsion force, as the point-of-zero charge (pzc) 
of ZnO is ~ 9-10 and the ZnO is posive-charged. Although CTAB,249 SDS,250 and 
PEG 251 have all been found to produce elongation effects favouring the growth of 
ZnO nanoparticles into single crystal nanorods, the ZnO nuclei in the 
CTAB/SDS/PEO aggregates are trapped in the viscous aggregated structures 
and so cannot move around to form single crystal nanorods but instead form 
polycrystalline nanoparticles with elliptical shape. Driven by the solvent 
evaporation, the ZnO hybrid spheres, micelles and PEO migrated to the surface 
to form films within a few hours after mixing. This surface layer condenses due to 
the continuous evaporation of water and the high local concentrations of PEO, 
wrapped around the spheres play an important role to shield electrostatic 
repulsion between charged compounds and bind them together.252 The wet films 
can be easily lifted by a mesh and dried in air to obtain thick and robust ZnO 
hybrid films. Dried films with around 15 % ZnO were calcined in air to eliminate 
the organics and crystallize the structure. During the calcination, the 
microspheres also shrank giving finally spheres 100 - 200 nm. 
3.3.3 Conclusion 
Free-standing ZnO films with ~15 % ZnO inside were successfully fabricated 
via a template-assisted method and a possible mechanism was proposed. The 
procedure of decomposition of organics and ZNAC was not fully finished until ~ 
550 ºC, according to the TGA, DSC and XRD results. After calcination at 600 ºC, 
the ZnO in the film had a wurtzite phase with a crystal size of 27.4 nm and the film 
was composed of rough spheres. The spheres had uniform size distribution in the 
films around 100 - 200 nm and were composed of assembled elongated ZnO 
nanoparticles. The film calcined at 600 ºC had a surface area around 20 m2/g, 
which is much higher than commercial ZnO nanoparticles. These properties can 
make the free-standing ZnO films serve as a promising candidate for many 
applications. 
However, no further work was done on these materials due to the limited time. 
ZnO aggregated spheres have strong scattering effects, which could improve the 
efficiency of DSSCs.253 In our case, the film had many cracks due to the low 
loading of ZnO in films, so adjustments of synthesis parameters to obtain robust 
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ZnO film will be the first thing required for future development of these films. After 
that, the free-standing ZnO could be used as the scattering layer or as the 
photoelectrode in a DSSC. Moreover, the free-standing ZnO hybrid film before 
calcination could also have potential for direct use in applications, as PEO is a 
well-known polymer electrolyte and has been applied in many electronic devices. 
The incorporation of ZnO in PEO has been studied to improve the 
photoluminescence of ZnO-PEO films,254 and the electrical properties of 
ZnO-PEO-LiClO4 films, which could help the performance of UV emitters and 
lithium batteries prepared using the ZnO hybrid films developed here.255 
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Chapter 4 Ordered Mesoporous Titania and 
Nanoparticle Composite Films prepared by 
doctor-blading for DSSC 
Typical photoelectrodes used in DSSC are around 10 µm thick and prepared 
from titania nanoparticle by the doctor blade method. Mesoporous titania 
(meso-TiO2) powders can also be used to prepare photoelectrodes with thickness 
around 10 µm and these photoelectrodes have shown a promising efficiency 
when applied into DSSC.96, 256, 257 Using meso-TiO2 materials as an electrode 
sensitized by N719 dye in a DSSC, reached an efficiency of 10 % in 2006.256 
Recently, meso-TiO2 has been synthesized for DSSC in micron/submicron 
particle geometries with hierarchical structures, such as titania aggregates,101, 258 
beads,202, 257 spheres,82, 259 and inverse opal structures.260 These porous 
structures are composed of primary nano-crystallites that cluster together to form 
larger secondary particles, thereby functioning as light scatterers without 
sacrificing the internal surface area needed for effective dye-uptake when 
applying them in DSSC. 
Here, we propose using ordered 2D-hexagonal meso-TiO2 aggregates as the 
scattering particles in DSSC. The meso-TiO2 particles have large internal pores 
and an ultrahigh surface area to increase dye loading and the open spaces 
between large aggregates help ensure efficient electrolyte diffusion.202, 258, 261 A 
bilayer photoelectrode was used in a DSSC with the underlying layer made from a 
commercial titania paste and the scattering layer prepared from meso-TiO2 
aggregates, Degussa P25 titania nanoparticles or their mixtures. The influence of 
film structure, morphology, optical properties and cell performance were 
investigated in films prepared by adding meso-TiO2 into Degussa P25 
nanoparticles with weight proportions ranging from 0 to 100%. The results show 
an improved photovoltaic performance of the DSSC with meso-TiO2 and the best 




Ordered meso-TiO2 was prepared through an EISA method using TIPR as a 
precursor,Pluronic P-123 as the surfactant template and HCl and H2SO4 as the 
acidic catalysts. 1.0 g of P-123 was dissolved in 40 ml ethanol, to which 1ml HCl 
(32 %) and 0.2 ml H2SO4 (98 %) were added. The solution was placed into a 
bottle sealed with a cap and stirred vigorously for 3 h at room temperature. 2.9 ml 
TIPR was added dropwise at room temperature followed by vigorous stirring for 
20 h at 40 ˚C. The solution was poured into petri dishes and evaporated at 40 ˚C 
in air under a relative humidity of 55 % for several days. The resulting membranes 
were crushed into powder and calcined in air at 350 ˚C for 3 h first, followed by a 
further 3 h at 450 ˚C , using a temperature ramp of 1˚C/min.  
TGA, SAXS, XRD, TEM, N2 adsorption and desorption were used to 
characterized these powder materials. 
The calcined meso-TiO2 powders were mixed with commercial Degussa P25 
nanoparticles at different weight ratios. The mixtures were ground thoroughly 
before use and are named meso-X (X= 0, 25, 50, 75 or 100) where X represents 
the weight percentage of the meso-TiO2 in the mixture. 
Titania paste was prepared by mixing titania powder with ethyl cellulose as a 
binder and terpineol as the solvent. The final weight ratio of titania, ethyl cellulose 
and terpineol was 3:2:10. The synthesis procedure was done according to the 
procedure described below in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1 Fabrication scheme for TiO2 pastes. 
Mix TiO2 powder (0.3g) and acetic acid (0.2ml ) and grind in a mortar (5 min)
[Add water (0.05ml) and grind in a mortar (1 min)]   times
[Add  ethanol (0.05ml) and grind in a mortar (1 min)]     times
[Add  ethanol (0.125 ml) and grind in a mortar (1 min)]   times
Transfer the TiO2 paste to a  beaker contains 6 ml ethanol
Sonicate in an ultrasonic bath (2 hrs)
Add ethyl cellulose (2g: 10% solution in ethanol) and sonicate in an ultrasonic bath (15 min)
Add terpineol (1 g) and sonicate in an ultrasonic bath(15 min)
Evaporate the ethanol with a rotary evaporator (10 min)
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A bilayer nanocrystalline TiO2 photoelectrode was prepared to be used in the 
DSSC. The first layer of nanocrystalline TiO2 was deposited on FTO glass (7.5 × 
2.5 cm2) with a blocking layer, using a commercial paste (Ti-Nanoxide T, 
Solaronix) and the doctor blade method. ‘Magic tape’ (Scotch) was used to mark 
out a 1 cm wide strip on the glass and control the film thickness. The slide 
containing the first layer was then placed on a hotplate for 30 min at 100 ºC. To 
minimize the effects of the first layer on the cells’ performance, the FTO glass 
slide with a single Ti-Nanoxide layer was cut into 5 small pieces (1.5 × 2.5 cm2). 
Then the second layer was doctor bladed on top of each piece using one of five 
different home-made pastes. The bilayer photoelectrodes were treated using the 
heating procedure, shown in Figure 4-2 to remove organic species from the 
pastes and open up the pores in the film. 
 
Figure 4-2 Heating procedure used to obtain a porous titania layer. 
SEM, AFM, and reflectance spectra were used to characterize film samples. 
XRD and N2 adsorption and desorption were used to test powder samples. The 
powders were scratched down from the substrates, where the films were 
doctor-bladed onto glass without the underlayer and calcined using the procedure 
described above.  
 
The meso-X films were put into DSSC. Quantification of the adsorbed dye 
was carried out using an UV/Vis spectrometer. In order to optimize the dye 
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immersion time, a meso-0 film was used to test the adsorbed dye amount as a 
function of time. IV curves and IPCE were measured to evaluate the cell 
performance. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Ordered meso-TiO2 powder 
4.2.1.1 SAXS 
Figure 4-3 shows the SAXS patterns of the as-prepared meso-TiO2 sample 
aged at different time before and after calcination. Both of them display similar 
curve shape with almost four scattering peaks. A clear shift of the diffraction 
peaks to a low q was observed suggesting shrinkage of the titania network after 
the removal of template.262, 263 For the as-prepared samples, an increase of the 
ageing time improved the degree of ordering revealed by the decreased peak 
width of the peak at 0.47 nm-1. However, little improvement of mesostructure was 
observed between as-prepared samples ageing for 6 and 9 days. Considering the 
preparation time and mesostructure of samples, sample ageing for 6 days were 
used for later experiments. For a calcined sample aged for 6 days, the peaks in 
the pattern at q-values of 0.59, 1.02, 1.18 and 1.56 nm-1 can be indexed to the 
(100), (110), (200) and (210) reflections, which correspond to an ordered 2D 
hexagonal (p6mm) mesostructure. The unit cell parameters of the as-prepared 
and calcined samples aged for 6 days were 15.1 and 12.4 nm respectively, 
indicating a 17.9 % contraction of the titania network during calcination. From 
previous reports, SAXS patterns for calcined bulk 2D hexagonal meso-TiO2 
usually display only one or two peaks, although the corresponding patterns for 
as-synthesized samples distinctly show three peaks.264-266 Additionally, the 
contraction ratio of hexagonal titania after calcination at 450 ºC here was 
relatively low in comparison to work by others.264, 267, 268 Thus, this synthesis 
produced a very well-ordered stable meso-TiO2 which exhibited only a small 




Figure 4-3 SAXS curves of meso-TiO2 aged for different times during preparation, 
before and after calcination. 
4.2.1.2 XRD 
The crystallographic structure of the calcined meso-TiO2 powders was 
confirmed by XRD analysis (Figure 4-4) All diffractions peaks can be assigned to 
(101), (004), (200), (116), (220) and (204) planes of the anatase TiO2 (JCPDS 
card no. 21-1272). The crystallite size calculated according to the Scherrer 
formula 226 is ~ 7 nm. 
 




The TEM image in Figure 4-5 shows a highly ordered structure with a degree 
of periodicity having a d-spacing of 10.6 nm, viewed from the (100) directions, 
further confirming the 2D hexagonal (p6mm) mesostructure suggested by SAXS. 
The diffraction pattern reveals that the sample has a nanocrytalline structure and 
is in the anatase phase, because the clear crystal rings in the inset diffraction 
pattern are attributed to (101), (004), (200), (211) and (204) planes of the anatase 
phase, respectively. This is in agreement with the XRD result. 
 
Figure 4-5 TEM image of calcined meso-TiO2 with the electron diffraction pattern 
inset. 
4.2.1.4 N2 adsorption and desorption 
Figure 4-6 shows the nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms and pore 
size distribution of the meso-TiO2 powder. The isotherms can be classified as 
type IV with a pronounced H1 hysteresis loop and show a sharp capillary 
condensation step at a relative pressure of 0.7 - 0.9, suggesting a narrow pore 
size distribution and the existence of large mesopores with an open-ended 
cylindrical shape in this sample.229, 230 The predominant pore size is around 8.33 
nm with a total pore volume of 0.28 cm3/g and they are uniform and narrowly 
distributed. To the best of our knowledge, such pore sizes are one of the largest 
for ordered mesoporous titania synthesized using the P123 template without any 
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swelling agents.231 The large pores can improve the accessible pore volumes 
allowing the adsorption of dye molecules on the internal surfaces.99 The BET 
surface area of the meso-TiO2 is 121 m
2/g, which is also quite high considering 
the large pore diameter. 
 
Figure 4-6 N2 ads/desorption isotherms and BJH pore size distribution of calcined 
meso-TiO2. 
4.2.1.5 TGA 
The TGA curve of the as-prepared uncalcined meso-TiO2 is shown in Figure 
4-7. Below 130 °C, about 8 % mass loss is due to volatile species, such as water, 
ethanol and HCl. Between 130 and 300 °C, a mass loss of around 43 % arises 
from the combustion of the P123 template. After that stage, a small mass loss 
occur due to the continuous removal of residual organic and sintering of TiO2 
particles.225 The final mass weight at 600 °C is 38 %, which indicates that the TiO2 
powders have a composition of about 38 % TiO2,43 % organics and 8% solvent 
before the heat treatments. To further confirm the removal of organics, the 
calcined titania was tested by TGA and displayed in Figure 4-7. It has ~5% weight 
loss in the range of 40-180 ºC due to the evaporation of moisture that absorbed 
from the air during storing and ~ 3%  weight loss at higher temperatures due to 





Figure 4-7 TGA curve of meso-TiO2 before and after calcination. 
4.2.2 Ordered meso-TiO2 and nanoparticle composite films 
4.2.2.1 XRD 
The properties of meso-TiO2/Degussa P25 composite films were also 
investigated by XRD (Figure 4-8). Only the anatase phase was found in the 
meso-100 sample, while the other films contained both anatase and rutile phase, 
as a small amount of the rutile phase is contained in Degussa P25 
nanoparticles. According to the following equation: 269 
   
  
          
 
the mass fraction of rutile (WR) in the samples can be calculated by 
measuring the intensities of the strongest (110) and (101) diffraction peaks of 
rutile (IR) and anatase (IA), respectively. The results are listed in Table 4-1. It can 
be seen that the mass fraction of rutile phase decreases with increasing weight 




Figure 4-8 XRD curves of meso-X (X=0, 25, 50, 75 and 100). 
4.2.2.2 SEM 
Figure 4-9 shows a SEM image of the top view with inset cross-sectional 
images of meso-X (X=0, 25, 50, 75 and 100) films. SEM showed that films were 
homogenous on the micron-scale. With the increase in weight ratio of meso-TiO2, 
films become rougher as a result of the growing number of secondary titania 
particles. By adding meso-TiO2, the films look more porous than the meso-0 film 
according to the magnified SEM surface images. However, the meso-100 layer 
can be easily peeled off the substrate after calcination, while others are more 
robust. This is because the film made entirely from meso-TiO2 contains large 
aggregates with open space between them leading to a weaker and less compact 
film. From the inset cross-sectional images, it can be seen that the first layer of 
the five photoelectrodes has exactly the same thickness (5 μm) and morphology, 
which should remove effects arising from the first layer when comparing the cell 
performance using different bilayer electrodes. The thickness of the meso-X films 
is around 5 μm and it is also easily seen that they have a smooth edge except in 






Figure 4-9 Top view of meso-X films (X=0, 25, 50, 75 and 100) from top to bottom by 
SEM. Insets: cross-sectional images of the films. 
4.2.2.3 AFM 
AFM images of meso-X films were tested to further confirm the SEM results, 
as displayed in Figure 4-10. With the increase of weight ratio of meso-TiO2, films 
become rougher with visible larger aggregates. The area root mean square 
roughness of films is summarized in Table 4-1. The RMS increased from 30.71 to 
300.66 nm when the weight ratio of introduced meso-TiO2 varied from 0 to 100, 






Figure 4-10 AFM images of meso-X films (X=0, 25, 50, 75 and 100) from top to 
bottom. 
4.2.2.4 N2 adsorption and desorption  
Figure 4-11 shows the nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms and 
pore size distribution of meso-X (X=0, 25, 50, 75 and 100) mixtures. As the 
meso-TiO2 was already calcined at 450 ºC for 3 h prior to mixing with the Degussa 
P25 in pastes to form the films, the isotherms of meso-100 films look very similar 
to the meso-TiO2 powder, although the pore size distribution seems wider 
because the pore size distribution also measured the pores formed by gaps 
between the meso-TiO2 particles which will be in the same size range as the 
particle size of the meso-TiO2 became smaller by the grinding. The BET surface 
area of the meso-100 film is 157 m2/g, which is more than 3 times higher than that 
of the meso-0 films (46 m2/g). After the introduction of Degussa P25 particles into 
the meso-TiO2, the shape of sorption isotherms changed and the hysteresis loop 
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became smaller. The surface area decreased because the Degussa P25 is a 
non-porous material and as a result has a much lower surface area than 
meso-TiO2 despite the presence of inter-particle porosity in the P25 materials. 
The predominant pore size of the meso-100 films is around 8.33 nm arising from 
the internal pores of meso-TiO2, while the larger pores of Degussa P25 films are 
caused by the internal space within nanoparticle aggregates and open space 
between aggregates.261 No macropores were observed in the meso-100 films 
because the open space between aggregates is too big to be analysed using in 
BJH models.270 The change in composition of the films caused variation in the 
pore size distribution and pore volumes in the films. The BET surface area and 
total pore volume of films are summarized in Table 4-1. Obviously, the meso-100 
has the highest surface area but with the lowest pore volumes due to the lack of 
macropores. Meso-50 and meso-75 shares a very similar surface area but the 
meso-50 has a higher pore volume. Considering the surface area and porosity, 
the optimum composite is likely to be the meso-50 films with a pore volume of 
0.70 cm3/g and surface area of 127 m2/g. 
Table 4-1 Textural properties of meso-TiO2/Degussa P25 composite films. 
Sample Meso-0 Meso-25 Meso-50 Meso-75 Meso-100 
Phase ratio (anatase:rutile)  80:20 85:15 90:10 95:5 100:0 
RMS roughness (nm) 31±2 100±6 160±8 220±14 300±20 
SBET (m
2
/g) 46 69 127 127 157 
Pore volume (cm
3
/g) 0.39 0.26 0.70 0.65 0.33 
Thickness (µm) 4.9+4.6 4.9+4.5 4.9+4.4 4.9+4.5 4.9+4.7 
 
Figure 4-11 N2 ads/desorption isotherms (left) and BJH pore size distribution (right) 
of calcined meso-X films. 
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4.2.2.5 Reflection spectra 
To investigate the light scattering effects of the meso-X films for use in DSSC 
photoanodes, the reflectance spectra of the five photoanodes were compared, 
shown in Figure 4-12. The meso-100 electrode has the highest reflectance, as it 
is composed of large secondary particulates with a strong light scattering effect, 
while the meso-0 film shows the lowest scattering due to a much smaller size of 
Degussa P25 particles. When adding the meso-TiO2 into the nanoparticle film, 
the reflectance is greatly improved due to the scattering effects of these large 
aggregates. The meso-50 anode film shares a similar value with that of the 
meso-75 anode, despite the meso-75 containing more large aggregated particles. 
This is because the meso-50 film had a higher number of macropores than the 
meso-75 film (refer to the BJH pore distribution in Figure 4-11) which could also 
serve as scattering centres.271 The inset in Figure 4-12 shows the actual 
appearance of the meso-X photoanodes. The photoanodes were placed above a 
sheet with words to demonstrate their transparency. For the Meso-0 sample, the 
words beneath the photoanode can still be identified, whereas the words under 
other samples become gradually less clear as the weight ratio of meso-TiO2 was 
increased and are completely obscured by the meso-100 film because of the 
intense light scattering effect of the micrometre sized aggregates of meso-TiO2. It 
is worth mentioning that the transparency of meso-50 and meso-75 films is quite 
similar.   
 
Figure 4-12 Reflection spectra and photographs of meso-X  films 
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4.2.3 Ordered meso-TiO2 and nanoparticle composite films in 
DSSC 
4.2.3.1 Optimization of Dye Uptake Time 
From the reports,272 the dye uptake is related to the immersion time in dye 
solution. To optimize the immersion time, mes-0 film was used to test the dye 
uptake time in the function of immersion time (Figure 4-13). With the increase of 
immersion time, the dye uptake should increase and then level off, but it is not 
shown in this case and several reasons are possible. Firstly, the values 
calculated are mol/cm2, which do not account for the thickness of the films and 
the thickness may vary slightly between films. Secondly, the quality of dye 
aggregates increased in the dye solution when keeping the solution static for 
longer time, which decreased the concentration of dye solution. To obtain the 
equilibrium, the absorbed dye in film also decreased. So, 20 h was chosen as the 
optimized immersion time. This time was then also used for the other films when 
testing the dye uptake and applied in the manufacture of dye coated films for 
DSSCs. 
 
Figure 4-13 Dye uptake of meso-0 film as a function of immersion time  
4.2.3.2 DSSC based on meso-0 electrodes with various initial layers 
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The first layer of a bilayered photoelectrode was made either from Solaronix 
or Dyesol paste. The thickness of the first layer made from Dyesol paste (named 
DSL 18NR-T) was controlled by one layer of Scotch tape. For initial layer 
prepared from Ti-nanoxide paste, two thicknesses were adopted and the films 
were named Ti-Nanoxide or Thick Ti-Nanoxide. The thickness of Ti-Nanoxide film 
was controlled by one layer of Scotch tape and that of Thick Ti-Nanoxide was 
controlled by two layers of the tape. 
Figure 4-14 shows SEM cross-sectional image of the bilayered 
photoelectrode prepared from Ti-Nanoxide and DSL 18NR-T films. The SEM 
cross-sectional image of the bilayer photoelectrode prepared from Thick 
Ti-Nanoxide is displayed in Figure 4-10 (top). The three photoelectrodes show 
different thickness of the initial layer and their values were summerized in Table 
4-2. The initial layers of Ti-Nanoxide and Thick-Nanoxide films have a thickness 
of 2.5 and 4.9 µm respectively, while that of DSL 18NR-T has a thickness of 6.0 
µm. 
 
Figure 4-14 SEM cross-sectional images of a bilayer photoelectrode prepared from 
a meso-0 film deposited on an initial layer of Ti-Nanoxide (left) and DSL 18NR-T 
(right). 
DSSC were made from the three types of photoelectrodes and their IV curves 
are shown in Figure 4-15. The aim of comparing the three types of cells was to 
find the optimized photoelectrode structure. It is obvious that the cell made from 
the Thick Ti-Nanoxide film has a higher short current, open circuit voltage, and 
efficiency, so this structure of phototelectrode was chosen for the later 
experiments in this chapter. The cell performances are also summarized in Table 
4-2. The variation of efficiency was calculated according the results of several 
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cells produced in the same way as the ones described above. The differences 
between the three types of cells arise probably from the differences between the 
initial layers. From the manual descriptions of products, the particle size of film 
from Dyesol paste is around 20 nm, while that from Solaronix is around 15 nm. 
Also the thickness and the transparency of the initial layer is different between 
films, which may affect the passing of lights into the cell.81  
Table 4-2 Photoelectric properties of DSSC with bilayer photoelectrodes prepared 
from a meso-0 film deposited on an initial layer of titania. 
Sample Thickness (µm) Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2
) FF (%) η (%) 
Thick Ti-Nanoxide 4.9 + 4.6 748 9.84 56.4 4.12±0.5 
Ti-Nanoxide 2.5 + 8.0 722 8.42 52.9 3.21±0.5 
DSL 18NR-T 6.0 + 4.0 670 6.90 54.8 2.54±0.5 
 
 
Figure 4-15 IV curves of DSSC with bilayer photoelectroded prepared from a 
meso-0 film deposited on various initial layers. 
4.2.3.4 DSSC based on meso-TiO2 and nanoparticle composite films 
Figure 4-16 shows the IV curves for DSSC prepared with meso-X. 
Incorporation of the meso-TiO2, increased the short current (Jsc) 10-15 %, while 
the fill factor (FF) was not appreciably changed. In contrast, the open circuit 
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voltage (Voc) was decreased slightly by 10–20 mV, possibly because the higher 
surface area of the films provides more recombination sites. 273, 274 It is also 
possible that some of the dye adsorbed within the mesopores is not easily 
accessible to the electrolyte, increasing geminate recombination with the dye. 43 
IPCE curves are shown in Fig 4-16. DSSC containing ≥ 25 % meso-TiO2 showed 
a better photoelectrical response, with IPCEs that were higher than that found for 
the meso-0 cell over the entire wavelength range 400 – 800 nm. This is also in 
good agreement with the enhanced light scattering and dye adsorption as 
discussed above. 
 
Figure 4-16 IV curves (left) and IPCE (right) of meso-X solar cells. 
The details of the photoelectrical properties are displayed in Table 4-3. The 
measurements were repeated on five sets of meso-X cells prepared in the same 
way, and the other sets of meso-X solar cells shared the same trend, although the 
efficiency varies due to the manual effects in fabrication of the photoelectrodes 
and assembling of solar cells. One typical result is shown here. The efficiency 
found in these DSSC is around 4-5 %, which is not as high as that reported in 
literature,98, 101, 258, 260, 261 when they applied meso-TiO2 secondary particles into 
DSSC. However, the previous studies all used small area cells (0.16-0.36 cm2) 
and most of them had some post-treatment such as TiCl4 treatment which has 
been demonstrated to improve efficiency of DSSC. In this work, we focused on 1 
cm2 cells and did not use any post-treatment and were the first to apply 
meso-TiO2 aggregates and P25 nanoparticle mixtures as the scattering layer. The 
influence of film structure, morphology, optical properties and cell performance 
were investigated. The total efficiency of the cells increased when meso-TiO2 was 
added. This is likely to be due to the increased surface area and hence dye 
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loadings in the composite films as well as the increased light scattering. However, 
the meso-100 cell with the highest surface area and strongest scattering effects 
did not show the highest efficiency. This could be attributed to the fact that the 
meso-100 films had the highest dye loadings but a low porosity, suggesting that 
loses could be incurred due to poor infiltration of the electrolyte into large 
aggregates. 275 In addition the meso-100 aggregates may not provide efficient 
electron transfer pathways for electron extraction. It is reasonable that the 
meso-25 cell has the second lowest efficiency out of the five cells, which results 
from its lower surface area and the smaller quantity of big particulates which 
means less dye loading and weaker scattering effects. The highest efficiency 
obtained for meso-50 might be attributed to the following facts: firstly, meso-50 
films have the highest pore volume, which allows the electrolyte to penetrate into 
macropores and directly contact dye molecules. Secondly, it shows high dye 
loadings and strong scattering. It is interesting that the meso-75 cells showed a 
lower efficiency than meso-50 cells. Meso-75 cells show similar dye loading and 
scattering effects, and only slightly reduced porosity when compared to meso-50 
cell. The issue may be the increase in aggregates in the meso-75 films which do 
not provide good pathways for electron extraction. 
Table 4-3 Photoelectric properties of meso-X solar cells. 
Sample Meso-0 Meso-25 Meso-50 Meso-75 Meso-100 
Jsc (mA/cm
2
) 8.36 9.82 11.96 10.26 9.32 
Voc (mV) 706 688 680 687 684 
FF (%) 65 62 62 62 65 
η (%) 3.85±0.26 4.26±0.29 4.93±0.32 4.38±0.36 4.21±0.38 
IPCE at 530nm (%) 47.54 61.15 72.76 68.88 67.59 
Adsorbed Dye (nmol/cm2) 141±2 151±2 172±3 174±3 188±3 
4.3 Conclusion 
Highly ordered anatase 2D-hexagonal mesoporous titania powders with high 
surface area and large pores were synthesized. The introduction of meso-TiO2 
into Degussa P25 titania films, caused the films to become more porous, rougher 
and have higher surface area. Moreover, the large aggregates of meso-TiO2 in 
the films benefit the light scattering. Most importantly the amount of dye that could 
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be adsorbed onto the photoanode increased with the fraction of meso-TiO2. 
These contributed to an improvement of the photovoltaic performances when 
meso-TiO2 was added to Degussa P25 nanoparticles in DSSC. Although the 
meso-100 cell has some superior properties such as high surface area and 
scattering effects, it did not show the best cell performance likely due to the poor 
connectivity of microsized meso-TiO2 aggregations that increase the electron 
diffusion resistance. Considering the porosity, surface area, scattering effects and 
the degree of compactness of the film, the optimum cell was obtained by 
introducing 50 wt.% meso-TiO2 , which shows an increase of short current from 
8.36 to 11.96 mA/cm2 and efficiency from 3.85 to 4.93 % compared to cell with 
the Degussa P25 film. 
Although some promising results were obtained, there are still some points 
which could be improved. From section 4.2.3.2, the best morphology of 
photoelectrode was chosen to make DSSC for the later experiment, but no further 
research was done to study the reasons for this performance. In the process of 
titania paste preparation, annealing of the film is needed to remove the organic 
compounds, although the meso-TiO2 was calcined at 450 °C already. This is not 
only a waste of energy, used to calcine the titania twice, but also makes the 
preparation more complicated. To simplify the process, using the as-prepared 
meso-TiO2 directly in the paste after mixing with organics was attempted, but the 
film did not adhere to the substrate tightly. Also, some titania precursor solution 
was added into the paste, but no good film was obtained. This is probably due to 
the shrinkage of the mesostructure of meso-TiO2 during calcination or the 
unsuitable composition of organics used to make paste compared to the normal 
templating solutions. To improve the efficiency of solar cells, several convenient 
and applicable strategies are possible. Firstly, some post treatment of the 
photoelectrode, such as exposure to TiCl4 to create better bonding between 
particles could improve the efficiency. Secondly, the composition of ethyl 
cellulose, terpineol and titania powder in the pastes could be adjusted to optimise 




Chapter 5 Ordered S-Doped Meso-TiO2 Thin Film 
Prepared by Dip-coating for Photocatalyst 
It is well known that titania is an efficient photocatalyst under UV light 
irradiation, however UV only accounts for 3 % of the solar spectrum.132 So, titania 
doped by non-metal elements, as an effective way to extend the spectral 
response to visible light, is of considerable interest for many technological 
applications.143 For S-doped titania, it is reported that the band gap can be greatly 
reduced and that it shows a satisfactory visible light-activated photocatalytic 
activity.144, 276-281 S-doped titania nanoparticles have been fabricated using 
different sulphur sources and preparation methods, but reports regarding 
S-doped titania thin films have been rare. 144, 276, 282, 283  
Specifically films with a porous nanostructure are crucial for photocatalytic 
applications, and mesoporous titania can be an efficient photocatalyst due to its 
ultrahigh surface area and well organized pore structures.284, 285 It is also 
expected that a cubic mesoporous film would offer higher photocatalytic efficiency 
than a hexagonal one since the mesopore channels of cubic mesostructures are 
open on the surface of the film regardless of the mesophase orientation, whereas 
those of hexagonal mesophases lie parallel to the substrate and are not open on 
the film surface.286, 287 
In this chapter, first the synthesis by dip coating of S-doped titania films with a 
cubic mesostructure and ultrahigh surface area is discussed. S-doped 
mesoporous thin films were templated by Pluronic P123 using the EISA approach 
with sulphuric acid as the sulphur source in the initial sol. Compared to an 
equivalent undoped film, the S-doped titania film has many superior properties, 
such as a more ordered mesostructure, bigger pores, higher porosity, narrower 
band gap and better hydrophilicity, which contributed to a more efficient 
visible-light photocatalytic activity. 
5.1 Experimental 
1.0 g of Pluronic P123 was dissolved into 12.0 g absolute ethanol  and a 
mixture of 2.86 g HCl (32%) and 0.2 ml H2SO4 (98%) was added. Then the 
solution was put into a beaker with a lid and stirred vigorously for 3 h at room 
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temperature. 5.36 g TIPR was added drop by drop under vigorous stirring. The 
precursor solution was stirred for another 30 min before it was used. To make a 
comparison, an equivalent precursor solution without the added H2SO4 was used 
to make an undoped titania film. There was essentially no difference in acidity 
between the two solutions as the overall acid concentration was greater than 10 
M in both solutions. 
Cleaned silicon wafers or microscope slides were used as the substrates, 
and a silicon wafer was normally used if not otherwise specified. At first, a series 
of withdrawal speeds were tested at a temperature and relative humidity of 25 °C 
and 20-30% respectively, but a slower speed was found to be better to obtain 
uniform films, so 60 mm/min was chosen for all the films if not otherwise specified. 
As soon as the withdrawal of the substrate from solution was complete, each 
sample was placed into a fridge maintained at a temperature of 7 °C and 22 % 
relative humidity for 24 h, then moved into an oven at 40 °C and 55 % relative 
humidity for 24 h and finally aged at 100 °C and 22 % relative humidity for 24 h. 
After that, films were heated at 350 °C for 2 h with a ramp speed of 1 °C/min to 
remove the template. The final calcination step was taken at 450 °C for 15 
minutes with a ramp speed of 5 °C/min to crystallize the structure.  
SAXS, GISAXS, TEM, FESEM, EDS, AFM, TGA, N2 adsorption and 
desorption, ellipsometry instrument, UV-Vis spectrometer, water contact angle, 
and photocatalytic activity were used to characterize samples. 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 SAXS and GISAXS 
According to the report of Alberius et al., 19 a cubic mesostructure of TiO2 
films can be obtained when the template volume fraction [              
                      ] is in the range of 29-36%. In our case, the template 
volume fraction is 31 %, thus a cubic structure is expected.  
Figure 5-1 shows the SAXS patterns of the S-doped and undoped titania 
before and after calcination. Both of the as-prepared samples have a shoulder ~ 
0.39 nm-1. From the SAXS of calcined sample, it is obvious that S-TiO2 has a 
much more ordered structure than TiO2. The titania only has a shoulder peak at ~ 
0.42 nm-1 indicating a disordered structure, but the S-TiO2 has two strong peaks 
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at 0.36 and 0.42 nm-1 and one shoulder peak at ~0.7 nm-1, suggesting a cubic 
structure (Pn3m symmetry) with a d-spacing of 16.5 nm. From the position of the 
peak or shoulder in undoped titania, a shift to a lower q from 0.39 to 0.42 nm-1 is 
observed suggesting shrinkage of the titania network after the removal of 
template for. But little shift is observed for S-doped titania, as it has a shoulder 
around 0.39 nm-1 before calcination and two strong peaks at 0.37 and 0.41 nm-1 
after calcination. For the as-prepared samples, in both cases only one broad 
shoulder is displayed. This is probably because the mesostructure of 
titania/template is not fully condensed prior to calcination and could be destroyed 
during the process of scratching the film away from the substrates. 
 
Figure 5-1 SAXS curves of S-TiO2 and TiO2 before (left) and after calcination (right). 
The data after calcination has a low intensity due to the small amount of sample 
available and the difficulty of removing it from the substrate after calcination. 
Figure 5-2 shows the GISAXS and corresponding intensity profile in the Qz 
and Qxy directions of the pattern taken from the film before and after calcination. 
Before calcination (Figure 5-2 (top)), the pattern from the film shows two spots in 
the vertical direction and two arcs in the scattering. In the cut taken in the vertical 
direction, as well as peaks at 0.036 and 0.046 Å-1, there is one more peak at 
~0.067 Å-1 and a shoulder at ~ 0.118 Å-1, which is in accordance with the SAXS 
pattern of the film after calcination. These suggest that the film has a cubic 
mesostructure (Pn3m symmetry) and the peaks are indexed as the (110), (111) 
and (200) planes, according to the ratio of peak positions. The unit cell size 
remains almost the same before and after calcination. There is only one peak at 





because the in-plane cut was taken at Qz=0.04 Å
-1 due to the position of 
beam-stop and normally more diffraction peaks are seen at the lower Qz values.  
After calcination (Figure 5-2 (bottom)), the film still showed a well-defined 
structure. In the cut taken in the vertical direction, the degree of ordering become 
worse, as the clear ring that shows in the as-prepared sample become broadened 
and shifted to larger Q value ~ 0.088 Å-1after calcination. The peak at 0.046 Å-1 
corresponds to the (111) plane, which is the same as in the as-prepared sample. 
In this symmetry here is also supposed to be another peak at 0.036 Å-1, but it is 
blocked by the beam-stop. In the cut taken in the in-plane direction, there is one 
peak at 0.036 Å-1 and a broad shoulder at ~0.062 Å-1, which is quite similar to the 
as-prepared sample. The peaks appear stronger and more well-defined than in 
the as-prepared pattern due to the increased contrast between pore and wall 
domains after the removal of template. According to the ratio of d-spacings, the 
peak at ~0.062 Å-1 is indexed as the (211) plane of the Pn3m phase. Noticeably, 
we do not observe any shrinkage of mesostructure after calcination for the 
S-doped titania film, because the doping of S helps the maintenance of 
mesostructure, despite it being very common for films to show a shrinkage in the 
vertical direction after calcination.288 The GISAXS results for the calcined S-doped 
film are also in agreement with the SAXS results. The size of the unit cell for the 
as-prepared and calcined S-doped titania film is a=b=c=24.7 nm in both cases. 
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Figure 5-2 GISAXS image (left) taken at 0.25° incident angle and corresponding 
intensity profile in the Qz and Qxy directions as indicated by the lines on the 
GISAXS patterns (right) of S-TiO2 film before (top) and after calcination (bottom). 
5.2.2 XRD 
Figure 5-3 shows the XRD curves of S-TiO2 and TiO2 film powder. The 
primary peak of anatase phase at 2=25 is obviously found in both samples. The 
TiO2 film is better crystallized than S-TiO2, since only one obvious peak is clearly 
observed in S-TiO2 with a relatively broad shape, indicating the mesostructured 
wall is composed of nanosized anatase nanocrystallites. Also no other peaks 
were observed, suggesting the sulfur was grafted into the lattice rather than 
interacting on the surface of titania. The crystal size, calculated according to the 
Scherrer equation,226 are around 4.5 and 6.0 nm respectively. 







Figure 5-3 XRD curves of S-doped and undoped titania.  
5.2.3 TEM 
The porous structure and the morphology of the materials were further 
studied by TEM in Figure 5-4. Figure 5-4.A and B show a well-ordered pore 
structure in the S-doped titania from the (111) and (110) orientation of the cubic 
phase (Pn3m symmetry) with a linear array of pores arranged at regular intervals. 
The orientation and pore entrance of the individual pores are clearly visible. The 
high level of ordering of the cubic Pn3m phase is also demonstrated by the 
well-defined Fourier Transfer images of the mesostructure of the film. The d 
spacing of the cubic mesostructured film was found to be ~16 nm, which is in 
accordance with GISAXS results. In Figure 5-4.C, the pores have a well-defined 
shape. The mesostructured film has 7-9 nm pores and 4-6 nm walls. Also, we do 
not observe unidirectional shrinkage of the cross-sectional pore structure, which 
helps retain the well-ordered structure even after calcination. From Figure 5-4.D, 
a typical pore and walls is displayed at high magnification. The pore has a very 
regular shape and composed of a 7.0 nm diameter void and 4.7 nm thick wall. It 
can be noticed that the wall areas are composed of highly-crystalline anatase 
nanoparticles. The titania lattice spacing of 0.35 nm corresponding to the (101) 
anatase crystal plane is also clearly seen in the nanoparticles, which is in good 
agreement with the XRD studies. The anatase nanoparticles are randomly 
embedded into the mesoporous walls of the thin films. In comparison, the pure 
titania material had a wormlike mesostructure from Figure 5-4.E. In Figure 5-4.F, 
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the pore unit cell does not have pores with well-defined shape and the pore size is 
smaller due to the larger crystallites in the mesoporous wall domains. Usually, the 
anisotropic crystallization and growth of crystalline particles are apt to produce 
particles which exceed the geometry of the inorganic framework and will lead to 
the obvious distortion or deterioration of the ordered mesopore structures.289 In 
our case, the anatase crystals in S-doped titania film have a relatively smaller size 
than in the pure titania and so occupy the limited space within the channel walls, 











5.2.4 FESEM & EDS 
Figure 5-5 shows the FESEM images of S-doped (left top) and undoped 
(right top) titania films. Both of them display a smooth surface and have a high 
porosity with the mesopores open to the film surface. Compared to the titania film, 
it is clearly seen that the S-TiO2 film has an extremely flat surface and the 
mesopores are perpendicular to the surface plane, uniform in size and regularly 
distributed. From the magnified images, many pores in the pure titania film 
collapsed due to the crystallization of the pore walls during calcination.264 
Noticeably, the S-TiO2 film retains a good pore structure with the pore diameter 
around 7.5-9.5 nm, wall thickness around 5.5-7.5 nm and the pore repeat spacing 
around 16-18 nm. These correspond with the SAXS, XRD and TEM results. EDS 
elemental analysis (Figure 5-5 (bottom)) identified the presence of sulphur in the 
doped titania film. The relative low signal intensity of O, Ti and S atoms is 
because the signal of Si substrate is too strong. The atomic ratio between Ti and 
S is 1:0.19, which is quite similar to the theoretical value calculated from the 
concentration of the reagents used in the synthesis. According to the reagent 
quantity, the atomic ratio between Ti and S should be 1:0.2. Elemental mappings 
of O, Ti and S show that these elements are uniformly distributed over the whole 





Figure 5-5 FESEM images of S doped (left top) and undoped (right top) titania films; 
EDS and element mapping of S doped titania film (bottom). 
5.2.5 AFM 
The surface morphology of the S-doped and undoped films was also tested 
using AFM (Figure 5-6), which emphasizes both the extreme flatness of the top 
surface and the fact that the pores are open to the surface. The RMS roughness 
was calculated and both films had a RMS roughness less than 1nm. However, it 
is obvious that the undoped titania has a rougher surface than S-TiO2, probably 




Figure 5-6 AFM images of S doped (left) and undoped titania (right). 
5.2.6 TGA 
TGA curves of as-prepared and calcined doped and undoped titania are 
displayed in Figure 5-7. For the as-prepared samples, in the temperature range of 
40-180 ºC, weight loss occurs due to the evaporation of solvent. The mass loss of 
S-doped titania (~13%) is higher than pure titania (~5%), because more water 
was left in the as-prepared sample. The sulphuric acid became concentrated 
during the evaporation steps and ageing process, and concentrated sulphuric 
acid is known to assist the maintenance of water in the film. Then, a sharp 
decrease occurs in the range of 180-300 ºC from the combustion of the template. 
After this, at higher temperatures, a small amount of weight loss happens due to 
the continuous removal of residual organic and sintering of titania particles.225 It is 
clear that most of the organic template is removed from the films upon calcination 
at 300 °C, which is in good agreement with results reported in the literature.264, 279 
After calcination at 350 ºC, the remaining mass of the inorganic network for the 
S-doped titania film is 62 % and 68 % for TiO2. Considering the weight differences 
of water found in the as-prepared samples the amount of inorganic species in the 
as-prepared films is similar. Calcined S-TiO2 and TiO2 were also tested to confirm 
the removal of organics. For both samples, they show similar curves. They have 
~5% weight loss in the range of 40-180 ºC due to the evaporation of moisture that 
absorbed from the air during storing and ~ 5%  weight loss at higher 




Figure 5-7 TGA curves of as-prepared and calcined S doped and undoped titania. 
5.2.7 N2 adsorption and desorption 
Figure 5-8 shows the nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and pore 
size distribution of S-doped and undoped titania films. Their isotherms can be 
classified as type IV, which is the characteristic type for mesoporous materials. 
Also, it shows a sharp capillary condensation step at a relative pressure of 
0.55-0.75, suggesting a narrow pore size distribution.229 A pronounced H1 
desorption hysteresis loop suggests the existence of large mesopores with 
open-ended ended cylindrical shapes in this sample.230 The shape of the 
isotherms for both samples look similar, although the hysteresis loop is a little 
smaller and shifts to lower relative pressure for pure titania compared to S-doped 
sample, which suggests a smaller pore size and broader pore distribution. BJH 
pore-size analyses performed on the adsorption branch show that the S-doped 
and undoped titania exhibit a mean pore diameter of 7.0 and 6.2 nm, respectively. 
Excluding bigger pores, the pore size distribution of S-doped titania is more 
uniform and narrower than that of the undoped titania film. The titania films show 
a small amount of pores in the range of 20-70 nm probably from the fusing of 
small pores during the calcination,290 or from gaps between crystallites. Although 
bigger pores always mean smaller surface area, they share similar BET surface 
areas, which is 190 m2/g for the S-TiO2 and 187 m
2/g for the undoped TiO2 film. 
The pore volumes are 0.50 cm3/g for S-TiO2 and 0.55 cm
3/g for TiO2 and the 
lower pore volume of S-TiO2 is due to the lack of macropores. The results of 
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parameters calculated from the sorption isotherms are summarized in Table 5-1 
below.  
 
Figure 5-8 N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms (data offset for clarify) and pore 
size distribution of S-TiO2 and TiO2 after final calcination. 
5.2.8 Ellipsometry measurement 
Table 5-1 also lists the results from modelling of ellipsometry measurements. 
Both of the films before calcination show a similar thickness around 415 nm. After 
calcination, the thickness decrease due to the combustion of template and 
shrinkage of inorganic network. The titania film has a thickness of 215 nm, which 
corresponds reasonably well with work by others, as the films were aged under 
medium relative humidity during synthesis.291 The S-doped film has a larger 
thickness of 317 nm, which is increased by almost 50 % compared to that of the 
undoped film. The shrinkage of the film was around 48 % for undoped and only 
25 % for S-doped titania according to the film thickness, indicating the 
S-modification favours the maintenance of the mesoscopic structure of the films.  
The refractive index found from model fitting was used to calculate the porosity of 
the mesoporous TiO2 thin films through equation 2.31. For S-doped titania film, 
the refractive index is 1.47 while that for the pure titania film is 1.55. The porosity 
for titania films is 74% and for S-doped one is as high as 78%. To the best of our 






Table 5-1 Textural properties of S doped and undoped titania films. 












S-TiO2 418±2 317±1 78 7.0 189.51 0.50 
TiO2 412±2 215±1 74 6.2 186.79 0.55 
5.2.9 UV-Vis transmission and absorbance 
Figure 5-9 shows the absorbance and transmission of S-doped and pure 
titania films on glass slides. The S-modification improved the light absorbance 
over the whole spectral range. From the absorbance curves, a clear shift of the 
band onset in the direction of the visible region of the spectrum is observed for the 
S-doped samples, suggesting the dopant results in band-gap narrowing 
effects.293, 294 The transmission also confirmed the red-shift of the absorbance of 
the film arising from the doping modification. S-TiO2 has a higher absorbance and 
10 % lower transmission compared to the undoped film over the whole visible 
region, probably due to the doping effects and around 47 % improvement of 
thickness indicated by the ellipsometry measurements above. 
  
Figure 5-9 Absorbance and transmission of S doped and undoped titania films on 
glass slide. 
5.2.10 Water contact angle 
The photocatalytic and hydrophilic properties of the TiO2 materials are closely 
correlated and act in the same direction. Therefore, the surface wettability of 
S-doped and undoped films were tested by contact angle measurements. As 
shown in Figure 5-10, the contact angle of S doped and undoped films were 23 
and 47 º respectively. The decrease of 24 º is a great improvement, as we did not 
do any further treatment to the film surface to achieve this hydrophilic surface. 
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Sakai et al. used anodic polarization to treat the surface of titania film and 
obtained a 7-15 º decrease of water contact angle.295 Yu et al. used HCl solution 
to treat the surface of titania film and obtained ~7º decrease of water contact 
angle.296 The more hydrophilic surface of the S-doped titania films will further 
affect the photocatalytic activity.297  
 
Figure 5-10 Contact angle of water resting on S doped and undoped films. 
5.2.11 Photocatalytic activity 
The photocatalytic activity of these films under the irradiation of 1 sun 
intensity from a solar simulator was investigated. Methylene blue is a 
representative of a class of dyestuffs that are resistant to biodegradation. In 
Figure 5-11, the S-TiO2 film exhibits higher activity in the degradation of 
methylene blue than the TiO2, showing the promoting effect of the S-modification. 
Although the S-TiO2 did not have an as well crystallized anatase structure as the 
undoped sample, which slows the transfer of photocharges from bulk to 
surface,298 the improved the photocatalytic efficiency could be explained by the 
following reasons: Firstly, S-TiO2 has a better defined mesoporous structure and 
the ordered mesopore channels facilitate fast intraparticle molecular transfer.  
Bian et al. fabricated Bi doped TiO2 nanocrystallines with ordered mesoporous 
structure by EISA method for visible light photocatalyst. They think the ordered 
mesoporous channels also facilitated the diffusion of reactant molecules.285 
Secondly, the S-modification further increased the pore size and porosity and the 
large pore size will facilitate the access and diffusion of large organic 
molecules.299, 300 Thirdly, the S-modification resulted in a slight red-shift of the 
band gap of the film and thus, the catalyst could be easily activated by visible 
lights and finally, the S-modification induced a more hydrophilic surface which 
allows aqueous solutions to wet the pore surfaces more efficiently and thus more 
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•OH groups can be generated so the hydrophilicity benefits the photocatalytic 
activity, even for degradation of hydrophobic molecules.297  
 
Figure 5-11 Photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue aqueous solution on S 
doped and undoped films. 
The films were tested several times to determine the recyclability of the 
photocatalysts. The tests were run only for 150 minutes to obtain the performance 
comparison. As the concentration drops below 80% of the initial value the 
reaction will become diffusion limited and thus reaching 100% degradation would 
require considerably more time. Between each test, the films were briefly rinsed 
with water and dried. After use in three cycles for the photocatalytic degradation 
of methelene blue, the S-doped titania film did not show any significant loss of 
photocatalytic activity, as shown in Figure 5-12. This result is comparable with 
other’s work. Han et al. prepared S-doped titania films templated by Tween 80 by 
dip-coating using sulphuric acid as the sulphur source.301 The film is porous but 
not ordered. After three cycles, the S-doped titania film had around 5 % decrease 
of photocatalytic acitivity. Lee prepared S-doped 5-nm titania nanoparticle and 
shows 8% phtocatalytic activity loss after fifteen runs of the RB 5 degradation 
reaction.302 The little loss of photocatalytic activity indicates mechanically stable 
and reusable under these experimental conditions, which is important to its 




Figure 5-12 Three cycles for the photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue 
using the same S-doped titania film. 
5.3 Conclusion 
S-doped titania thin films with a cubic Pn3m phase mesostructure were 
prepared and applied in sun-light-driven photocatalysis. By using sulfuric acid as 
the S source, sulphur was successfully and uniformed doped into titania films at a 
level of S/Ti atomic ratio 0.19/1. Due to the modifying effects of sulphur doping, 
the S-TiO2 film had a thickness of 317 nm and showed an anatase phase in the 
walls, extremely smooth surface (root mean square roughness <1nm), large, 
open pores (7.0 nm diameter), large surface area (190 m2/g), ultrahigh porosity 
(78%) and relatively little thickness shrinkage after calcination (25%). However, 
the pure titania had a wormlike mesostructure and exhibited a large amount of 
pore collapse due to the growth of bigger crystallites in the wall domains 
compared to those in the S-doped film. It had a rougher surface, smaller pores 
and larger thickness shrinkage after calcination due to pore restructuring during 
calcination. The photocatalytic activity was measured by degrading methylene 
blue aqueous solution under a solar simulator and the S-doped titania film had an 
improved efficiency compared to that of the undoped film. This is because the 
S-modification favours formation of films with a better ordered mesostructure, 
bigger pore size, higher porosity, red-shift of band gap and more hydrophilic 
surface. However, the position/location of S in S-doped titania sample is uncertain. 
Some reports suggest that sulfur may exist in more than one oxidation state (S2-, 
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S4+ or S6+) in TiO2 depending on the synthetic conditions or the types of S 
precursor.303 So, characterization such as XPS should be used to further confirm 
the the S oxidation state in titania. 
To further improve the efficiency of photocatalysts, improvement of the 
degree of crystallization without loss of surface area is needed, as the formation 
of anatase and the improvement of crystallization of anatase in the films can 
increase the photocatalytic activity.304, 305 However, the increase of crystallite size 
is invariably accompanied with the reduction of the surface area and detrimentally 
affects the ordering of the mesostructure, which will decrease the photoreactivity. 
So, balancing the two factors should be considered to find optimized parameters. 
Moreover, the variation of the amount of S-doping to find an optimum amount is 
important since the amount of S-doping is one of the most important parameters 
for doped titania, as it affects the optical properties for doped materials.276, 281 As 
well as pollutant degradation, the S-doped photocatalyst could also be trialled for 
water-splitting, anti-bacterial surfaces, self-cleaning, and anti-fogging  
surfaces.133  
Except for using S-doped film as a photocatalyst, the application of S-doped 
film as the blocking or buffer layer to increase DSSC efficiency has also been 
suggested,306, 307 considering the cubic mesostructure and low thickness. Kim et 
al. used cubic mesostructured titania film with a thickness 300 nm as the blocking 
layer for DSSC.307 They found the use of meso-TiO2 allowed more light to be 
transmitted through the FTO glass and decreased the roughness of FTO glass to 
improve the adhesion between the FTO layer and nanocrystalline titania layer. 
Ahn et al. prepared a randomly structured mesoporous titania film with a 
thickness of 550 nm for use as an interfacial layer between the FTO and the 
nanocrystalline TiO2 layer.
306 The roughness of the FTO glass was significantly 
reduced, which improved the interfacial adhesion between the titania 
nanocrystallite layer and the FTO, leading to a decreased interfacial resistance. In 
our case, using the mesostructured S-doped film as the interfacial layer is a 




Chapter 6 S-Doped Mesoporous TiO2 Films 
Prepared by Dip-coating for DSSC 
Mesostructured titania films can be easily prepared by dip or spin coating. By 
repeating coating processes, organized mesoporous titania thin films with a 
thickness of 1 - 5 µm can be obtained.106 For titania films , with only 1 µm 
thickness, application in a DSSC shows a highest efficiency of 4.04 % by 
Zukalová et al, which is about a 50 % increase compared to that of traditional 
films of the same thickness made from randomly oriented anatase 
nanocrystals.108 However, not all ordered mesoporous films published have such 
a high efficiency. Most of them have efficiency in the range of 1-3% for 1 µm-thick 
films.105, 106 For thinner films (< 1 µm), such as films with 500 nm-thickness, they 
were mainly applied into all (or quasi)-solid-state DSSC and show an efficiency 
less than 1%.308, 309 Because the diffusion length of excitons in a semiconducting 
polymer electrolyte is usually at a nanometre length scale, the electron acceptor 
must be in contact with polymer at a nanometre length scale to achieve efficient 
charge separation.310  
Doping of titania has be an shown to been effective way to extend the 
spectral response of titania to visible light.143 A number of metal or non-metal 
dopants were previously studied and showed an improved photocatalytic activity 
under visible light.145, 311-315 Some of the doped titanias were also applied into 
DSSC and showed a promising increase in efficiency, such as N, C, Zn, Al, Nb 
etc.94, 316, 317 Among all the doping elements for DSSC, N is still under special 
attention, because doping N into the TiO2 crystal structure can perfect the oxygen 
deficiency and decrease the back reaction.152 Sulfur shares a similar doping 
effect as N in photocatalysts,143 but no S doped titania thin films applied in DSSC 
have been reported so far. From Chapter 5, ordered mesoporous S-doped titania 
films were successfully made and they show an improved photocatalytic activity 
as sun-light-driven photocatalysts, so these films were also applied in DSSC in 




The S-doped titania films were prepared by dip coating according to the 
method described in section 5.2 of Chapter 5. However for application in DSSC, 
thicker films were needed, so repeated coating steps were carried before the final 
calcination at 450°C. Final calcination was only done after reached the number of 
layers. GISAXS, ellipsometry, AFM, UV/Vis spectrometry, and N2 adsorption and 
desorption were used to characterize the samples. 
 
According to the report by Krins et al,232  thermal treatment after each 
coating can partly open the pore, which allows the inorganic precursor to fill in the 
pore in the next coating step. They suggested refilling the pores with Pluronic 
P123 solution between depositions of two layers may hinder the pore blocking 
which occurs during the second coating. So, the “filling pore” process was 
attempted to obtain a better ordered mesostructure in the multi-layered films. 
Pluronic P123 was dissolved into ethanol at a concentration of 2 mM. Then, 
1-layer films after an initial thermal treatment but prior to final calcination were 
dipped into the Pluronic P123 solution at a speed of 60mm/min and dried at room 
temperature for half an hour before the second titania coating. No final calcination 
was taken for the films prepared with the filling-pore process. GISAXS, 
ellipsometry measurement, AFM, TEM were used to study the influence of the 
“filling pore” process on the morphology and structure of films. 
 
After final calcination, the mesoporous films with different numbers of layers 
were applied in DSSCs and characterized by IV curves and IPCE. The absorbed 
dye quantity was also tested by UV/Vis spectrometry.  
6.2 Results and Discussion  
6.2.1 The effects of “filling pore” process 
6.2.1.1 GISAXS 
Figure 6-1 shows GISAXS image of a 2-layer S-TiO2 films on a silicon wafer 
substrate prepared with the “filling pore” process, and corresponding intensity 
profile in the Qz and Qxy directions. The GISAXS and corresponding intensity 
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profile of 2-layer S-TiO2 films prepared without the “filling pore” process was 
shown in Figure 2-7.  
From the two figures below the anisotropy in the scattering suggests that the 
film is compressed in the vertical direction as the scattering peaks at 0.09 Å-1 with 
a d-spacing of 7 nm in this direction, while a sharper diffraction ring is seen at 
0.03 Å-1 with a d-spacing of 21 nm in the in-plane cut. Both the film in Figure 2-7 
and Figure 6-1 are better ordered in-plane, as peaks at ~0.03 Å-1 is much sharper 
than peak at 0.09 Å-1 in the in-plane cut direction can be observed. For film 
synthesised without using the “filling pore” process, there is one more shoulder at 
around 0.06 Å-1 in the in-plane cut direction, suggesting a better ordering in the 
mesostructure in this film than in the film prepared without using the “filling pore” 
process. However in neither case do the films have extensive long range 
mesostructural ordering.   
  
Figure 6-1 GISAXS image (left) and corresponding intensity profile in the Qz and 
Qxy directions (right) of a 2-layer S-TiO2 film prepared usingthe “filling pore” 
process on a silicon wafer substrate.  
6.2.1.2 TEM 
Figure 6-2 shows TEM images of the 2-layer S-TiO2 film prepared with and 
without the filling pore process. These are typical images of the two samples, the 
other parts of these sample show the same results. From the images, it can be 
seen that both of the films have a high porosity, the pore size is around 5 - 8 nm 
and uniformly distributed, which is in accordance with the results of pore size 
distribution of 1-layer film in chapter 5. The 1-layer film has a mean pore diameter 
~7.0 nm. Both of them display a wormlike pore structure and no ordered 
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mesostructures were observed. This is in agreement with the GISAXS results. 
However, no big differences can be noticed between the two samples.  
 
Figure 6-2 TEM images of 2-layer S-TiO2 films prepared with (left) and without 
(right) the “filling pore” process. 
6.2.1.3 AFM 
Figure 6-3 compares the AFM images of 2-layer S-TiO2 films prepared with 
and without the “filling pore” process. Both of them display a smooth surface and 
are highly porous with pores open to surface. The RMS roughness for films 
prepared with or without “filling pore” process are around 1 and 8 nm respectively, 




Figure 6-3 AFM images of 2-layer S-TiO2 films prepared with (top) and without 
(bottom) the “filling pore” process on silicon wafer substrate. 
6.2.1.4 Ellipsometry measurement 
The film thickness was estimated by an ellipsometry measurement. The film 
made without using the filling pore process has a thickness of 477±3 nm, and the 
thickness of film prepared with the filling process is similar at 482±5 nm. Both of 
them have a refractive index around 1.6. The porosity was calculated according 
to equation 2.31 in Chapter 2, which is around 71%. Compared to the porosity of 
a 1-layer film, the porosity decreased a little, due to the pore filling during the 
repeated coating procedure.2 
All the above results confirmed that the processes of filling the pore with 
surfactant solution did not have a large influence on the film mesostructure, 
thickness and optical properties, although it did increase the surface roughness. 
The aim of the “filling pore” process in this experiment was to prepare a 
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mesoporous film with better ordering, according to the report in the paper by Krins 
et al. However, no evidence was found to support this theory in our case and it 
adds to the complications of the film preparation, so this process was not adopted 
in the later experiments. 
6.2.2 S-Doped Meso-TiO2 Multilayer Films for DSSC 
6.2.2.1 GISAXS 
Figure 6-4 shows GISAXS images of 3-layer and 4-layer S-TiO2 films on a 
silicon wafer substrate and the corresponding intensity profile in the Qz and Qxy 
directions. From the two figures below, the anisotropy in the scattering suggests 
that the mesostructure in the film is compressed in the vertical direction as the 
scattering peaks at 0.09 Å-1 in this direction, while a sharper diffraction ring is 
seen at 0.03 Å-1 in the in-plane cut. Both of the films are better ordered in-plane, 
as the peak at ~0.03 Å-1 is much sharper than the peak at 0.09 Å-1 in the in-plane 
cut direction, suggesting larger domain sizes in the horizontal direction. For 
3-layer film, there is one more shoulder visible at around 0.06 Å-1 in the scattering 
in the in-plane cut direction, suggesting better ordering in this mesostructure than 
in the 4-layer film.   
However, for 5-, 6- and 7-layer film (Figure 6-5), the order of mesostructure 
lost due to the multiple coating and calcination steps. In combination with the 
GISAXS pattern for a 1-layer film in Figure 5-2 and 2-layer film in Figure 2-7, all 
the films (less than 5 layers) are compressed in the vertical direction and have a 
peak at 0.09 Å-1 with a d-spacing of 7 nm in this direction and a peak at 0.03 Å-1 
with a d-spacing of 21 nm in direction of in-plane cut. The typical unidirectional 
mesostructure shrinkage in the vertical direction, commonly observed during 
drying/calcinations of thin films.288, 318, 319 The degree of ordering decreased with 
the increase of layers and was completely lost after 5 layers. This is a normal 
phenomenon for multilayer deposition of surfactant templated films by dip or spin 
coating,109, 110 as the formation of crystallites that exceed the size of the inorganic 






Figure 6-4 GISAXS images (left) and corresponding intensity profiles in the Qz and 
Qxy directions (right) for 3-layer (top) and 4-layer (bottom) S-TiO2 films on a silicon 
wafer substrate. 
 
Figure 6-5 GISAXS images (left) from 5-layer, 6-layer (right) and 7-layer (bottom) 
S-TiO2 films on a silicon wafer substrate. 
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6.2.2.2 Film thickness  
The values of film thickness were obtained from the ellipsometry result. 
Figure 6-6 shows the relationships between dip coating cycles and the thickness 
of S-doped titania films on silicon wafer substrates after the final calcination step. 
As can be seen, the thickness of the film increases linearly with an increase in 
coating cycle from 317 nm for one cycle up to 1.5 µm for seven cycles. The 
gradient is around 165 nm per coating, which is relatively low compared to work 
by others.106 Dewalque et al. found an increase of around 234 nm per layer for a 
mesoporous titania film templated by Pluronic P123. But, the thickness of the first 
layer has a relatively high value due to the effects of improved mesostructure 
maintenance resulting from S doping as seen previously in chapter 5. The total 
thickness of multilayer films is lower than the thickness reported for mesoporous 
titania films templated using Pluronic P123 as the template,108, 292, 320 due to the 
lower gradient.  
s 
Figure 6-6 Relationship between dip coating cycles and thickness of the S-TiO2 
films on a silicon wafer after the final calcination step. 
6.2.2.3 AFM  
When S-TiO2 films are used in DSSC, FTO glass with blocking layer was 
normally used as the substrate rather than Si wafers. Figure 6-7 shows AFM 
images of films with different layers deposited on FTO glass with blocking layer. 
All of them show a uniform surface. The roughness increases with the increase in 
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number of layers due to the collapse and re-structuring of pores during repeated 
calcination. The RMS roughness of 2-layer film is 3.48 nm and increases to 13.67 
nm for an 8-layer film. For 2-layer film, the surface is very smooth and many 
uniformly distributed pores can be seen, but the phenomenon of pore collapse is 
very obvious for a 7-layer film. It is interesting that the 7-layer film seems to have 
a meso/macropores hierarchical structure, due to the collapse of mesopores and 
some macropoeres occursed. Moreover, there are many small cracks in the 
surface of the 8-layer film, which is normal for thicker films obtained by repeated 
coating and calcination methods. Zhang et al. prepared mesoporous titania film 














Figure 6-7 AFM images of different films on FTO glass with blocking layer. (A) 
2-layer, (B) 4-layer, (C) 7-layer and (D) 8-layer S-TiO2 films without final calcination. 
6.2.2.4 UV-Vis absorbance  
The absorbance of S-TiO2 films with different numbers of layers on glass 
slides before the final calcination step is shown in Figure 6-8 (left). With an 
increase in number of layers, the absorbance increases mainly due to the higher 
thickness. However, the absorbance of these films is not high compared to film 
with a thickness at the micrometre level, so most of the light will pass through the 
cell rather than being harvested by the dyes to generate electrons when applied 
these films into DSSC. For a 2-layer film deposited on FTO glass with a blocking 
layer after the final calcination step, the absorbance before and after dye uptake 
is shown in Figure 6-8 (right). The improved absorbance after dye uptake is 
obvious and is observed due to the light harvesting ability of the dye, but the 
improvements was not very large, as the film is thin (less than 500 nm) and only 





Figure 6-8 UV-Vis absorbance of S-TiO2 films with different numbers of layers on 
glass before the final calcination step (left); absorbance of 2 layer films after final 
calcination before and after dye uptake (right). 
6.2.2.5 N2 adsorption and desorption 
Figure 6-9 shows the N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms and BJH pore 
size distribution of a powder generated by scratching several 7-layer films off the 
substrate after the final calcination. The BET surface area is only 73 m2/g and 
total pore volume is 0.16 cm3/g, which are much lower than that found for a 
1-layer film in Table 5-1. This is probably due to the collapse of the pores during 
the repeated calcination and infilling with new material at each subsequent 
coating step. The isotherms show a broad capillary condensation step in the 
range of 0.4-0.9, indicating the presence of mesopores with a wide distribution of 
pore size.229 The pronounced H1 desorption hysteresis loop suggests the 
existence of mesopores with open-ended cylindrical shapes in this sample.230 
BJH pore size analyses were performed on the adsorption branch, shown in 
Figure 6-9. The median pore size is 6.21 nm, while that of the 1-layer film is 7.0 
nm. The decrease of pore size is because the continueous growth of crystallites 
in walls area during the repeated calcination. Zukalová et al. fabricated organized 
mesoporous titania film. The mean pore diameter of the 1-layer and 2-layer film is 
7.3 nm but decreased to 6.7 nm for 3-layer film. 108 However, there are also some 
bigger pores with sizes in the range of 10 to 60 nm, probably from the merging of 





Figure 6-9 N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms and BJH pore size distribution 
from a powder generated from 7-layer films after final calcination. 
6.2.2.6 IV and IPCE 
Figure 6-10 shows the IV curves and IPCE of DSSC made from different 
photoelectrodes prepared using the multilayered films. The photovoltaic 
properties of DSSC with different photoelectrodes are also shown in Table 6-1. 
With the increase of number of film layers, the short current and the open voltage 
decreased. The decrease of open voltage is probably because the thicker 
electrode may increase charge recombination between injected electrons and 
electroactive agents, due to low drift mobility of electrons in the film, which limits 
the conversion efficiency.321 The decrease in the short current is mostly affected 
by reduced dye loading. The increase in number of film layers decreased the dye 
uptake, probably due to the decrease in the specific surface area. The IPCE of 
cells made with a 2-layer and a 7-layer film is shown in Figure 6-10. The IPCE 
results are in agreement with the IV curves. The cell made from a 2-layer film has 
the highest efficiency, 0.78%, due to the highest dye loading. This efficiency for 
7-layer film with a thickness ~1.3 µm is much lower than the values generally 
reported for cells made from dip-coated surfactant-templated titania films.105, 106 
Zukalová et al applied 1 µm mesoporous titania into DSSC and showed an 
efficiency of 4.04 %.1 Dewalque et al. obtained an conversion efficiency of 1.9 % 
by using 1 µm mesoporous titania into DSSC.106 Some reasons are possible: 
firstly, the dye loading of films is not high due to the low specific surface area and 
collapsing of pores; Secondly, the films have low light absorbance to favour the 
harvesting of protons by dye molecules; Thirdly, the doping of sulphur may 
increase the defects of titania, which will influence the charge transfer 
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characteristics of photogenerated electrons from the dye into the titania.322 
However, for the 2-layer film based DSSC, the efficiency of 0.78 % is not so bad 
due to the relative high dye loading and porosity, considering the 500 nm 
thickness and 1 cm2 active area in our case. The cell area of DSSC from 
Zukalová’s work is 0.158 cm2 and that from Dewalque is 0.2064 cm2.   
  
Figure 6-10 The IV curves and IPCE of DSSC made from different photoelectrodes. 
Table 6-1 Photoelectric properties of DSSC with photoelectrodesmade from films 
with different numbers of dip-coated layers. 
Sample Jsc(mA/cm
2
) Voc(mV) FF (%) η (%) Dye uptake(nmol/cm
2
) 
2-layer 0.782 693 73.45 0.78 12.0 
4-layer 0.230 648 67.80 0.23 3.1 
7-layer 0.373 597 68.87 0.37 4.4 
8-layer 0.159 580 66.07 0.06 4.8 
6.3 Conclusion 
To obtain better ordered mesostructures, the effects of the “filling pore” 
process were studied by GISAXS, ellipsometry, TEM, and AFM. From the results, 
the degree of mesostructural ordering for films made without the “filling pore” 
process decreased when applying the “filling pore” process and surface 
roughness increased. The thickness and porosity were however, similar 
compared to films made without the “filling pore” process. So the “filling pore” 
process was not used in later experiments. Thicker film up to 1.6 µm were made 
by repeated coating and investigated by GISAXS, AFM, UV-Vis and N2 
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adsorption and desorption. The film thickness had a linear relationship with the 
number of layers in the films and the gradient was 165 nm per layer. In the 
GISAXS patterns all of the films had a higher ordering in the in-plane cut direction 
than the vertical cut direction, indicating the mesostructures in the films were 
compressed in the vertical direction. The ordering of the mesostructures 
decreased during the multiple coating processes and the mesostructure ordering 
was lost for film with greater than 5 layers. With the increase of film thickness, the 
film had higher absorbance and a rougher surface, but cracks appeared in the 
8-layer film. Due to the collapse and re-structuring of pores in repeated 
calcination and infilling by subsequent coating steps, the specific surface area 
and pore volume decreased as the number of layers increased, which induced a 
lower dye loading for the thicker films. When these films were applied in DSSC, 
the solar conversion efficiencies were lower than the previously reported values. 
The 2-layer film showed the best cell performance due to the higher dye loading 
compared to the other films. 
In this experiment, cells with a good efficiency were not obtained as expected, 
mainly due to the pore collapse, restructuring and in-filling during the repeated 
coating and partial calcination steps. Some suggestions for further work to 
improve this system are given here. Apart from modification of the synthesis 
parameters which need to be tightly controlled to make ordered 
surfactant-templated multilayer films, such as humidity control, reagents 
adjustment, the S-doped titania multilayer films may be more applicable in other 
applications. Firstly, the S-doped titania multilayer films can be used as solar 
photocatalysts, From Chapter 5, the S-doped titania with 1 layer was used as a 
solar photocatalyst and a promising result was obtained. It is known that the 
thickness of films has a great influence on their photocatalytic activity,323 so 
investigation the influence of thickness for S-doped titania films on the 
performance of photoreactivity would be an interesting study. The hierarchical 
structure of the 7-layer film, revealed by the AFM measurements may be a 
particular advantage in this application due to the more rapid rates of mass 
transfer allowed through meso/macroporous structures. Secondly, the S-doped 
film with thickness around 500 nm could be applied in a solid-state DSSC that 
utilizes solid hole-collectors in place of liquid electrolytes. The film thickness 
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normally used in solid-state DSSC is around 500 nm and a mesoporous titania 
film made by dip or spin coating has previously showed a good efficiency in such 
cells according to literature.324 The mesoporous thin film has open, uniformly 
sized pores enable effective infiltration of an organic phase. In this chapter, the 
2-layer film has a thickness of 500 nm and highly porous, so applying them in 




Chapter 7 Meso-TiO2 and Nanowire Composite 
Films Self-assembled at Air-Water Interface for 
DSSC 
Most free-standing inorganic oxide films are surfactant-templated and based 
on mesoporous silica, however, for non-silica species, including titania, interfacial 
film growth is much less developed. In our previous work, a series of unsupported 
mesostructured surfactant-polymer films and silica films were synthesized at the 
air-water interface.247, 252, 325-327 Here, we have expanded this method to prepare 
titania films templated by surfactant/polymer. Initially, the free-standing 
surfactant/TiO2 films from titania precursor in aqueous solution were successfully 
fabricated, but there was not enough titania left after calcination due to the quick 
hydrolysis reaction of titania precursor in aqueous solution. To solve this problem, 
titania seed solution was used instead of the titania precursor and templated by 
CTAB/SDS/PEO. Interestingly, the unsupported titania films (FS-TiO2) are 
composed of both nanowires and nanoparticles. After calcination the films contain 
an anatase phase with high surface area and remain intact, with thickness around 
8.2 μm. When the film was put into a bilayer photoelectrode in DSSC, the FS-TiO2 
shows a better cell performance compared to a standard colloidal titania 
(Degussa P25) film and commercial Dyesol titania film.  
7.1 Experimental 
7.1.1 Free-standing surfactant/TiO2 films from titania precursor  
CTAB, SDS and PEI were dissolved in ultrapure deionised water to give 0.1 
M CTAB, 0.1 M SDS and 100 g/l PEI stock solution respectively. Although the 
CTAB/PEI mixture alone forms films at the solution interface, no film was 
observed when adding TIPR, TIBU or TIBDD to this solution. Different 
parameters, such as concentration of reagents and pH were adjusted but still no 
films were observed. However, films were observed when using CTAB/SDS 
mixedsurfactant solutions with PEI and titania precursors. 
The two surfactant solutions were mixed and diluted to prepare a CTAB/SDS 
solution with 5.25 mM CTAB and 2.25 mM SDS. The polymer solution was then 
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added to the mixed surfactant solution to give a final concentration of CTAB and 
SDS of 3.5 mM and 1.5 mM respectively. After a short period of stirring, TIPR, 
TIBU or TIBDD was added to the solution to give the final concentration of 24.3 
mM or 48.6 mM, but no film formed when adding TIBDD as it forms precipitates 
immediately. As the hydrolysis reaction of TIPR is much quicker than TIBU, TIBU 
was chosen for the later experiments. The surfactant/TiO2 solution was then 
poured into a petri dish with a diameter of 50 mm over a plastic mesh. Several 
hours later, films were observed on the surface and precipitate formed at the 
bottom of the solution. Films were removed from the solution surface by lifting the 
open plastic mesh and dried in the air at room temperature. Dried films were then 
calcined at 450 ºC in air for 3 h with a ramp speed of 1 ºC/min and a natural cool 
down. To optimize the parameters, the concentration of CTAB, SDS, PEI were 
varied. Two kinds of polymers, SPEI, and LPEI were used and no pH adjustment 
was made to the solution. The neutron reflectivity patterns for films grown at 
air/water surface were used to characterize the film in situ. TGA was taken to 
characterize the dried surfactant/TiO2 films. 
7.1.2 Free-standing titania films from titania colloidal solutions 
3 ml TIPR was added dropwise to 40 ml 0.1 M HCl solution at room 
temperature with vigorous stirring. After stirring another 30 min in a bottle sealed 
by a lid, the solution was aged at a certain temperature (40, 70 or 100 ºC) 
overnight to form a clear titania seed solution. CTAB, SDS and PEO were 
dissolved in ultrapure deionised to give 0.1 M CTAB, 0.1 M SDS and 100 g/l PEO 
solution respectively. Normally the seed solution aged at 70 ºC was used if not 
otherwise specified.  
To prepare CTAB/SDS/PEO/TiO2 films, a mixture of 3.5 ml CTAB and 1.5 ml 
SDS solutions were diluted into 17 ml H2O and then 8 ml PEO and 10 ml titania 
colloidal solution were added separately (to give a final surfactant concentration 
of 12.5 mM, PEO 2 wt.% and TiO2 2.5 mM). This solution was poured into an 8 
cm diameter polystyrene dish over a piece of plastic mesh after a short period of 
stirring. Films grew at the air-liquid interface within several hours and were 
removed from the solution surface by lifting the open plastic mesh and dried in the 
air at room temperature. Dried films were then calcined at 450 ºC in air for 3 h 
with a ramp speed of 1 ºC/min and a natural cool down.  
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TEM, DLS, AFM. SEM, TGA, XRD and N2 adsorption and desorption were 
taken to characterize the samples.  
7.1.3 Free-standing titania films for DSSC 
As there is only a small amount of titania left after calcination for 
surfactant/TiO2 films from titania precursor solution, only titania films produced 
from colloidal solution were used in DSSCs. A bilayered TiO2 photoelectrode was 
used in this experiment. The first layer was deposited on FTO glass (3 × 2.5 cm2) 
with a blocking layer on top, from a Solaronix-paste by the doctor blade method: 
‘magic tape’ was used to mark out a 1 cm wide strip on the glass and control the 
film thickness and the paste spread over this space by a sharp edge. The film was 
initially put into an oven for 30 min at 450 ºC. To minimize the effects of the first 
layer on the cells performance, a single piece of FTO glass with one coating was 
cut into two small pieces (1.5 × 2.5 cm2). Then a second layer from home-made 
paste was coated on top. In the case of free-standing titania (FS-TiO2), a drop of 
Milli-Q water was applied to moisten the surface before putting the dried 
unsupported titania film on the top of the initial film layer. This caused the 
unsupported films to lie flat on the substrate due to its hydrophilic property. After 
that, the FS-TiO2 photoelectrode was calcined at 450 ºC in air for 3 h with a ramp 
speed of 1 ºC/min and a natural cool down. To make a comparison, the second 
piece of substrate was coated in a home-made paste prepared from commercial 
Degussa P25 titania nanoparticles as the second layer by doctor-blade method. 
The preparation of Degussa P25 titania paste was described in section 4.1 of 
chapter 4. After that, the Degussa P25 photoelectrode was calcined under the 
process described in section 4.2.2 as well. Another comparison photoelectrod is 
the film with thickness ~10 µm made from Dyesol paste according to the 
literature.328 
The photoelectrodes were put into DSSC and measured by IV curves and 
IPCE. Cells were repeated 3-5 times to obtain the right trends. The dye 
absorbance of photoelectrodes was also tested. 
 
Pervoskite electrolytes such as CsSnI3-xFx have been found to be an effective 
hole-conductor for solid-state DSSC in 2012 by Chung et al..329, 330 Here, 
free-standing titania films with CsSnI3-xFx in the film were attempted to prepare. A 
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small amount of CsSnI3-xFx solid particles were added into a 
CTAB/SDS/PEO/TiO2 solution, but no film was formed and some white cottony 
materials formed in the solution. This is probably because the surfactant surface 
adsorption is very sensitive to the addition,329, 331 or because the CsSnI3-xFx reacts 
in acid solution as some people consider the CsSnI3 as the metallic solids. 
332 
Also the colour of CsSnI3-xFx solid is black and it became dark brown after being 
dissolved in organic solvent, the solution is dark brown, but the solution became 
white when adding the CsSnI3 into CTAB/SDS/PEO/TiO2 solution. No deep 
research was done due to the failure of this experiment. 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
7.2.1 Free-standing TiO2/surfactant films from titania precursor 
7.2.1.1 Neutron reflectivity of interfacial films 
The neutron reflectivity patterns collected on INTER at ISIS, for films grown 
at air/water surface using LPEI are shown in Figure 7-1. In general the LPEI films 
show little evidence of long range mesostructural ordering. Only a broad peak at 
around 0.106 Å-1 can be observed, giving the spacing between adjacent repeat 
units of 5.9 nm if a lamellar film structure is assumed. 
 
Figure 7-1 Neutron reflectivity patterns of CTAB 3.5 mM/SDS 1.5 mM films grown at 
air/water surface Sample A is synthesized from 5 g/l LPEI and 24.3 mM TIBU, while 
sample B is prepared from the same amount of LPEI without TIBU. 10 g/l LPEI was 
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used in samples C, D and E, but sample C was made from 24.3 mM TIBU, D without 
TIBU and E from 48.6 mM TIBU. 
Time-resolved neutron reflectivity data of a film grown using 5 g/l SPEI as the 
polymer, with no added titania precursor is shown in Figure 7-2. It is found that 
the film has a good mesostructural order. In the first ten minutes after mixing, two 
distance peaks at 0.09 and 0.12 Å-1 and a broad weak peak at 0.18 Å-1 can be 
observed. This phase is a cubic Im3m phase with unit cell 9.9 nm since the three 
peaks are almost related by   √   . The intensity of the peak at 0.09 Å
-1 
decreases slowly in the first 30 min and quickly in the next 30 min, when the 
intensity of the peak at 0.12 Å-1 behaves oppositely. After 30 min, the peak at 0.18 
Å-1 disappeared and a new peak at 0.14 Å-1 grows quickly. The intensity of peak 
at 0.12 Å-1 decreases gradually after around one hour. The final pattern of films, 
which has two peaks (0.09 and 0.14 Å-1) with the second peak still showing traces 
of evolution, is shown in the right graph of Figure 7-2. All of these changes 
indicate that a phase transformation is occurring within the interfacial film, 
however, the final mesostructure of films need more evidence to analyse the 
structure present, as the mesostructure after 60 min is still changing and only two 
peaks are found. 
 
Figure 7-2 Evolution of the CTAB/SDS/ SPEI film grown at air/water surface (left) 




With CTAB/SDS as surfactants, the effects of the concentration of SPEI and 
TIBU on the evolution of CTAB/SDS/SPEI/TiO2 film at air/water surface were 
investigated by neutron reflectivity.  
Figure 7-3.A shows reflectivity from a film grown at the air/water surface 
synthesized from 3.5mM CTAB/1.5mM SDS/5g/l SPEI/24.3mM TIBU. In the first 
half an hour, only one distinct peak at 0.12 Å-1 appears and the shape has little 
change. The intensity of this peak increases in first 30 min then decreases when 
a new peak at 0.14 Å-1 grows in. The new peak grows quickly, while the peak at 
0.12 Å-1 disappeared gradually. Moreover, another weak peak at 0.09 Å-1 starts to 
form at 100 min, although it grows really slowly and is difficult to notice. However 
its presence can be confirmed by the pattern at 154 min. The mesostructure of 
film with the second still showing traces of evolution at 154 min looks quite similar 
as the one in Figure 7-2. 
Figure 7-3.B shows reflectivity from a film grown at the air/water surface 
synthesized with the same concentration of surfactant-polymer complex as in 
sample A, but with 48.6 mM TIBU added. After mixing, the film has one distinct 
peak at 0.09 Å-1 and two weaker peaks at 0.12 and 0.18 Å-1, which can be 
indexed to a cubic Im3m phase. The intensity of the first two peaks increases for 
10 min then changes little. Although the changes of the patterns are small after 10 
min, some wrinkles occur in the region of 0.12-0.18 Å-1, which can be confirmed 
by the higher resolution pattern at 60 min as belonging to four peaks at 0.09, 0.12, 
0.14 and 0.18 Å-1. This means a new peak at 0.14 Å-1 formed, but it is difficult to 
index the four peaks as a pure cubic phase. As the speed of evolution of the film 
is really slow, we scan it again after 236 min to obtain the final structure. Two 
obvious peaks at 0.09 and 0.14 Å-1 are observed, which is almost the same as the 
films with lower concentration or without TIBU.  
Figure 7-3.C shows reflectivity for a film grown at the air/water surface 
synthesized with the same concentration of CTAB/SDS/TIBU as sample A, but 
increasing the amount of SPEI to 10 g/l. In the whole time-resolved process, two 
peaks at 0.09 and 0.12 Å-1 are always observed, possibly indicating the cubic 
Im3m phase. The first peak is much weaker and its intensity decreases with time 
while the other one behaves oppositely. Half an hour after mixing, a new peak at 
0.14 Å-1 begins to form and its intensity increases with time. The three peaks are 
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also shown in the pattern at 60 min. The final structure of this film, shown in the 
pattern at 195 min, has two peaks at 0.09 and 0.14 Å-1, which is almost the same 






Figure 7-3 Evolution of the CTAB/SDS/SPEI/TiO2 film grown at air/water surface 
(left) and reflectivity patterns at different times (right). Concentrations of materials 












All of these films with different amount of titanium precursor or polymer 
indicated a phase transformation occurring from cubic Im3m to another phase 
within the interfacial film, although the variation of peaks intensity and numbers 
are totally different from each other. Compared with the film without adding TIBU, 
they have the same process of mesostructure transformation, but the structure for 
films with addition of titania changed more slowly, so adding titania has greatly 
affected the process of film mesostructure transformation. The phase 
transformation was also observed in our group’s work,333 and higher 
concentration of surfactant solution were used to template silica film. 
 With different amount of TIBU and SPEI, the evolutions of different samples 
have different structural transfer processes but have the same final structure. So, 
it can be concluded that the amount of TIBU and SPEI greatly affects the process 
of structure evolution in inorganic surfactant/polymer films rather than the final 
structure. Most of the structural changes observed must be due to drying rather 
than titania polymerisation since similar structural changes are observed in the 
film without titania addition, suggesting either that little titania is incorporated into 
the films or that the rapid titania condensation finishes in times short enough that 
the final structure of the film is not perturbed although the mechanism by which is 
forms can be altered. 
7.2.1.2 TGA of dried film 
To test these possibilities TGA measurements were made on these films 
after recovery from the solution surface and drying. Figure 7-4 shows the TGA 
curves of dried CTAB/SDS/SPEI/TiO2 films. Although the concentration of 
reagents changed, there is only a small amount of titania left after calcination, 
because hydrolysis reaction of titania precursor in aqueous solution is very quick 
and the titania form precipitates without interacting with surfactants. This limits the 
potential of these films and does not meet the aim of this project, so no further 




Figure 7-4 TGA curves of dried CTAB/SDS/PEI/TiO2 films. 
7.2.2 Free-standing titania films from titania colloidal solution 
7.2.2.1 Titania seed solution 
To prepare the films a titania nanoparticle solution was initially prepared. 
Since the pH of the resultant solution (~ 1) is below the point-of-zero charge (pzc) 
of titania (pzc ~ 6-7), the titania seeds are positively-charged. TEM images of the 
seed solution show particles with diameters between 2.5-4 nm, shown in Figure 
7-5. However, DLS measurements suggest the seeds rapidly form clusters which 
are ~14.3 nm diameter with a dispersity of 0.25. DLS of seed solution aged at 40 
and 100 ºC are ~12.3 and ~21.6 nm with a dispersity of 0.25 and 0.22 
respectively, demonstrating that the size aggregation process increase with the 




Figure 7-5 TEM image of titania seed solution prepared at 70 ºC. 
7.2.2.2 Morphology  
Photographs of free-standing films at different stages are shown in Figure 7-6 
A, B and C. At first, uniform films formed at the air-interface of the white 
surfactant/polymer mixture and can be demonstrated from the macroscopic 
wrinkles visible in the surface (Image A). Then, the robust film was lifted and dried 
in air keeping the shape of the dish (Image B). Noticeably, the FS-TiO2 film 
retains its shape after calcination (Image C).  
The calcined FS-TiO2 film has an estimated thickness of ~ 8.2 μm measured 
by cross-sectional SEM (Figure 7-6 D). AFM (Figure 7-6 E) demonstrates that the 
calcined film has a smooth surface with a 31.9 nm RMS roughness and a long 
nanowire is seen running parallel to the surface. This wire is more than 13 μm 
long with a diameter between 40 and 150 nm. The nanowire surface is not 
smooth, as seen for previously reported “naked“ nanowires  334 since some 
nanoparticles adhere to the nanowire, which is also the reason for the large 




Figure 7-6 Photographs of free-standing films at different stages (A,B and C); SEM 
cross-sectional image (D) and AFM surface images of calcined film (E). 
7.2.2.3 TGA  
Figure 7-7 shows the TGA of dried composite films suggests 25 wt.% titania 
remains after heating to 450 ºC. From the TGA pattern, water evaporates in the 
temperature range 100 - 220 ºC, combustion of the template occurs until 370 ºC 
followed by condensation and crystallization of the TiO2 structure ending at 500 
ºC. From 500 ºC onwards, the residual mass from the composite film is 22 wt. % 
TiO2. The mass ratio of TiO2 and template calculated from TGA is 2:5. 





Figure 7-7 TGA curve of dried surfactant/titania films. 
7.2.2.4 XRD  
Figure 7-8 shows the XRD of a powdered, calcined FS-TiO2 film. The 
diffraction peaks (101), (004), (200), and (220) can be unambiguously assigned to 
the anatase form of TiO2 (JCPDS card no. 21-1272). The relatively broad peaks 
suggest the calcined film has a nanocrystalline structure with a crystal size ~ 6.1 
nm according to the Scherrer formula. 
 





7.2.2.5 TEM  
The morphology and structure of the calcined FS-TiO2 film are further 
confirmed by TEM and selected-area electron diffraction patterns (SAED). As 
shown in Figure 7-9, the typical FS-TiO2 film is composed of nanowires and a 
branched nanoparticle network, which roughens the surface of the nanowire. The 
diameter of the nanowire structures ranges from 40-200 nm and the length is on 
the order of micrometers, in agreement with the AFM data. A magnified image 
(Image A), shows the long axis of the nanowire, (in the direction marked by the 
lines) with a diameter of 40 nm. It is important to note that that these 
nanowire/nanoparticle composites are nanoporous due to the formation of 
unsymmetrical pores associated with the interparticle spaces. Nanoparticles, with 
diameter around 6-8 nm, gather on the body of the nanowire and form branches 
from the nanowire surfaces. The presence of nanoparticles (with some circled) 
are also shown in the high-resolution image in Image B. The size of nanoparticles 
is in agreement with the XRD results. The branched nanoparticle aggregates help 
bind the nanowires together to form continuous films. In Image C, a nanoparticle 
(circled) acts as a bridge to connect the two separate nanowires. Image C and D 
also indicate that the nanoparticles are fully crystalline, with a lattice spacing of 
0.35 nm corresponding to the (101) crystal plane, which is also verified by the 
inset SAED pattern in Image C. The larger nanowire structure is not as well 
crystallized as the nanoparticles although it also has an anatase nanocrystalline 
structure. The clear crystalline rings in the inset SAED pattern in Image D are 
attributed to the (101), (004), (200) and (211) planes of the anatase phase,  
respectively. The difference in the degree of crystallization between nanoparticles 
and nanowires may result from different polymer and surfactant content in the 
nanowire compared to the branched nanoparticle regions. Adsorption of 
surfactant on the initial TiO2 nanoparticles will influence the surface energies of 
titania nuclei and thus alter the crystallization, as the formation of anatase titania 





Figure 7-9 TEM images of calcined FS-TiO2 with SAED patterns inset. 
7.2.2.6 N2 adsorption and desorption  
The nitrogen ads/desorption isotherms of calcined FS-TiO2 prepared from 
different seed solutions are presented in Figure 7-10 (left). The films made from 
seed solution aged at 40, 70 and 100 ºC were named FS-TiO2-40, FS-TiO2-70 
and FS-TiO2-100 respectively. It is noticeable that all the titania composites show 
the type IV isotherm with type H2 hysteresis loop according to IUPAC 
classification indicating interconnected pores.336 All of them have high BET 
surface area and the film FS-TiO2-70 has the highest value. Its surface area is up 
to 190 m2/g, which is more than 4 times higher than the commercial Degussa P25 
nanoparticles (46 m2/g) and at least twice that of titania nanowires alone (10-100 
m2/g) according to literature.337 The high surface area may result from the porous 
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structure and roughened nanowire surface. The pore-size distribution of FS-TiO2 
film powders were analysed using the BJH method and displayed in Figure 7-10 
(right). For the typical film FS-TiO2-70, the predominate pore size is around 5.28 
nm and mesopores are probably attributed to the inter-particle gaps in the 
assemblies of nanoparticle branches and nanowires,338 which is also in 
accordance with TEM results. With the increase of the ageing temperature, the 
pore size increased. This also confirms that the pores were introduced by the 
voids between particles.33 The voids between particles increased due to the 
increase of particle size as the higher ageing temperature induced a bigger 
particle size in the seed solutions. The results of nitrogen ads/desorption are also 
summarized in Table 7-1. 
 
Figure 7-10 N2 ads/desorption isotherms (left) and BJH pore size distribution (right) 
of FS-TiO2 films fabricated from different seed solutions. 
Table 7-1 The parameters calculated from the nitrogen ads/desorption isotherms. 
Sample SBET (m
2/g) Pore volume (cm3/g) Peak pore size (nm) 
FS-TiO2-40 187 0.24 3.88 
FS-TiO2-70 190 0.28 5.28 
FS-TiO2-100 171 0.32 8.33 
 
Films with high surface area and a porous structure will facilitate mass 
transfer making them useful for many applications, such as faster diffusion to the 
active sites during catalysis339 and allows the capture of more dye molecules to 
improve the efficiency of solar cells.35. Below in section 7.2.3 we explore the 
potential application of these films as photoanodes for 1 cm2 DSSCs. 
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7.2.2.7 Mechanism for film formation 
The overall CTAB/SDS concentration in the film forming solutions is 0.0125 
M, and at this concentration the mixed surfactant solution contains small mixed 
micelles in solution 340 although other work in our group has found a mixture of 
larger aggregates and small micelles in 0.01 M CTAB/SDS solutions without 
added polymer.247 Contrast variation small angle neutron scattering and 
ultrasmall angle neutron scattering was used to demonstrate that the mixed 
surfactant solution separates into small ellipsoidal micelles which contain 90 % 
CTAB (with radii 25 and 33Å) and larger mixed ellipsoidal aggregates (1.5 × 0.5 
microns) with a 7:3 molar ratio of CTAB:SDS. At higher total surfactant 
concentration (0.05 M) the formation of large multilamellar vesicles is favoured by 
addition of PEO however addition of this polymer was not investigated at the 
lower surfactant concentration. With the addition of PEO, several environments 
are available to influence the crystallisation and clustering of the nanoscopic 
titania seeds. Preferential adsorption of surfactant on crystal faces of 
nanoparticles may favour growth as nanowires along a preferred direction, similar 
to the growth of gold nanorods from initial seeds.341, 342 However work on 
hydrothermal synthesis of TiO2 nanorods on substrates has shown that elongated 
nanorod growth is favoured by PEO in solution while addition of SDS causes 
elongation but also fusing of nanorods attached to substrates in hydrothermal 
synthesis.114 CTAB also favours aggregation of nanoparticles into nanowires, 
since CTAB addition to solution phase titania nanorod syntheses in ethylene 
glycol caused formation of nanorods with a rough surface.343 The presence of the 
PEO in our solutions therefore may promote nanorod growth and the presence of 
SDS and CTAB the fusion of further nanoparticles to the rods. Intercalation of the 
polymer in the nanorod would explain the lower degree of crystallinity as the rods 
form from fusion of nanoparticles interacting with the polymer. Nanoparticles 
incorporated into the large surfactant aggregates or surfactant micelles grow and 
crystallise to form the nanoparticle network. Forced by the solvent evaporation, 
the titania hybrid nanowires, dispersed particle aggregates, micelles and PEO 
migrate to the surface of solution to form films within a few hours after mixing and 
this surface layer condenses due to the continuous evaporation of water. During 
this process, PEO, wrapped around the micelles and nanoparticles, plays an 
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important role to hinder the electrostatic repulsion between charged wires and 
seeds and bind them together to form strong films.252 The wet films can be easily 
lifted by a mesh and dried in air to obtain thick and robust titania hybrid films. After 
calcination the titania hybrid nanowires became anatase nanowires and titania 
nanoparticle branches served as a binder between nanowires to form intact films. 
The overview of the mechanistic scheme of FS-TiO2 films suggested above is 
shown in Figure 7-11.  
 
Figure 7-11 Scheme showing the mechanism of unsupported titania 
nanowire/nanoparticle composite film growth. 
7.2.3 Free-standing titania films in DSSCs 
Figure 7-12 shows SEM cross-sectional image of the first and second layer of 
the bilayer photoelectrode prepared from the Degussa P25 film. The initial layer is 
around 2 µm, and as this substrate was split in half after the initial film was 
deposited, this thickness is the same for the two solar cells subsequently 
prepared from FS-TiO2 and Degussa P25 films. The thickness of the secondary 











Figure 7-12 SEM cross-sectional image of a bilayer photoelectrode prepared from 
a Degussa P25 film deposited on an initial layer of TiO2. 
Figure 7-13 shows the IV curves and IPCE of FS-TiO2-70, Degussa P25 and 
Dyesol cells. The dye uptake of the three electrodes was 195, 125 and 100 
nmol/cm2 for FS-TiO2-70, Degussa P25 and Dyesol films respectively, calculated 
by desorbing the dyes in 0.1M KOH solution. This suggests 56 % more dye was 
absorbed by the FS-TiO2-70 film than the Degussa P25 layer and that is 95 % 
than Dyesol film. Both the short current and open voltage of FS-TiO2-70 film cell 
are the highest among the three cells. In particular, the short current of 
FS-TiO2-70 cell is 9.32 mA which is ~14% higher than that found for the Degussa 
P25 cell (7.95 mA) and Dyesol cell (7.82 mA). The total global efficiency is 3.99 % 
compared to 3.50 % from the cell prepared using the Degussa P25 layer and 
3.19 % from Dyesol cell. These better photoelectrical performances are due to 
the higher dye uptake and faster electron transfer in the nanowire structure found 
in the FS-TiO2-70 films 
47.The improved short current does not correspond with 
the improved dye uptake, rather it results from the fact that the higher surface 
area also means more back reactions occur which reduce the short current.344 
The IPCE of the FS-TiO2-70, Degussa P25 and Dyesol cells is shown in Figure 
7-13 (right) and is in accordance with the efficiency result. In general, the IPCE of 
the FS-TiO2-70 cell is higher than that of the Degussa P25 and Dyesol cell over 
the whole wavelength range due to their different light capture ability, due to the 
adsorbed dye amounts, which is in agreement with the IV results. In the blue and 
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visible wavelength range, the FS-TiO2-70 cell has an obviously higher IPCE than 
the Degussa P25 cell. At 530 nm, the peak of the adsorption spectrum for the 
N719 dye used in these cells occurs and the IPCE for the FS-TiO2-70 cell is 15% 
higher than the Degussa P25 cell and 23% than the Dyesol cell. The results of the 
three cell performance were also summarized in Table 7-2. 
 
Figure 7-13 IV curves and IPCE of DSSC made from FS-TiO2-70, Degussa P25 and 
Dyesol films 
Table 7-2 Photoelectric properties of DSSC made from FS-TiO2-70, Degussa P25 
and Dyesol films. 














IPCE at 530 nm 
(%) 
FS-TiO2 2 + 8.2 8.96 720 62 3.99±0.12 195±3 82.2 
P25 2 + 8.2 7.95 677 64 3.50±0.18 125±2 71.7 
Dyesol 10 7.82 691 60 3.19±0.15 100±2 66.6 
7.3 Conclusion 
Free-standing surfactant/polymer templated titania films were successfully 
made either from a titania precursor or a seed solution. Although the films made 
using a titania precursor have an ordered mesostructure, there is only a small 
amount of titania left after calcination. This suggests the failure of trying to make 
free-standing titania film from titania precursor due to the rapid hydrolysis reaction 
in water leading to poor titania incorporation into the films. So, a titania seed 
solution was used as the titania source to prepare free-standing titania films 
containing larger amounts of titania. This is a novel method adopted to 
successfully fabricate free-standing robust titania nanowire/nanoparticle 
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composite films. Films are composed of ~25 wt.% of titania when freshly prepared 
and retain their macroscopic shape, with a thickness around 8.2 μm after 
calcination. The nanoparticle component acts as a binder between nanowires 
which grow during synthesis. This allows formation of unsupported intact porous 
titania films even after heat treatment at 450 ºC for 3 h. Moreover, calcined films 
contain an anatase crystal phase and have a high surface area (190 m2/g) with 
the structure composed of one-dimensional long nanowires (more than 13μm in 
length and ca. 40nm in diameter) and mesoporous nanoparticle branches (peak 
pore size at 5.28nm). When the film is used as the second layer in bilayered 
photoelectrode DSSC, the short current of FS-TiO2-70 cell is 9.32 mA which is 
~14% higher than that found for the other two nanoparticle films. The total global 
efficiency is 3.99 % compared to 3.50 % from the cell prepared using the 
Degussa P25 layer and 3.19 % from Dyesol cell. The IPCE at 530 nm is 15% 
higher than the Degussa P25 cell and 23% than the Dyesol cell. The improved 
performance is due to higher dye uptake in the FS-TiO2 films and possibly also 
more rapid electron transfer in the nanowire structures, compared to the 
nanoparticle films. 
The 1D nanostructure can increase the electron transport. To further confirm 
this, the differences in electron transport and back reaction should be measured. 
From the experiments, we changed the parameter of titania seed solution which 
can affect the pore size and surface area, so other testing and application in 
DSSC should be taken to investigate the influences. By changing the other 
parameters such as concentration of reagents, pH, it is possible that the tuning of 
size of nanowires and the titania amount in as-prepared hybrid film could be 
changed to obtain stronger films with better properties to put into more 
applications.  
Except changing the parameters of film formation solution, the strength 
improvement of films could be attempted by adding some silicon source in 
reagents solution to prepare TiO2/SiO2 film. The silicon precursor reacts relatively 
slowly in acid solution and interacts with surfactants strongly,345 also it will not 
crystallize during calcination and people in our group made very robust 
mesostructured silica from this method.333 These suggest it will be a good way to 
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make the robust and mesoporous titania film by adding a small amount of silicon 
precursor or treat the titania hybrid film by exposure to silica precursor vapour. 





Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Mesoporous titania powder or film with various mesostructure have been 
fabricated via different approaches. When applied the structured titania into 
DSSCs or photocatalysts, the influence of film’s morphology, mesostructure, 
porosity and optical property on the performance of DSSC and photocatalyst 
were investigated using many characterization methods.  
8.1 Meso-TiO2 powder made from water-ethanol solution 
Meso-TiO2 was made from water-ethanol solution by using the P123 as the 
template. The effects of volume ratio between ethanol and water, and aging 
temperatures on mesostructure of calcined samples were studied. All the 
samples do not have ordered mesostructure. From the TGA results, the aging 
temperatures do not affect the inorganic/organic weight ratio in the as-prepared 
materials. For a typical sample, it has an anatase phase with crystal size ~ 19 nm 
and obtains a specific surface area 101 m2/g with a mean pore diameter of 3.1 nm. 
The formation of the relatively small pores is due to the pore collapse during 
calcination. Although these meso-TiO2 are not well-ordered, they are 
well-crystallized and retain some mesoporosity. These materials therefore should 
have higher active performance compared to bulk titania in many applications. 
Some further ways could be attempted to improve the long range ordering, such 
as lowering the calcination temperature to reduce the collapse of pores, using 
CASH method 29 in the calcination process to help maintain better ordering and 
adding chelating complex in the reagents to slow the hydrolysis reaction of 
titanium precursor.13  
8.2 Ordered mesoporous titania and nanoparticle 
composite films prepared by doctor-blading for DSSC 
Ordered 2D-hexagonal mesoporous titania powders were synthesized vis 
EISA method and templated by P123. The aging time on the mesostructure of 
as-prepared sample were investigated by SAXS. Increasing the age time favours 
the degree of long range ordering but it has little effects when the ageing time is 
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longer than 6 days. After calcination, the meso-TiO2 aged for 6 days has anatase 
crystallite with a size ~7 nm and high surface area 149 m2/g with a mean pore 
diameter of 8.33 nm. By mixing this meso-TiO2 with Degussa P25 titania and 
preparing meso-TiO2 and nanoparticle composite films by doctor-blading, the 
films become more porous, rougher, have higher surface area and stronger 
scattering effects compared to pure P25 film. Most importantly, the amount of dye 
loading increased with the fraction of meso-TiO2. When applying these films as 
the scattering layer for DSSCs, the photovoltaic performances improved by the 
introduction of meso-TiO2 into P25 films. Considering the porosity, surface area, 
scattering effects and the degree of compactness of the film, the optimum cell 
was obtained by introducing 50 wt.% meso-TiO2, which shows an increase of 
short current from 8.36 to 11.96 mA/cm2 and efficiency from 3.85 to 4.93 % 
compared to cell with the Degussa P25 film.  
To our knowledge, this is the first time using mesoporous titania and 
nanoparticle composite films as the scattering layer for DSSCs. Although some 
promising results were obtained, there are still some points which could be 
improved. In the process of titania paste preparation, annealing of the film is 
needed to remove the organic compounds, although the meso-TiO2 was calcined 
at 450 °C already, so using the as-prepared meso-TiO2 directly in the paste could 
simplify the fabrication process. To further improve the efficiency of solar cells, 
post treatment is a proven convenient and applicable approach.74  
8.3 Ordered meso-TiO2 thin films by dip coating from 
aqueous solution 
Ordered meso-TiO2 films were made by dip coating from aqueous solution 
and templated by F127 without a subsequent ageing process. The withdrawal 
speed of dip coating, amounts of titanium salt in precursor solution, calcination 
temperature affected the mesostructure. The typical film has a cubic Im3m 
mesostructure and a meso/macroporous structure that could benefit the efficient 
transport of guest species to framework binding sites. However, the film has a 
very rough surface and low thickness ~ 130 nm, which limits their potentials. 
Before putting the film into application, many modifications on preparation 
process should be made, such as tuning the viscosity of precursor solution to 
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obtain thicker film and changing the surface chemistry and the wettability of 
substrate to prepare smoother film.  
8.4 Ordered S-Doped meso-TiO2 thin film prepared by 
dip-coating for photocatalyst 
S-doped titania thin films with a cubic Pn3m phase mesostructure were 
prepared by dip coating via EISA method and templated by P123. By using 
sulfuric acid as the S source, sulphur was successfully and uniformed doped into 
titania films at a level of S/Ti atomic ratio 0.19/1. The modification effects on 
mesostructure, morphology, optical property, hydrophility and photoreactivity of 
film were studied. The S-TiO2 film has a thickness of 317 nm with a smooth 
surface and has anatase crystallize ~4.5 nm, mean pores diameter 7.0 nm, 
specific surface area 190 m2/g and porosity 78%. The solar photocatalytic activity 
was measured by degrading methylene blue and the S-doped titania film has an 
improved efficiency compared to that of the undoped film, because the S-TiO2 film 
has a better ordered mesostructure, bigger pore size, higher porosity, red-shift of 
band gap and more hydrophilic surface compared to pure titania film.  
So far as we know, this is the first time that S-doped titania thin films with a 
cubic Pn3m phase mesostructure was successfully made and applied as solar 
photocatalyst. To further improve the efficiency of photocatalysis, it is worthy to try 
to improve the crystallization of S-TiO2 film and tune the amount of S-doping. The 
ordered S-TiO2 film can also be applied into other application of photocatalysis,
133 
such as water-splitting, anti-bacteria, and used as the blocking or buffer layer for 
DSSC.306, 307  
8.5 S-Doped meso-TiO2 films prepared by Dip-coating for 
DSSC 
To obtain better ordered mesostructures, the effects of the “filling pore” 
process on the mesostructure, morphology, porosity and optical property of films 
were studied. The degree of long range ordering decreases and surface 
roughness increases after introduction of the “filling pore” process. So the “filling 
pore” process does not show a promising result. Thicker film up to 1.6 µm were 
made by repeated coating and investigated. The film thickness has a linear 
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relationship with the number of layers in the films and all the films are 
compressed in the vertical direction. With the increase of film thickness, many 
properties are changed due to the collapse and re-structuring of pores in 
repeated calcination: Firstly, the ordering of the mesostructure decreases until 
being lost for film with greater than 5 layers; Secondly, the film has higher 
absorbance and a rougher surface, but cracks appear in the 8-layer film; Thirdly, 
the specific surface area and pore volume decrease, which induces a lower dye 
loading for the thicker films. When these films were applied in DSSC, the 2-layer 
film shows the best cell performance due to the higher dye loading compared to 
the other films, but the conversion efficiency is still not good due to the low dye 
uptake.  
Although the efficiency of DSSC is not good, this is still the first time using 
S-doped titania thin films for DSSCs. To improve the efficiency, modification of 
the synthesis parameters are needed to make ordered surfactant-templated 
multilayer films, such as humidity control, reagents adjustment. Moreover, the 
multilayer films may be put in other applications, such as photocatalyst or solid 
state DSSC.324  
8.6 Meso-TiO2 and nanowire composite films 
self-assembled at air-water interface for DSSC 
Free-standing surfactant/polymer templated titania films were successfully 
made either from a titania precursor or a seed solution. The film made using a 
titania precursor has an ordered mesostructure, but it is crashed into powder after 
calcination. However, the film made using a titania seed colloidal retains the 
macroscopic shape after calcination and a possible mechanism is proposed. The 
calcined film is composed of titania nanowire/meso-TiO2 composites and the 
nanoparticle component acts as a binder between nanowires. The film is 
composed of ~25 wt.% of titania when freshly prepared and has a thickness 
around 8.2 μm after calcination. Moreover, the calcined film has a high surface 
area (190 m2/g) with the structure composed of one-dimensional long nanowires 
(more than 13μm in length and ca. 40nm in diameter) and mesoporous 
nanoparticle branches (peak pore diameter at 5.28 nm). When the film is used in 
DSSC, the cell performance is better than the cell prepared using the Degussa 
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P25 layer or Dyesol film due to higher dye uptake in the FS-TiO2 films and 
possibly also more rapid electron transfer in the nanowire structures, compared to 
the nanoparticle films.  
This is a novel method to fabricate anatase titania nanowire/nanoparticle 
films with high surface area and use them in DSSC application. Some further 
work needs to be carried out. The fact that 1D nanoastructure can increase the 
electron transport needs to be confirmed by later experiments. The film is still not 
robust enough which limits many applications. So, modifications are required to 
obtain stronger films, such as change the synthesis parameters, adding some 
silicon source in reagents solution to prepare TiO2/SiO2 film, treating the titania 
hybrid film by exposure to silica precursor vapour to let more inorganic keep in the 
hybrid film.326  
8.7 ZnO films self-assembled at air-liquid interface 
Free-standing surfactant/polymer templated ZnO hybrid films were 
successfully fabricated and a possible mechanism was proposed. Films are 
composed of ~15 wt.% of ZnO when freshly prepared. The procedure of 
decomposition of organics and ZNAC is not fully finished until ~550 ºC. After 
calcination at 600 ºC, the ZnO has a wurtzite phase with a crystal size of 27.4 nm. 
The film is composed of rough spheres with uniform size distribution around 
100-200 nm. The spheres are composed of assembled elongated ZnO 
nanoparticles and have a surface area around 20 m2/g, which is much higher than 
commercial ZnO nanoparticles. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is also the first time to prepare 
free-standing ZnO film. However, due to the limited time, no further work was 
done on these materials. ZnO aggregated spheres have strong scattering effects, 
which can be used in DSSC. Before using the free-standing ZnO films into DSSC, 
adjustments of synthesis parameters to obtain robust ZnO film will be required. 
Moreover, the free-standing ZnO hybrid film could also have potential for direct 
use in applications, such as UV emitters and lithium batteries.254, 255  
8.8 Overall summary 
Mesoporous metal-oxides with different geometries were successfully made 
by various synthesis processes:  
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1. Mesoporous titania powder was made from ethanol/water solvent;  
2. Ordered 2D-hexagonal mesoporous titania powder was prepared via 
EISA method and put into a thick film by doctor-blading; 
3. Ordered cubic Im3m mesoporous titania thin film was fabricated by dip 
coating from aqueous solution; 
4. Ordered cubic Pn3m S-doped mesoporous titania film was made via EISA 
method by dip-coating; 
5. Free-standing mesoporous titania nanoparticle and nanowire composite 
film was fabricated by self-assembled at air-water interface; 
6. Free-standing ZnO rough sphere film was prepared by self-assembled at 
air-water interface. 
The nanostructure, morphology, porosity and optical property of meso-TiO2 
were investigated to obtain optimized materials. When applying these optimized 
materials for photocatalysts or DSSCs, some promising results have been 
obtained due to the excellent properties of these materials, such as high surface 
area, ordered mesostructure. However, work cannot be perfect and scientists say 
no ends in science, some further work to extend the projects or optimize the 
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